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ABSTRACT 

 

Title of Dissertation: Applications of Bile Acid Transporters in Drug Delivery and 

Enterohepatic Circulation Assessment 

Diana Vivian, Doctor of Philosophy, 2014 

Dissertation Directed by: James Polli, Professor, Pharmaceutical Sciences 

The objective of this dissertation was to investigate the application of modified bile acids 

for the assessment of bile acid enterohepatic circulation and for prodrug development. 

Bile Acid Malabsorption (BAM) results in excess fecal bile acid levels and chronic, 

intermittent diarrhea. Although BAM may account for up to 30% of patients diagnosed as 

irritable bowel syndrome (IBS-D), current methods of diagnosis are limited, and BAM is 

thought to be underdiagnosed. To address this gap, two trifluorinated bile acids were 

developed for use in fluorine magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of bile acid 

enterohepatic circulation. CA-lys-TFA was synthesized by conjugating trifluoroacetyl 

lysine to cholic acid. CA-lys-TFA was a potent inhibitor and substrate of both the apical 

sodium dependent bile acid transporter and the Na
+
/taurocholate cotransporting 

polypeptide. Stability results were favorable in most conditions tested, but in 

choloylglycine hydrolase (CGH), the compound showed deconjugation. A preliminary 

pharmacokinetic analysis showed that accumulation of CA-lys-TFA in the gallbladder 

was maximal within 4 to 7 h. In vivo mouse imaging after oral dosing showed 

reproducible, clear 
19

F signal from the gallbladder. This represents the first report of in 

vivo imaging of an orally absorbed drug using 
19

F MRI. To improve upon CA-lys-TFA, 

CA-sar-TFMA was synthesized as potentially more stable against deconjugation in the 



 

intestine. CA-sar-TFMA was a potent inhibitor and substrate of ASBT and NTCP. 

Contrary to CA-lys-TFA, CA-sar-TFMA showed no degradation when exposed to CGH, 

and was successfully imaged in the mouse gallbladder. Both CA-lys-TFA and CA-sar-

TFMA showed significantly lower concentrations in the gallbladders of Asbt-deficient 

mice (Slc10A2-/-), which have impaired bile acid transport relative to their WT 

littermates. These findings suggest that fluorinated non-radioactive bile acid analogues 

have potential for use in MRI to measure in vivo bile acid transport and diagnose bile acid 

malabsorption and other conditions associated with impaired bile acid transport. 

Additionally, two bile acid prodrugs of floxuridine were developed to target the liver 

through NTCP uptake. Finally, a model of substrate translocation in the presence of an 

inhibitor was derived to determine the impact of microrate constants on Km, Ki, and Vmax. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION AND RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

 

BILE ACID STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION 

 Bile acids are amphipathic steroidal molecules that are secreted into the intestine 

following meals to aid in the absorption of lipids and lipid-soluble vitamins. There are 

two faces to bile acid molecules: hydrophilic (α face) and hydrophobic (β face). Bile 

acids associate to form micelles in water, with their hydrophilic side facing outward 

toward water and their hydrophobic side facing toward the micelle interior. Through this 

self-association, they act as detergents and solubilize hydrophobic compounds within 

micelles. Additionally, bile acids act as signaling molecules that govern important 

physiological functions and serve to maintain cholesterol homeostasis (1) as well as to 

regulate energy balance (2), glucose metabolism (3), and their own synthesis (4).  

 Generally, there are three categories of bile acids/bile alcohols: C-27 bile 

alcohols, C-27 bile acids, and C-24 bile acids. C-24 bile acids are the most common in 

mammals, and their general structure is shown in Figure 1.1. Human C-24 bile acids are 

addressed here, along with their structure and physiological function.  

 

Figure 1.1. General structure of common native C-24 bile acids. 
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 Primary bile acids are those synthesized from cholesterol in the liver; these 

include cholic acid (3α, 7α, and 12α hydroxyl groups, Fig. 1.1) and chenodeoxycholic 

acid (3α and 7α hydroxyl groups, Fig. 1.1). The catabolism of cholesterol to primary bile 

acid is rate-limited by cholesterol 7α-hydroxylase (CYP7A1). Secondary bile acids are 

formed by bacterial modification of primary bile acids in the intestine. Secondary bile 

acid ursodeoxycholic acid is formed by epimerization of the 7α hydroxyl substituent of 

chenodeoxycholic acid to a 7β hydroxyl. Deoxycholic acid is formed by intestinal 

bacterial removal of the 7α hydroxyl group of cholic acid, while lithocholic acid is 

formed by removal of the 7α hydroxyl group of chenodeoxycholic acid.  Bile acid 

hydrophilicity is influenced by the number and position of steroidal hydroxyl 

substituents.  

 In the liver, bile acids are conjugated to either glycine or taurine at the C-24 

position of both primary and secondary bile acids. Lithocholic acid is toxic, and in 

addition to conjugation at the C-24 position, it can be sulfated at the C-3 position to 

prevent reabsorption and facilitate fecal elimination. In humans, glycine conjugation is 

more common, while taurine conjugation dominates in rodents. The conjugation of bile 

acids at the C-24 position reduces their pKa from about 5 to 2 (taurine-conjugated) or 4 

(glycine-conjugated) (5). With a reduced pKa, conjugated bile acids are fully ionized in 

intestinal conditions (pH 6-7), and their passive permeability is limited compared to 

unconjugated bile acids. 

 Bile acids have been used as drug compounds for a variety of diseases. Cholic 

acid is given as an orphan drug to patients with congenital bile acid synthesis defects. 

Chenodeoxycholic acid and ursodeoxycholic acid are used in the treatment of gallstones. 
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The addition of these bile acids to the bile acid pool lowers the secretion of cholesterol 

into bile, allowing cholesterol gallstones to dissolve. Ursodeoxycholic acid is also 

administered to treat cholestatic liver disease and primary biliary cirrhosis, where biliary 

ducts are damaged and bile acids accumulate in the liver in cytotoxic quantities. 

Mechanisms of action include displacing more cytotoxic and hydrophobic bile acids, 

reducing hepatic bile acid-induced apoptosis, and stimulating the secretion of bile acids 

from hepatocytes into bile (6). 

 

BILE ACIDS AS SIGNALING MOLECULES 

 Bile acids have emerged as complex signaling molecules and can be classified as 

hormones. They bind to the ligand binding domain of the farnesoid X receptors (FXR), 

pregnane X receptor (PXR) and the vitamin D receptor (VDR) (4). Hydrophobic bile 

acids are more potent ligands for these receptors, with chenodeoxycholic acid the most 

efficacious binder of FXR. FXR activation affects energy, lipid, and glucose metabolism 

(1, 2, 7, 8, 9) as well as bile acid synthesis and disposition (10, 11). PXR and VDR play a 

role in bile acid and xenobiotic detoxification in the body (12, 13, 14).  

 Bile acids downregulate their own synthesis and transport. In one pathway, bile 

acids stimulate FXR in the liver, which in turn with RXR (retinoid X receptor), induces 

the synthesis of SHP (short heterodimer partner), which then displaces HNF4 (hepatocyte 

nuclear factor 4) in the promoter region of CYP7A1 (11). SHP also antagonizes LRH-1 

(liver receptor homolog-1), which is necessary for CYP7A1 transcription. Therefore, the 

expression of CYP7A1, the rate-limiting enzyme in bile acid synthesis, is decreased, 
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decreasing bile acid synthesis. In the ileum, FXR stimulation by bile acids increases 

expression of FGF (fibroblast growth factor)-19. FGF19 causes FGFR (fibroblast growth 

factor receptor)-4 signaling in the liver, inhibiting CYP7A1 and decreasing bile acid 

synthesis. It is debated which FXR related mechanism of CYP7A1 inhibition is 

physiologically relevant, and findings suggest that the SHP pathway may be more 

applicable in instances of liver injury (15) and when protecting the liver against toxic bile 

acids and metabolites (16). In liver-specific Fxr knockout mice, Fxr agonist GW4064 

downregulated CYP7A1, but this was not the case in intestinal-specific Fxr knockout 

mice (17), showing that intestinal Fxr activation of FGF19 is more important for 

feedback inhibition of bile acid synthesis.  

 The FXR pathway plays an important role in bile acid transporter expression level 

variation in response to high levels of hepatic bile acids. SHP induced by FXR activation 

inhibits the effect of retinoic acid receptor (RAR) and RXR on the NTCP 

(Na
+
/taurocholate cotransporting polypeptide) promoter, reducing its expression in 

hepatocytes (18). SHP also promotes decreased expression of the ASBT (human apical 

sodium dependent bile acid transporter) in enterocytes (19). Additionally, FXR activation 

induces the expression of BSEP (bile salt export pump) (20), IBABP (ileal bile acid-

binding protein) (21), MRP2 (multidrug resistance-associated protein 2) (22), and OST 

α/β (organic solute transporter α/β) (23), increasing the efflux of bile acids from 

hepatocytes and enterocytes. 
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ENTEROHEPATIC CIRCULATION OF BILE ACIDS 

 Bile acids are recycled through enterohepatic circulation. Humans have a 2-4 g 

bile acid pool which is circulated multiple times daily. With this recycling, intestinal 

absorption totals up to 30 g/day with only approximately 0.5 g/day lost to feces (24, 25).  

Bile acids are synthesized in the liver and conjugated to either glycine or taurine, as 

discussed above. Bile acids are secreted from the liver into bile on the canilicular 

membrane by BSEP (major conjugated bile acids), MRP2 (less common sulfated or 

glucoronidated bile acids), and MDR(multidrug resistance protein)-1 (tetrahydroxylated 

bile acids). Hepatic bile acid efflux into systemic circulation, especially under cholestatic 

conditions, is most likely mediated by MRP4 and OSTα-OSTβ (26, 27). Bile acids are 

secreted into the gallbladder from the biliary tract. From the gallbladder, bile empties into 

the duodenum following a meal, in response to cholecystokinin (CCK). Bile acids are 

passively absorbed throughout the small intestine, as well as actively absorbed by ASBT 

in the terminal ileum.  

 In general, it is thought that in humans the terminal ileum is the major site of 

active bile acid uptake in the intestine. This is evidenced by the relatively small decrease 

in intestinal bile acid concentration before the terminal ileum (28), the appearance of bile 

acid malabsorption in response to ileal resection (29), and cases of primary bile acid 

malabsorption attributed to ASBT mutation (30). Additionally, Asbt knockout mice show 

greatly reduced bile acid uptake that is not futher reduced with the administration of bile 

acid sequestrants (31). This observation suggests that in mice (whose bile acids are 

generally taurine-conjugated and more hydrophilic than human bile acids), Asbt is the 

primary mechanism of intestinal bile acid uptake. However, previous studies have shown 
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carrier mediated transport of conjugated bile acids in the perfused guinea pig jejunum 

(32) and rat brush-border jejunal membrane vesicles (33). The contribution of the 

jejunum to bile acid active uptake is still debated (34). Rat organic anion transporting 

polypeptide (Oatp)1a5 was explored as a candidate jejunal bile acid uptake transporter, 

and showed consistency with the bile acid transport properties of previous experimental 

in vitro and in vivo data (35). Oatp1a5 is localized in the proximal small intestine, and is 

72% identical to human OATP1A2. OATP1A2 does transport bile acids, as well as other 

drugs (36). Yet, because of the above mentioned reasons and its low expression levels 

compared to ASBT (35, 37), OATP1A2 likely has a much less significant impact than 

ASBT on the intestinal uptake of bile acids. 

 After intestinal uptake, bile acids are localized in the enterocyte cytosol, where 

they bind to the IBABP [also known as the fatty acid binding protein (FABP)-6], which 

shuttles bile acids across the cell (38, 39). Bile acids are then effluxed from enterocytes 

into portal circulation by OST α/β (40). From portal circulation, they are transported into 

the liver by NTCP and members of the OATP family, located on the basolateral 

membrane of hepatocytes. NTCP is responsible for the Na
+
-dependent hepatic uptake of 

bile salts (41). OATP1B1 and OATP1B3 play a role in the sodium-independent uptake of 

unconjugated and sulfated bile acids into the liver, while NTCP has more potent affinity 

toward conjugated bile acids.  

 ASBT and NTCP are members of the solute carrier (SLC) family of transporters. 

SLC transporters are either facilitative (substrates flow in the same direction as the cell's 

electrochemical gradient) or secondary active (substrates travel against their 

electrochemical gradient by coupling with another substrate that is transported with its 
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electrochemical gradient). In this way, the net flow of potential is still in the favorable 

direction. ASBT and NTCP are secondary active symporters that take advantage of the 

gradient formed by the ATP-dependent Na
+
/K

+
 pump and the cell's negative intracellular 

potential. The pump pushes sodium outside of the cell and potassium into the cell (3:2 

ratio of sodium:potassium). With higher sodium concentrations outside the cell (150 mM) 

than inside the cell (15 mM), a sodium gradient is formed. ASBT and NTCP are sodium-

dependent, electrogenic transporters that influx two sodium ions for every bile acid 

molecule transported (42, 43). ASBT, a 48 kDa protein, is composed of 348 amino acids. 

NTCP is composed of 349 amino acids, with an approximate weight of 56 kDa (44). 

ASBT and NTCP share 62.8% sequence similarity and 34.9% identity (45).  

 

ASBT (SLC10A2) 

 Unconjugated bile acids are passively absorbed throughout the small intestine and 

colon, while conjugated bile acids are taken up mainly by ASBT. ASBT is expressed on 

the apical membrane of the terminal ileum, in kidney proximal tubule cells, 

cholangiocytes, and the gallbladder epithelium (25). In the kidney and intestinal 

epithelium, ASBT serves to conserve bile acids from renal and fecal elimination. ASBT's 

significance in cholangiocytes is not clear, as almost all bile acids excreted into the 

biliary tract enter the gallbladder (46). Possibly, ASBT in cholangiocytes functions as an 

active component of the cholehepatic shunt pathway (47). ASBT has seven 

transmembrane domains (48, 49), with a cytosolic C-terminus and a glycosylated 

extracellular N-terminus. Two recent crystal structures obtained for bacterial homologues 

of ASBT from Neisseria meningitidis (ASBTNM, 26% identity and 54% similarity to 
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human ASBT) and from Yersinia frederiksenii (ASBTYf, 22% identity and 59% 

similarity to human ASBT) were shown to possess ten transmembrane helices (50, 51), 

but the relevance of these models to human ASBT and the physiological function of 

ASBTNM and ASBTYf remain unclear. 

 Because of the lack of crystal structure for human ASBT, as for many 

transmembrane proteins, only the primary and secondary structure are known. Thus, 

structure-activity relationships have widely been used for substrate prediction. ASBT's 

primary substrates are the major bile acids and their glycine and taurine conjugates, 

described above. In the 1960s and 1970s, Lack and collaborators used everted guinea pig 

intestinal sacs and ileum perfusion uptake to conclude that no specific steroidal hydroxyl 

group was necessary (i.e. 3, 7, or 12 positioned) for active transport by ASBT, inhibitor 

efficacy was inversely related to number of steroidal hydroxyl groups, a single negative 

charge on the side chain was necessary for transport, substrate efficacy increased with 

number of steroidal hydroxyl groups, and a cis configuration of the A and B bile acid 

steroidal rings was necessary (52, 53). Lack also found that bile acid sulfation greatly 

decreases transport efficacy.  

 Asbt was first cloned in the hamster ileum in the 1990s (54), and was 

subsequently cloned in other species and in human (55). The cloning of ASBT allowed 

for cell-based structural activity relationships of ASBT, and the original Lack model was 

refined and corrected (56, 57, 58). The new models showed that the A and B steroidal 

ring cis configuration was not required, C-24 conjugation to glycine and taurine increased 

affinity, and affinity increased with increasing steroidal hydroxyl groups. In 1997, Swaan 

et. al generated an ASBT pharmacophore using bile acids modified at the 3, 7, 12, and 24 
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positions (59). This low-resolution inhibition model affirmed the need for an 

electronegative region, and localized this requirement to the C-24 to C-27 region. The 

model also determined that the C-24 position can handle steric bulk and still retain 

affinity for ASBT, while steric bulk in the hydrophilic region of bile acids (i.e. steroidal α 

hydroxyl groups) decreases affinity. Baringhaus et. al developed a more detailed 

inhibition pharmacophore using rabbit Asbt (60). This model again affirmed that two 

hydroxyl groups on the 3, 7, or 12 position was preferential to three, but determined that 

a hydroxyl group in the 6 position decreased affinity. The model also determined that the 

C-3 hydroxyl group is not necessary for affinity toward ASBT, and thus could be a 

potential site for modification. 

 Further research has since been conducted in our laboratory on the structural 

limitations of interaction with ASBT, including through conjugation to drug-like 

substituents. Balakrishnan et. al (61) used glutamic acid and lysine C-24 linked ester bile 

acid conjugates to probe charge and steric ASBT requirements. This study found that a 

single negative charge was not essential for ASBT inhibition, but two charges (i.e. 

zwitterionic or dianionic) reduced potency. However, a single  negative charge was 

necessary for efficient uptake. Conjugates with one bulky substituent were potent 

inhibitors, but two bulky substrates diminished potency. Aminopiperidine C-24 glutamyl-

bile acid analogues showed that α substituent orientation, hydrophobicity, and a locked 

side chain conformation increased inhibition potency (62). Anilinyl C-24 conjugates were 

probed to determine that positioning of the carboxylic acid on the benzyl ring of dianions 

affected inhibition potency (63). Although they could be ASBT inhibitors, dianions and 

zwitterions were not substrates (64). Like in previous reports, hydrophobicity enhanced 
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potency. Aminopyridine C-24 conjugates also showed ASBT activity (65). Steric bulk, 

hydrophobicity, and the pyridine nitrogen and substituent location affected affinity. Drug-

like substituents on the C-3 position of bile acids were potent inhibitors, while 

substituents on the C-7 group eliminated any interaction with ASBT (66). Zhang et. al 

developed a pharmacophore for non-bile acid FDA-approved drug interaction with ASBT 

(67), and found that common drugs such as HMG CoA-reductase inhibitors and 

dihydropyridine calcium channel blockers inhibited ASBT. Only two known non-

steroidal substrates of ASBT exist, which both, interestingly, lack a negative charge (68). 

 

NTCP (SLC10A1) 

 As discussed above, NTCP is responsible for almost all sodium dependent bile 

acid uptake into hepatocytes, and has a higher affinity for conjugated bile acids. NTCP is 

responsible for over 80% of conjugated bile acid liver uptake (69). In addition to its liver 

expression, NTCP is expressed at low levels in the pancreas. NTCP is downregulated in 

conditions of cholestatic liver disease and other injury to the liver, like inflammation, 

obstruction, or in response to liver toxins (70).  

 Ntcp was first cloned from the rat in the early 1990s (71). The human ortholog 

was cloned soon thereafter, and it is predicted to possess seven transmembrane domains 

(44). There is currently no crystal structure for NTCP, so substrate-activity relationships 

have been used to probe substrate requirements. Like for ASBT, substitution at the C-7 

position of bile acids eliminated uptake by NTCP (66) and the C-3 hydroxyl group was 

not required for NTCP interaction and thus could be a target for substitution (60). In 
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contrast to ASBT, movement of the C-7 hydroxyl group to the C-6 position retained 

affinity, and two hydroxyl groups at both the C-6 and C-7 positions only slightly 

decreased affinity (58). 

 Unlike ASBT, NTCP has many reported non-bile salt substrates, like estrone-3-

sulfate (56), HMG-CoA reductase inhibitors such as rosuvastatin (72) and atorvastatin 

(73), and the antifungal micafungin (74). Because NTCP has been shown to transport 

these and other FDA-approved drugs, NTCP inhibition has the potential to cause drug-

drug interactions. Recently, Dong et. al developed an NTCP inhibition pharmacophore 

and Bayesian model based on FDA-approved drugs (75). Interestingly, this inhibition 

analysis showed that ASBT has broader inhibitor specificity than NTCP. This finding is 

in contrast with a previous study characterizing inhibitors of rabbit Asbt and Ntcp (58), 

which found Ntcp to have broader inhibitor requirements. This difference in results could 

potentially be due to species differences.    

 As yet, there have been no reported Ntcp -/- mice, and the physiological 

phenotype of knocking out Ntcp is unknown. Potentially, sodium independent hepatic 

uptake transporters may make up for any disruptions in NTCP.  

 Recently, NTCP has been discovered to be a receptor and transporter for the 

human Hepatitis B and Hepatitis D viruses (76). Further research on NTCP transfected 

HepG2 cells showed that these cells were capable of infection by the Hepatitis B virus, 

and that infection could be inhibited by known inhibitors of NTCP (i.e. ursodeoxycholic 

acid and cholic acid) (77). Another group confirmed this trend, showing that the Hepatitis 

B/D viruses inhibit taurocholic acid uptake by NTCP, and that conversely, NTCP 
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substrates inhibit cell infection by the Hepatitis B/D viruses (78). Additionally, this study 

showed that mutations of NTCP residues critical for bile acid binding reduce infection. 

This suggests that NTCP transports the Hepatitis B and D viruses by the same mechanism 

as currently known inhibitors/substrates, and therefore NTCP could be targeted for 

inhibition to prevent viral infection.  

 

BILE ACID MALABSORPTION 

 Bile acid malabsorption (BAM) is a disease characterized by chronic, watery 

diarrhea. It is caused by excess bile acids spilling into the colon from defects in bile acid 

absorption in the small intestine or from overwhelmed transport capacity due to 

overproduction of bile acids. There are three types of bile acid malabsorption. Type 1 

BAM is present in patients with ileal disease (e.g. Crohn's disease) or ileal resection. 

Type 2 (idiopathic) BAM, is present in patients that have no evidence of ileal disease, 

and some Type 2 BAM cases have been attributed to rare mutations in the ASBT 

(primary bile acid malabsorption) (79, 30). Type 3 BAM stems from other pathological 

conditions, such as cholecystectomy, diabetes mellitus, or bacterial overgrowth in the 

small intestine. The cause of BAM is not always readily apparent. Recently, it has been 

suggested that some cases of BAM may be caused by overproduction of bile acids in the 

liver as a result of reduced ileal expression and release of FGF19, a physiological 

feedback inhibitor of bile acid synthesis (80).  

 Treatment for BAM is lifelong. Currently, bile acid sequestrants, although not 

approved for this indication by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration, are administered 

to bind bile acids in the intestine and thus control bile-acid induced diarrhea. Bile acid 
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sequestrants, such as cholestyramine, colestipol, and colesevelam, are positively charged 

ion-exchange resins that are administered before each meal, bind with high affinity to bile 

acids, and are unable to be absorbed. They are approved for use to treat 

hypercholesterolemia (high cholesterol) by facilitating the elimination of higher than 

normal amounts of bile acids in feces, thus triggering the synthesis of bile acids in the 

liver from cholesterol. Bile acid sequestrants are generally poor tasting, and can cause 

side effects such as constipation, flatulence, and dyspepsia. Recent research has explored 

using FXR agonists and FGF15 (mouse ortholog of FGF19 in humans) as a treatment for 

BAM, with the objective of repressing bile acid synthesis due to increased levels of 

FGF15/19, but this is as yet undeveloped (81). 

 BAM is largely thought to be under-diagnosed. It is estimated that 30-50% of 

patients with unexplained chronic diarrhea suffer from the disease (82, 83), as well as up 

to 32% of irritable bowel syndrome (IBS-D) patients that have been misdiagnosed (84). 

As such, BAM is not a rare disease, and up to 10 million IBS-D misdiagnosed BAM 

sufferers in North America and Europe alone could benefit from correct diagnosis and 

treatment (85).   

 Although the disease is increasingly recognized as widespread, the under-

diagnosis of BAM likely results from a need for a definitive, widely available diagnostic 

test. There is currently a lack of effective clinical tests to diagnose BAM (86).   

 75
Se-HCAT imaging, available in some European countries, involves exposure to 

small doses of gamma-emitting radiation and is not available for use in the United States.  

In this test, 
75

Se-HCAT, a 
75

Se-labeled synthetic bile acid, is administered orally and 
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radioactivity is quantified in the body using a gamma camera (87). The radiation count is 

taken again 7 days after dosing, and if less than 15% remains, bile acid transport is 

considered abnormal. Other diagnostic methods, including analysis of native bile acid or 

14
C-taurocholate measurement in stool (88), are expensive, time consuming and not 

readily available. 7α-hydroxy-4-cholesten-3-one has been measured in serum as a 

biomarker of bile acid formation, but is relatively unstable and its measurement is 

complex (89). Additionally, analyzing the blood concentrations of FGF19 has been 

proposed as a diagnostic test for BAM. FGF19 concentrations inversely relate to 7α-

hydroxy-4-cholesten-3-one (90), but FGF19 levels vary throughout the day and this 

method has not yet been validated to definitively diagnose BAM.  

 In the United States and other areas where 
75

Se-HCAT is not approved, BAM is 

most often diagnosed by administering a therapeutic trial of bile acid sequestrants (85, 

86). This remains the easiest, safest, and least expensive diagnostic tool for BAM. 

However, bile acid sequestrants, as discussed above, are not FDA-approved for diagnosis 

of BAM. Furthermore, they require differing doses across patients, are unpalatable, and 

can affect the bioavailability of co-administered drugs because of their affinity to bind 

organic anions. Patient compliance is a problem, and the diagnosis of BAM by a 

therapeutic trial of bile acid sequestrants has a high false-negative diagnosis rate (91).  

BAM needs a definitive, affordable, safe and convenient method of diagnosis.
 

 

19
F MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING (MRI)  

 To address the need for a definitive, safe method of diagnosis of abnormal bile 

acid transport, this work proposes to use a fluorinated derivative of a native bile acid to 
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non-invasively image bile acid disposition in vivo. 
19

F magnetic resonance imaging 

(MRI) is second only to 
1
H MRI in terms of MRI sensitivity, with a signal to noise ratio 

83% that of 
1
H (92). Unlike 

1
H MRI, 

19
F MRI does not suffer from endogenous 

background signal (93), and thus is more suited to image drugs. Unlike 
18

F MRI, used in 

positron emission tomography (PET) imaging, 
19

F is the stable, naturally occurring 

isotope of fluorine and does not suffer from a short half-life. Additionally, 
19

F signal 

intensity is proportional to the number of equivalent fluorine atoms present (94).  

 Because a high density of fluorine atoms is required for imaging, 

perfluorocarbons (PFCs) with large numbers of fluorine atoms per molecule have been 

explored as imaging agents. PFCs have been used to indirectly probe biological functions 

(94), as well as imaged directly, such as in the case of perfluorononane used to image the 

gastrointestinal tract (95). However, these compounds have limited use as oral imaging 

agents, since they are generally very large, water insoluble compounds that are not 

absorbed. 
19

F magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) has been used to quantify drugs, 

but does not identify the spacial localization of drugs in the body that can be obtained by 

MRI. An example of this is with the detection of 5-fluorouracil and its metabolites in vivo 

(96). Although groups have imaged injected fluorine probes (94) or injected labeled cells 

(97), no orally absorbed compound has been imaged in vivo by 
19

F MRI. The efficient 

conservation of bile acids in the body and their high concentration in the gallbladder 

between meals suggest the imaging of bile acid enterohepatic circulation as a potentially 

exciting new application for 
19

F MRI. 
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BILE ACID TRANSPORTERS AS PRODRUG TARGETS 

 Prodrugs are derivatives of drug molecules that enhance the physicochemical 

properties, bioavailability, or targeting capability of parent drug molecules, and are 

transformed chemically or enzymatically to the active parent drug molecule in vivo. 

ASBT, the intestinal bile acid uptake transporter, has been explored as a potential 

prodrug target because of its high capacity and substrate specificity, and the efficient 

nature of the enterohepatic circulation of bile acids (98). Since substrates of ASBT are 

largely limited to bile acids, a successful ASBT prodrug would be conjugated to a bile 

acid pro-moiety in a way that does not impede its active uptake, and would release at the 

intended site of drug action. Based on the substrate requirements elucidated by cell-based 

assays described above, this would entail conjugation at either the C-3 or C-24 positions 

of bile acids. This bile acid conjugation strategy could improve the intestinal absorption 

of a poorly permeable drug. 

 Perhaps the most successful example of this to date is the bile acid prodrug of the 

anti-viral acyclovir previously developed in our group, acyclovir 

valylchenodeoxycholate. Valacyclovir is an oral prodrug of acyclovir which increases the 

oral bioavailability of acyclovir from 20% (99) to 54% (100) in humans. Valacyclovir is 

a substrate for peptide transporter (PEPT)-1, with affinity in the range of 1.10-4.08 mM 

(101, 102) in stably transfected cell lines. It is believed that this transporter interaction is 

what increases the bioavailability of acyclovir when dosed in this prodrug form. Since 

ASBT has lower molar affinity for bile acids (in the micro-molar range) than PEPT1 has 

for its substrates (milli-molar range), valacyclovir was conjugated to bile acids to test the 

in vivo difference in bioavailability this difference in transporter affinity can cause. With 
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an ASBT affinity of 36 µM, acyclovir valylchenodeoxycholate increased the 

bioavailability of acyclovir in rats from 25% to 48% (103). Although bioavailability was 

not increased as much as through valacyclovir PEPT1 targeting, this study showed the 

potential for increasing bioavailability by targeting to ASBT. 

 Because of its location in the basolateral membrane of hepatocytes and its high 

capacity for transport, NTCP is an attractive target for increasing the liver exposure of 

drugs. As discussed above, NTCP is widely believed to have wider substrate 

requirements than ASBT, potentially identifying it as a more feasible prodrug target than 

ASBT. Interestingly, a study showed that NTCP is expressed on the membrane of 

hepatocellular carcinoma cells, and that NTCP mediated the uptake of a 

chemotherapeutic chlorambucil derivative of taurocholic acid into NTCP-expressing 

Xenopus laevis oocytes (104). This observation suggests that in cases of hepatocellular 

carcinoma, bile acid derivatives of chemotherapeutics could be used to reduce off-target 

effects of these cytotoxic molecules. NTCP has also been explored as a target for 

cholesterol-lowering HMG-CoA reductase inhibitor prodrugs (105).  

 

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

 This dissertation investigates the application of modified bile acids for the 

assessment of bile acid enterohepatic circulation and as potential prodrugs targeting the 

bile acid uptake transporters.  

 As discussed above, there is a clear need for a definitive, safe, non-invasive 

method of diagnosis of bile acid malabsorption. Chapters 2-4 address this need with the 
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development of fluorinated bile acid molecules to assess bile acid transport in vivo using 

19
F MRI. The ultimate clinical goal for this project is to orally dose a synthetic bile acid, 

then image and quantify the amount of that bile acid that is successfully transported to the 

gallbladder in the fasted state. Bile acid malabsorption would be diagnosed upon 

comparison of the fluorinated bile acid concentration measured to the range that is 

measured for normal humans. 

 In Chapter 2, CA-lys-TFA, a conjugate of trifluoroacetyl-L-lysine and the native 

bile acid cholic acid, was synthesized and tested against the sodium-dependent bile acid 

uptake transporters, ASBT and NTCP. This trifluorinated bile acid was tested for in vitro 

stability and sensitivity toward 
19

F MRI, and a preliminary pharmacokinetic analysis in 

murine plasma, liver, and gallbladder was performed. Results indicated high targeting of 

CA-lys-TFA to the gallbladder compared to other organs, and showed that CA-lys-TFA 

has potential for use as a 
19

F MRI contrast agent. 

 Chapter 3 explores the feasibility of imaging this novel trifluorinated bile acid. 

Mice were orally gavaged with CA-lys-TFA and imaged at selected times after dosing. 

Efforts were made to determine an optimal dose and time after dosing at which to image. 

Additionally, MRI-derived gallbladder concentrations were compared against gallbladder 

concentrations calculated by LC/MS/MS. 

 Preliminary results from Chapters 2 and 3 indicated that CA-lys-TFA has 

potential for use as an imaging agent with the ultimate goal of diagnosis of bile acid 

malabsorption. However, CA-lys-TFA was found to be susceptible to hydrolysis in the 

presence of choloylglycine hydrolase, a bacterial bile acid deconjugating enzyme found 
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primarily in the colon and in small amounts in the terminal ileum. In Chapter 4, we 

sought to synthesize a new trifluorinated bile acid resistant to deconjugation by 

choloylglycine hydrolase. In this chapter, we explored the in vitro uptake properties of 

the novel CA-sar-TFMA by both ASBT and NTCP, as well as in vitro stability and 

preliminary in vivo murine imaging by 
19

F MRI. A trifluorinated bile acid stable to 

bacterial deconjugation could potentially eliminate a confounding variable in the 

diagnosis of bile acid malabsorption (i.e. composition of an individual's intestinal flora). 

 In Chapter 5, our goal was to utilize previously developed bile acid transporter 

substrate-activity relationships to rationally design prodrugs of floxuridine. Floxuridine is 

a chemotherapeutic agent that is sometimes given by hepatic arterial injection to treat 

metastatic liver disease. We hypothesize that a bile acid prodrug of floxuridine could 

potentially target the liver through affinity toward NTCP. Here, the synthesis of 

chenodeoxycholic acid prodrugs of floxuridine and their in vitro stability and NTCP 

uptake affinity are examined. 

 Substrate uptake and inhibition by a transporter are often described by Michaelis-

Menten rate constants Km, Ki, and Vmax. However, these equations were originally 

developed to describe the enzymatic conversion of substrates. Because of this prior 

motivation, the application of Ki, Km, and Vmax constants to transporter systems in a 

mechanistic manner is not fully clear. Chapter 6 seeks to explore the contribution that 

micro-rate constants in a theoretical model of transporter uptake and inhibition have on 

Michaelis-Menten derived Km, Ki, and Vmax. 
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 The overall objective of this thesis is to utilize the previously described 

knowledge of the bile acid uptake transporter substrate requirements to explore the 

application of modified bile acids toward the diagnosis of bile acid malabsorption and as 

pro-moieties to selectively target the liver. 
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CHAPTER 2: DESIGN AND CHARACTERIZATION OF A NOVEL 

FLUORINATED MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING AGENT 

FOR FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS OF BILE ACID TRANSPORTER 

ACTIVITY
1
 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 Bile acids are synthesized in the liver as by-products of cholesterol metabolism, 

conjugated with glycine or taurine, and secreted into bile. In humans, mice and other 

species containing a gallbladder, bile is stored in that organ until release into the small 

intestine following a meal, where bile acids aid in lipid digestion. Bile acids are passively 

absorbed throughout the small intestine. However, in the terminal ileum, bile acids are 

actively absorbed by hASBT (SLC10A2, the human apical sodium dependent bile acid 

transporter) into intestinal epithelial cells and then effluxed by the organic solute 

transporters (OSTα-OSTβ) into the portal circulation, thereby returning to the liver.   

 hNTCP (SLC10A1, the Na
+
/taurocholate cotransporting polypeptide) and the 

organic anion transporting peptides (OATPs), located on the hepatocyte basolateral 

membrane, transport bile acids into hepatocytes.  hNTCP accounts for almost all Na
+
-

dependent hepatic uptake of bile acids from the portal circulation (1). Bile acids are 

subsequently effluxed into bile by the bile salt export pump (BSEP) and the multidrug 

resistance associated protein 2 (MRP2).  

                                                      
1
 Vivian D, Cheng K, Khurana S, Xu S, Whiterock V, Witter D, Lentz KA, Santone KS, 

Raufman J-P, Polli JE. Design and characterization of a novel fluorinated magnetic 

resonance imaging agent for functional analysis of bile acid transporter activity. Pharm 

Res. 2013;30:1240-1251. With kind permission from Springer Science and Business 

Media 
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 Overall, this enterohepatic circulation of bile acids provides a highly efficient 

mechanism for their conservation. Whereas the total human bile acid pool of 2-4 g 

undergoes enterohepatic circulation several times each day, only ~0.5 g/day of bile acids 

are lost in the stool (2, 3). Bile acid malabsorption (BAM) results in excess fecal bile 

acids that can cause chronic diarrhea and other colon pathology. BAM can be attributed 

to genetic mutations in hASBT (4, 5), ileal disease (e.g. Crohn’s disease) and surgical 

resection. Not surprisingly, Asbt-deficient mice have increased levels of fecal bile acids 

(6). Alternatively, BAM can also result from increased hepatic production of bile acids 

that overwhelms ASBT transport capacity (7). It is estimated that BAM, which is 

commonly misdiagnosed as irritable bowel syndrome, is responsible for 30-50% of 

unexplained chronic diarrhea (8, 9).   

 In Europe, BAM is commonly diagnosed with a clinical test using 
75

Se-HCAT, a 

gamma-emitting 
75

Se-labeled synthetic bile acid (10). However, this method has 

important limitations; 
75

Se-HCAT emits low levels of radiation and is not approved for 

use in the United States – its use is limited to a few European countries. 

 Our work is focused on developing 
19

F MRI as a novel imaging method to 

diagnose BAM. Unlike 
18

F which is used in positron emission tomography (PET) 

imaging, 
19

F, the sole naturally-occurring, stable fluorine isotope, is neither radioactive 

nor limited by a short radioactive half-life. 
19

F MRI imaging is non-invasive and second 

to only 
1
H MRI in terms of MRI sensitivity. Unlike 

1
H MRI, which detects endogenous 

water signals from the body, 
19

F MRI benefits from the absence of background 

interference (i.e. no background 
19

F in tissues) so it is well suited to image drug 
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molecules containing fluorine atoms (11). Additionally, the 
19

F MRI signal is directly 

proportional to the fluorine concentration (12).   

 Since bile acids accumulate in the gallbladder between meals, as a proof-of-

concept we demonstrated previously that a trifluorinated drug, isoflurane, accumulates in 

the gallbladder. We determined the limit of detection of isoflurane by 
19

F MRI imaging to 

be approximately 1 mM, equivalent to 3 mM total fluorine atoms (13). In the present 

report, our objectives were to synthesize a trifluorinated bile acid; characterize in vitro its 

affinity for bile acid transporters, stability and 
19

F MRI signal; and measure its ability to 

concentrate in the murine gallbladder above the 
19

F MRI limit of detection. The findings 

detailed in this report indicate that the resulting molecule, CA-lys-TFA, possesses 

chemical properties that make it a suitable reagent for in vivo studies of bile acid 

transport using 
19

F MRI. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Materials. 

 [
3
H]-taurocholic acid (10 µCi/mM) was obtained from American Radiolabeled 

Chemicals, Inc. (St. Louis, Missouri). Taurocholate, cholic acid, trifluoroacetyl lysine, rat 

liver S9 fraction, rat plasma, and choloylglycine hydrolase from Clostridium perfringens 

were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, Missouri). Geneticin, trypsin, Dulbecco’s 

modified Eagle medium (DMEM), and fetal bovine serum (FBS) were purchased from 

Invitrogen (Rockville, Maryland). All other reagents and chemicals were of the highest 

purity commercially available. 
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Methods. 

Synthesis of fluorinated bile acid. 

 The synthesis of cholic acid-trifluoroacetyl lysine (CA-lys-TFA) is shown in 

Figure 2.1. Two g cholic acid (4.89 mmol) was stirred in 15 mL dimethyl formamide 

(DMF) at room temperature (RT). To this was added 1 eq. (0.68 mL) triethylamine 

(TEA) and 1 eq. (1.86 g) O-benztriazol-1-yloxytris-1,1,3,3 tetra methyl uranium 

hexaflourophosphate (HBTU). After 15 min, 1 eq. (0.78 g) hydroxybenzotriazole (HOBt) 

was added and the mixture was stirred for 4 h. The resulting product was extracted with 

60 mL ethyl acetate (EtOAc) and washed with 30 mL water (3x), then with 20 mL brine 

(2x). The EtOAc layer was dried with sodium sulfate, filtered and solvent was removed 

by evaporation. An appropriate MS peak of [M + 1] 526.4 was shown and the activated 

benzotriazole (OBt) ester of cholic acid was used without further purification. 

 One eq. (1.8 g) trifluoroacetyl lysine was added to 4 g activated cholic acid OBt 

ester and stirred in DMF at RT for 16 h. The resulting product was extracted with 80 mL 

EtOAc, washed with 30 mL water (3x), 20 mL 1 M HCl (3x), 30 mL water (3x), and 

extracted with 30 mL 1 M NaOH (1x). This aqueous extract was subsequently acidified 

to pH 1 using concentrated HCl and extracted into 80 mL EtOAc, then washed with 30 

mL water (3x), 30 mL brine (3x), and the organic layer was dried using sodium sulfate. 

The resulting solution was filtered and evaporated to remove EtOAc. Compound purity 

was determined by analysis on a Waters HPLC system consisting of a Waters 1525 

binary HPLC pump, Waters 486 tunable absorbance detector, and a Waters 717 plus 

autosampler (Waters Corporation, Milford, MA). A Restek column (ultra phenyl, 5 µm, 

250 x 4.6 mm) was used (Restek Corporation, Bellefonte, PA). Two methods were 
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employed: one with methanol-[20 mM ammoniun formate, 0.5% formic acid, 0.2% 

triethylamine (pH 3)] 67:33 v/v (14) and the second with 50% ACN, 50% water, 0.1% 

formic acid. The compound was eluted at a flow rate of 1.0 mL/min and detected at 218 

nm. The methods were linear over the range of 25 to 200 µM (method one r
2
= 0.998, 

method two r
2
= 0.961). NMR was acquired using Varian VNMRS 400 MHz. 

 

Figure 2.1. Cholic acid-trifluoroacetyl lysine (CA-lys-TFA) synthesis.  

Cholic acid was first activated by formation of an OBt ester, then conjugated to 

trifluoroacetyl lysine. 

 

Cell Culture. 

 Stably transfected hASBT-MDCK cells were cultured at 37°C, 90% humidity, 5% 

CO2, and fed every two days, as previously described (15). Media consisted of DMEM 

fortified with 10% FBS, 50 units/mL penicillin and 50 μg/mL streptomycin. Geneticin (1 

mg/ml) was added to maintain selection pressure. Cells were passaged after reaching 

90% confluency (approximately every 4 days).   
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 Stably transfected hNTCP-HEK cells were cultured as previously described (16).  

Briefly, cells were grown at 37°C, 90% humidity, 5% CO2, and fed every two days. 

Media consisted of DMEM fortified with 10% FBS, 1% nonessential amino acids, 50 

units/mL penicillin, and 50 μg/mL streptomycin. Geneticin (1 mg/ml) was added to 

maintain selection pressure. Cells were passaged after reaching 90% confluency 

(approximately every 4 days). 

 

Uptake of CA-lys-TFA by hASBT and hNTCP. 

 hASBT-MDCK cells were seeded at a density of 1.5 million cells/well in 12-well 

plates (3.8 cm
2
).  On day-four after seeding and 15 h prior to uptake studies, cells were 

induced with 10 mM sodium butyrate.  hNTCP-HEK cells were seeded at a density of 0.6 

million cells/well in 24-well plates (2 cm
2
), and were exposed to donor solution 2 days 

after seeding. Donor solution consisted of Hank’s balanced salt solution [HBSS; Sigma 

Aldrich (St. Louis, Missouri)] or sodium-free buffer (SFB) and 0-200 µM CA-lys-TFA.  

SFB replaced NaCl with 137 mM tetraethylammonium chloride and was used to 

determine sodium-independent passive permeability. Cells were washed three times with 

either HBSS or SFB (consistent with donor) and exposed to donor solution.   

 After 10 min incubation on an orbital shaker at 37°C for hASBT-MDCK cells and 

5 min for hNTCP-HEK cells, wells were rinsed three times with cold SFB. Ten and 5 min 

represent periods of linear bile acid uptake based on previous observations for these 

stably transfected cell lines (15,16). Cells were lysed using 300 µL ACN for MDCK cells 

as previously described (17) and 150 µL ACN for HEK cells and left to evaporate at RT 
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for 3 h. Compound was then extracted with 1:1 ACN:water. Extracts were stored at -

80°C in silanized centrifuge tubes until analysis. Taurocholate Vmax was estimated using 

a saturating concentration of 200 µM on each study occasion. Taurocholate donor 

solutions were spiked with 0.5 µCi/mL [
3
H] taurocholate. Lysates were counted for 

radioactivity using a LS6500 liquid scintillation counter (Beckmann Instruments, Inc., 

Fullerton, California). 

 CA-lys-TFA Km was estimated using regression by WinNonlin [Pharsight; St. 

Louis, Missouri] of a modified Michaelis-Menten equation (eqn. 2.1), as previously 

described (18).  
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      (eqn. 2.1) 

where V is substrate flux, PABL is aqueous boundary layer permeability, Pp is passive 

permeability, and S is substrate concentration. PABL was set to 1.5×10
−4

 cm/s (19). 

 CA-lys-TFA concentration was determined by liquid chromatography/mass 

spectrometry (LC/MS) on a Waters Acquity UPLC system with triple quadrupole 

detector (Waters Corporation, Milford, MA). The column used was a Waters Acquity 

UPLC Ethylene Bridged Hybrid C8 1.7 µm 2.1x50 mm. The flow rate was 0.4 mL/min 

with a gradient as follows (expressed at % ACN in water, all mobile phases including 

0.1% formic acid): 50% from 0 to 1 min, then increased to 95% until 2.5 min, then 

decreased to 50% at 3 min and held at 50% until 4 min. Injection volume was 10 µL. 

Dwell time was 0.010 seconds and cone voltage was 78V. Negative ion electrospray 
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ionization mode was used along with a single ionization reaction method for 632.28 Da. 

The method was linear over the range of 5 to 2000 nM (r
2
 = 0.9997). 

 

CA-lys-TFA Solubility in Buffer. 

 Ten mg compound in silanized centrifuge tubes was introduced to 200 µL 

phosphate buffer at pH 6.8 and pH 8 (n=3 for each). Vials of suspension were shaken at 

RT overnight. After shaking, tubes were centrifuged at 10,000 g for 15 min. Supernatant 

was removed and diluted 1000x with ACN before analysis by LC/MS as described above. 

 

In Vitro Stability of CA-lys-TFA. 

 Stability of 5 µM conjugate was evaluated in Caco-2 homogenates to simulate the 

intestinal epithelia, rat plasma, rat liver s9 fraction, simulated intestinal fluid with 

pancreatic enzymes (SIF), 1 M HCl to represent stomach conditions, and choloylglycine 

hydrolase (CGH) to simulate conditions in the colon. CGH is a bile acid-deconjugating 

bacterial enzyme present in small amounts in the terminal ileum and higher amounts in 

the colon. Stability was also evaluated using DPBS at pH 7.4, HBSS at pH 6.8, and 

hASBT-MDCK and hNTCP-HEK homogenates to ensure stability through in vitro 

uptake experiments.  

 Caco-2 cells were cultured as previously described (20).  Briefly, cells were 

grown in 225 cm
2
 flasks at 37°C and 5% CO2 for 21 days. Cells were cultured in DMEM 

fortified with 1% nonessential amino acids, 10% FBS, 50 units/mL penicillin, and 50 
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μg/mL streptomycin. Cells were washed three times with Dulbecco’s phosphate buffered 

saline (DPBS), scraped over ice and reconstituted in 10 mL DPBS. Reconstituted cells 

were stored overnight at -80°C, thawed over ice, and homogenized using a sonic 

dismembrator (model F60; Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania) at 5 to 6 W 

(RMS). Homogenate was centrifuged at 10,000 g for 15 min at 4°C. Protein 

concentration of the supernatant was measured using the Bio-Rad assay (Bio-Rad 

Laboratories, Inc, Hercules, California). Aliquots of 1 mL Caco-2 homogenate containing 

0.485 mg/mL protein were stored at -80°C until use. hASBT-MDCK and hNTCP-HEK 

cells were cultured as in uptake studies and were homogenized in the same manner as 

Caco-2 cells. 

 Rat plasma was used with and without addition of 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl 

fluoride (PMSF), a protease inhibitor. Rat Liver S9 Fraction was used at 1 mg/mL in 

DPBS with and without addition of 1 mM NADPH. SIF with pancreatic enzymes was 

prepared according to the USP28 method modified previously (21). Solutions consisted 

of 0.2 M NaOH, 6.8 g/L monobasic potassium phosphate, and 10 g/L pancreatin, adjusted 

to pH 7.5. For stability studies, 1 mL solutions were incubated at 37°C before initiating 

the study by adding 5 µM CA-lys-TFA. 

 CGH from Clostridium perfringens solution was prepared as previously described 

(22). Briefly, 10 mM mercaptoethanol, 1 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), 

and 2 mM CA-lys-TFA were added to 5 mM sodium acetate buffer at pH 5.6. After 

incubation at 37°C, the study was started by adding 15 U CGH.  
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 For most stability studies, 100 µL samples were taken at time 0, 15 min, 30 min, 1 

h, 2 h, 3 h, and 4 h (DPBS and HBSS at 0, 1, 2, and 3 h), quenched with 400 µL 4°C 

ACN, centrifuged at 10,000 g for 15 min, and stored at -80°C until analysis by LC/MS as 

described above. Stability of CA-lys-TFA was evaluated in hASBT-MDCK homogenate 

and hNTCP-HEK homogenate after 10 min and 5 min, respectively, to correspond with 

the time period of uptake studies.  

 

In Vitro 
19

F MRI of CA-lys-TFA. 

 Both 
1
H and 

19
F MRI analysis of CA-lys-TFA samples were performed on a 

Bruker BioSpec 70/30USR Avance III 7T horizontal bore MR scanner (Bruker Biospin 

MRI GmbH, Germany), equipped with a BGA12S gradient system and interfaced to a 

Bruker Paravision 5.1 console. A Bruker 30-mm 
19

F/
1
H dual-tuned surface coil was used 

to transmit and receive radiofrequency (RF) signals at 300.28 MHz for 
1
H and 282.55 

MHz for 
19

F nuclei. All MRI experiments were performed at RT.  

 2-mL clear glass vials (National Scientific, Rockwood, Tennessee) were used for 

imaging and CA-lys-TFA was dissolved in methanol. Two vials were bundled together 

with paper tape for imaging. The 30 mM CA-lys-TFA sample-vial was used as a standard 

in the acquisition of 0, 10 and 20 mM CA-lys-TFA samples whose 
19

F MRI signal 

intensities were normalized against the 30 mM sample. Therefore, samples were grouped 

in the following way: 0 mM/30 mM, 10 mM/30 mM, and 20 mM/30 mM.  

 After the two-vial sample was centered in the magnet, the radio frequency coil 

was tuned and matched to the 
1
H signal. A three-slice (axial, mid-sagittal, and coronal) 
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scout 
1
H MRI using fast low angle shot (FLASH) sequence (23, 24) was obtained to 

localize the volume of interest. A single slice 
1
H MR image was acquired using FLASH 

sequence in the cross view of the sample with repetition time = 100 ms, echo time = 7.9 

ms, Flip angle = 30
0
, field of view = 6 x 6 cm

2
, slice thickness = 4 mm, matrix size = 512 

x 512, in-plane resolution = 0.117 x 0.117 mm
2
, and number of averages = 1. Total 

acquisition time was not more than 1 min. 

 After the radio frequency coil was tuned and matched to the 
1
H signal,  low 

resolution 
19

F images were acquired using the FLASH sequence in the same region of the 

1
H MRI with repetition time = 100 ms, echo time = 6 ms, matrix size = 64 x 64, in-plane 

resolution = 0.938 x 0.938 mm
2
. The rest of the parameters were the same as 

1
H MRI. 

Acquisition time was varied with no more than 7 min for 20 mM/30 mM two-vial sample 

(number of average (na) = 64), 28 min for 10 mM/30 mM two-vial sample (na = 256), 

and 56 min for 1 mM/30 mM two-vial sample (na = 512), and 7 min for 0 mM/30 mM 

two-vial sample (na=64).   

 

In Vivo Disposition and Characterization of CA-lys-TFA Transport: Pilot Study. 

 All animal studies were conducted in accordance with the Guide for the Care and 

Use of Laboratory Animals prepared by the U.S. National Academy of Sciences (25).  

Mouse studies were approved by both the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee 

at the University of Maryland School of Medicine and the Research and Development 

Committee at the VA Maryland Health Care System. C57BL/6 mice were obtained from 

Jackson Labs, Bar Harbor, Maine and housed under identical conditions in a pathogen-
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free environment with a 12:12-hour light/dark cycle and free access to standard mouse 

chow and water for one week prior to treatment. Eight male C57BL/6J mice (13 weeks 

old, 25.7 g average weight) were used for in vivo studies. Mice were fasted overnight. At 

the time of dosing, 2 mice (mice 1 and 2) were used as control and were orally gavaged 

with 8.33 µL vehicle (1:1 polyethylene glycol(PEG)400:water) per g body weight. Three 

mice (mice 3, 4 and 5) were gavaged with 150 mg/kg CA-lys-TFA in vehicle and three 

mice (mice 6, 7 and 8) with 300 mg/kg CA-lys-TFA in vehicle. Five h post dosing, mice 

were anesthetized with ketamine/xylazine and gallbladder, liver and blood were 

collected, along with stomach and small intestine. Gallbladder and blood samples were 

used exclusively for CA-lys-TFA quantification. Liver was used for both CA-lys-TFA 

quantification and histologic analysis. Stomach and small intestine were exclusively used 

for histologic analysis. 

 Portions of liver, stomach, and small intestine were fixed in formalin for 3 days, 

then transferred to 70% ethanol and stored at -20°C until cutting and staining. Whole 

gallbladder and portions of liver were kept on ice, homogenized using a Duall size 21 

glass tissue homogenizer and extracted with 75% ACN in water. Blood samples were 

collected in heparinized tubes then centrifuged to obtain plasma. Plasma proteins were 

precipitated with 4 parts ACN and centrifuged at 10,000 g for 10 min. 
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In Vivo Pharmacokinetics and Disposition of CA-lys-TFA. 

 Favorable results from the pilot study motivated a pharmacokinetic evaluation 

from 0-24 h, using a lower oral dose of 50 mg/kg. Mouse studies were approved by the 

Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at Bristol-Myers Squibb. C57BL/6 mice 

were obtained from Charles River Laboratories International, Inc., Wilmington, 

Massachusetts and housed in a pathogen-free environment with a 12:12-hour light/dark 

cycle, with free access to standard mouse chow and water for one week prior to 

treatment. Twenty-four male C57BL/6J mice (6-8 weeks old, 23.9 g average weight) 

were used for in vivo studies. Mice were fasted overnight and allowed access to food at 4 

h after dosing. At the time of dosing, mice were orally gavaged with 50 mg/kg CA-lys-

TFA via 10 µL vehicle (1:1 polyethylene glycol(PEG)400:water) per g body weight. For 

each 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 5, 7 and 24 h post dosing, three mice were euthanatized with CO2 and 

gallbladder, liver and blood were collected. For 0 h, the three mice were not dosed with 

CA-lys-TFA, but euthanatized with CO2 and gallbladder, liver and blood were collected.  

Hence, 24 mice across eight time points were employed via destructive sampling, with n 

= 3 per time point. Gallbladder, liver, and blood samples were used for CA-lys-TFA 

quantification. 

 Livers were homogenized and gallbladders were sonicated and extracted with 

phosphate buffer. Plasma proteins were precipitated with four parts ACN using a 

Phenomenex Strata Protein Precipitation Plate (Phenomenex, Torrance, California). 

Concentrations of CA-lys-TFA in gallbladder and liver were calculated assuming a tissue 

density of 1 g/mL. 
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 CA-lys-TFA concentration was determined by liquid chromatography/mass 

spectrometry (LC/MS/MS) on an Agilent 1200 series UPLC system (Agilent 

Technologies, Santa Clara, California) and API 4000 Qtrap (AB SCIEX, Framingham, 

Massachusetts). Detection of CA-lys-TFA was performed using selected reaction 

monitoring. The column used was a Waters Acquity UPLC HSS T3 1.3 um 50 x 2.1 mm.  

The column temperature was 60°C and the flow rate was 0.6 mL/min with a gradient as 

follows (expressed at % ACN in water, all mobile phases including 0.1% formic acid): 

5% from 0 to 0.2 min, then increased to 95% until 1.1 min, held at 95% until 1.4 min, 

then decreased to 5% at 1.5 min and held at 50% until 2 min. Dwell time was 0.050 

seconds. The ion transition 633.5  579.6 was monitored from positive ion electrospray 

ionization.  The method was linear over the range of 1.22 to 10,000 nM (r
2
 = 0.9937). 

 

Pharmacokinetic Analysis. 

 Pharmacokinetic parameters were obtained by non-compartmental analysis of 

mean concentration versus time data (Thermo Kinetica software, Version 5.0; Thermo 

Fisher Scientific Corporation, Waltham, Massachusetts) in plasma, liver, and gallbladder 

(n=3 mice per timepoint). The peak concentration (Cmax) and time for Cmax (Tmax) 

were recorded directly from mean experimental observations. The area under the curve 

from time zero to the last sampling time [AUC(0-T)] was calculated using a combination 

of linear and log trapezoidal summations.  
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Statistical Analysis. 

 Student’s paired t-test was used to evaluate stability data. Student’s t-test was also 

used to evaluate effects of different doses of CA-lys-TFA on its concentration in 

gallbladder, liver and plasma. A p-value of 0.05 was used as the cut-off for statistical 

significance. In figures and reported values, error bars denote standard error of the mean 

throughout. 

 

RESULTS 

Synthesis of fluorinated bile acid. 

 MS showed the appropriate peak at [M – 1] 631.5 Da and [M + 1] 633.4 Da. MS 

confirmed that cholic acid was not present in the final product.  HPLC method 1 RT =3.8 

min, method 2 RT = 8.8 min (purity 97.5%). 
13

C NMR (DMSO- d6): δ 12.77, 17.56, 

23.05, 23.16, 23.23, 26.64, 27.73, 28.23, 28.98, 30.83, 30.97, 32.09, 32.63, 34.82, 35.32, 

35.57, 35.73, 39.60, 39.95, 40.20, 41.79, 41.95, 46.15, 46.59, 51.98, 66.66, 70.85, 71.44, 

118.77, 156.38, 173.26, 174.28 (Peaks 39.60, 39.95, and 40.20 were obscured by DMSO- 

d6 solvent and were obtained from HMBC). 

 

Uptake by hASBT and hNTCP. 

 Figures 2.2 and 2.3 illustrate the uptake of CA-lys-TFA by hASBT and hNTCP, 

respectively. CA-lys-TFA was a potent substrate for both hASBT and hNTCP in vitro. In 

the absence of sodium, less CA-lys-TFA was taken up into hASBT-expressing and 

hNTCP-expressing cells, reflecting bile acid transporter-mediated uptake of CA-lys-TFA. 
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Figure 2.2. Uptake of CA-lys-TFA by hASBT. Total uptake flux was obtained using 

HBSS.  Passive flux was obtained using SFB.  At 10 µM, total uptake was 8.01 times that 

of passive uptake.    

 

 

 

Figure 2.3. Uptake of CA-lys-TFA by hNTCP. Total uptake flux was obtained using 

HBSS (Hank’s Balanced Salt Solution). Passive flux was obtained using sodium free 

buffer (SFB).  At 10 µM, total uptake was 49.6 times that of passive uptake. 
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 For hASBT, the Km was 39.4 ± 23.8 µM, which is a few-fold less potent that 

taurocholate’s Km of 4.39 µM, yet still potent (18). Vmax was 0.148(±0.033) x10
-3 

nmol/cm
2
/s. NormVmax (i.e. Vmax normalized against taurocholate Vmax on the same 

occasion) was 0.853 ± 0.197, indicating that Vmax for CA-lys-TFA was 85% of that for 

the native substrate taurocholate. Passive permeability was a low 0.276(±0.066) x10
-6 

cm/s, which was even less than that of taurocholate (18).   

 For hNTCP, the Km was 8.99 ± 2.79 µM, which is comparable to taurocholate’s 

Km of 5.31 µM (26). Vmax was 0.747(±0.048) x10
-3

 nmol/cm
2
/s. NormVmax was 0.281 ± 

0.052, indicating Vmax for CA-lys-TFA was about one-fourth that for taurocholate. 

Passive permeability was 0.208(±0.174) x10
-6 

cm/s. 

 

Solubility in Buffer. 

 CA-lys-TFA solubility in phosphate buffer at pH 6.8 was 17.2 ± 1.96 mM. At pH 

8, solubility increased to 36.0 ± 2.85 mM, in agreement with the weakly acidic nature of 

CA-lys-TFA. Solubility at each pH exceeded the 3 mM fluorine atom requirement (i.e. 1 

mM trifluorinated compound) for the 
19

F-MR imaging limit of quantification. 

 

In Vitro Stability.  

 In Figure 2.4, incubation of 5 µM CA-lys-TFA in Caco-2 homogenate, rat 

plasma, rat liver s9 fraction, SIF, 1 M HCl, DPBS at pH 7.4, and HBSS at pH 6.8 showed 

no significant compound loss at the longest time tested (p<0.05; Student’s paired t-test). 
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Additionally, incubation of 5 µM CA-lys-TFA in hASBT-MDCK homogenate and 

hNTCP-HEK homogenate for 10 min and 5 min, respectively, showed no significant 

compound loss. CA-lys-TFA stability in hNTCP-HEK homogenate (n=7) was 97.2 (± 

2.4)% and in hASBT-MDCK homogenate (n=5) was 101.9 (± 6.3)%. 

 

Figure 2.4. Stability of CA-lys-TFA under nine conditions. The nine conditions were 

Caco-2 homogenate, rat plasma with and without PMSF (phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride), 

rat liver S9 fraction with and without NADPH, SIF (simulated intestinal fluid with 

pancreatic enzymes), 1 M HCl, and buffer at pH 7.4 and pH 6.8. Stability study duration 

was 4 h, except DPBS and HBSS used 3 h. The percent remaining did not different from 

initial amount (p>0.097; Student’s paired t-test). Each study was performed in triplicate.    

 

 Stability of CA-lys-TFA in CGH showed significant degradation (Figure 2.5 

panel A), but at a much slower rate than the deconjugation of the natural bile acid 

conjugate taurocholate (Figure 2.5 panel B). Panel A and B show the disappearance of 

CA-lys-TFA and taurocholate, respectively, as well the appearance of cholic acid. CA-
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lys-TFA degraded to less than 10% of the original concentration in 3 h (5.87 ± 0.31%). In 

contrast, taurocholate had already degraded to less than 10% (2.36 ± 0.48%) within 1 h. 

These findings suggest improved stability of the amide bond linking trifluoroacetyl lysine 

to cholic acid compared to the natural amino acid conjugate.   
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Figure 2.5. Comparative stabilities of CA-lys-TFA and taurocholate against 

choloylglycine hydrolase from Clostridium perfringens. Panel A shows the loss of CA-

lys-TFA (initially 2 mM) and the corresponding appearance of deconjugated cholic acid.  

Panel B shows the loss of taurocholate (initially 2 mM) and the corresponding 

appearance of deconjugated cholic acid.  Each study was performed in triplicate.  After 1 

h, only 2.4% of taurocholate remained, while 60.4% of CA-lys-TFA remained, 

suggesting improved stability of the amide bond linking trifluoroacetyl lysine to cholic 

acid, compared to the natural amino acid conjugate.   
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In Vitro 
19

F MRI of CA-lys-TFA. 

 Figure 2.6 (panel A) shows 
19

F MRI imaging of 0, 10 and 20 mM CA-lys-TFA 

phantoms, as well as 30 mM CA-lys-TFA phantoms. This panel was composed of the 

three acquisitions described in Materials and Methods, where the 0, 10 or 20 mM CA-lys-

TFA phantoms were measured and normalized against a 30 mM CA-lys-TFA phantom. 

In Figure 2.6 (panel B), 
19

F MRI in vitro testing showed linear dependence of signal 

strength on CA-lys-TFA concentration (r
2
=0.993). As described above, the CA-lys-TFA 

concentration in mouse gallbladder was 31.9 mM. Hence, the ability to detect a 
19

F MRI 

signal strength versus CA-lys-TFA concentration relationship between 0-30 mM  

supports the merit of further investigation of in vivo 
19

F MRI using this novel probe. 

Moreover, results from these in vitro phantom studies suggest that in vivo acquisition 

times of one hour or less may be feasible. 
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Figure 2.6. In vitro 19F MRI images of 0, 10, and 20 mM CA-lys-TFA alongside a 30 

mM CA-lys-TFA vial for each sample (panel A) and their corresponding signal 

intensities relative to the 30-mM vial (panel B). Signal intensities were found to linearly 

correspond to concentration. The line was obtained from linear regression. 
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Oral Disposition Characterization of CA-lys-TFA: Pilot Study. 

 As expected, CA-lys-TFA was not detected in the gallbladder, liver or plasma of 

control mice (Table 2.1) by LC/MS analysis, as these animals were not dosed with CA-

lys-TFA. 

Table 2.1. Summary of in vivo CA-lys-TFA disposition into the gallbladder, liver, and 

plasma. Three doses of CA-lys-TFA were studied (0, 150, and 300 mg/kg).  For the 150 

and 300 mg/kg doses, at least 21.0 µmol compound/g gallbladder was present in the 

gallbladder at t = 5 h. 

 

Dose CA-lys-TFA (mg/kg) 

0 150 300 

Gallbladder weight (mg) 14.4 ± 4.8 25.2 ± 3.2 17.1 ± 4.9 

Gallbladder concentration 

(mM) 
0 27.0 ± 2.4 36.8 ± 8.8 

Percent of dose in 

gallbladder 
0 11.0 ± 1.7 5.33 ± 1.98 

Liver concentration (mM) 0 0.0788 ± 0.0351 0.0571 ± 0.0104 

Plasma concentration (µM) 0 0.444 ± 0.169 0.418 ± 0.015 

 

 

 LC/MS analysis of tissues obtained from CA-lys-TFA-treated mice showed 

robust accumulation of CA-lys-TFA in the gallbladder at 5 h. Concentrations of CA-lys-

TFA in gallbladder and liver were obtained by assuming an organ density of 1 g/mL. In 

Table 2.1, CA-lys-TFA concentration in the gallbladder of mice dosed at 150 mg/kg was 

27.0 ± 2.4 mM. The gallbladder concentration with the 300 mg/kg dose was 36.8 ± 8.8 

mM. Gallbladder concentrations of CA-lys-TFA were not significantly different between 

the two dose levels (P = 0.35; Student’s t-test). The CA-lys-TFA concentration in the 
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gallbladder from each dosed mouse exceeded the 3 mM fluorine atom requirement (i.e. 1 

mM trifluorinated compound) for imaging limit of quantification. Across both dose 

levels, the average CA-lys-TFA concentration in the gallbladder was 31.9 ± 4.6 mM 

(95% confidence interval, 20.0–43.8 mM).   

 The percent dose that accumulated in the gallbladder at 5 h was 11.0 ± 1.7% for 

the 150 mg/kg dose and 5.33 ± 1.98% for the 300 mg/kg dose. Across both dose levels, 

the percent accummulation in gallbladder was 8.18 ± 1.73% (95% confidence interval, 

3.72-12.64%).   

 CA-lys-TFA concentrations in the liver were much lower than in the gallbladder 

(Table 2.1). CA-lys-TFA liver concentration from the 150 mg/kg dose was 0.0788 ± 

0.0351 mM, and  0.0571 ± 0.0104 mM from the 300mg/kg dose. CA-lys-TFA 

concentrations were not significantly different between the two dose levels (P = 0.58; 

Student’s t-test). CA-lys-TFA concentration in the liver of each mouse was below the 3 

mM fluorine atom requirement (i.e. 1 mM trifluorinated compound) for imaging limit of 

quantification. These measurements reflect favorable targeting of CA-lys-TFA to the 

gallbladder. Across both dose levels, the average CA-lys-TFA concentration in liver was 

0.0680 ± 0.0171 mM (95% confidence interval 0.0240 – 0.1119 mM).   

 Plasma concentrations of CA-lys-TFA were significantly less than those in the 

gallbladder (Table 2.1). Plasma concentrations with the 150 and 300 mg/kg doses were 

0.444 ± 0.170 µM and 0.418 ± 0.045 µM, respectively. Like those in the liver, these 

concentrations were lower than the limit of quantification for 
19

F MRI imaging and 

reflect favorable targeting of CA-lys-TFA to the gallbladder. 
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Histology. 

 Stomach and liver tissues of mice in all treatment groups appeared grossly normal 

by visual inspection and microscopic examination of hematoxylin and eosin (H&E)-

stained sections. In Figure 2.7, H&E analysis of small intestine from two of three mice 

treated with the 300 mg/kg dose (i.e. higher dose) showed mild loss of nuclei and 

cytoplasmic vacuolization at the tips of the intestinal villi. These changes were not seen 

in any of the three mice treated with 150 mg/kg CA-lys-TFA. 
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Figure 2.7. Representative microscopic images of H&E-stained intestinal villi following 

treatment with vehicle or two doses of CA-lys-TFA. Intestinal villi from vehicle- and 

low-dose (150 mg/kg) CA-lys-TFA -treated mice show intact surface epithelium at the 

tips of small intestinal villi. In contrast, in two of three mice treated with high-dose (300 

mg/kg) CA-lys-TFA cellular injury at the tips of intestinal villi was observed (lower, 

right panel). Villus injury in mice treated with high-dose CA-lys-TFA is characterized by 

loss of nuclei and cytoplasmic vacuolization in a few cells (thick arrow). Confluent 

necrosis of the epithelial tip lining with early sloughing toward the lumen is noted in 

adjacent villi marked with thin arrows. Size bars = 100 micrometers. 

 

Oral Pharmacokinetics and Disposition of CA-lys-TFA. 

 Figure 2.8 shows the mean concentration of CA-lys-TFA in mouse gallbladder, 

liver, and plasma at time 0, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 5, 7 and 24 h after oral administration of 50 

mg/kg CA-lys-TFA. In Panel A, LC/MS/MS analysis of tissues obtained from CA-lys-

TFA-treated mice showed robust accumulation of CA-lys-TFA in the gallbladder, 

consistent with pilot study results. Gallbladder concentrations observed were several-fold 
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higher than in the liver and plasma. Panel B shows an expanded view of the lower 

concentrations of CA-lys-TFA in the liver and plasma.   

 

Figure 2.8. Average concentration versus time of CA-lys-TFA after oral administration 

of 50 mg/kg CA-lys-TFA. Panel A shows CA-lys-TFA concentration in gallbladder, 

liver, and plasma. CA-lys-TFA in gallbladder was generally over 500-fold higher than in 

liver or plasma. Panel B slows an expanded plot, to better visualize the lower 

concentrations in liver and plasma. 
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 In Table 2.2, the non-compartmental pharmacokinetic parameters obtained from 

CA-lys-TFA concentrations in tissue are presented. The gallbladder Cmax was 11.1 ± 2.4 

mM, and occurred at seven hours after dosing. Liver Cmax was 16.3 ± 3.1 µM at t = 1h, 

and plasma Cmax was 24.8 ± 19.6 µM at t = 5 h. The gallbladder Cmax was over 13,000 

times higher than that of the liver and over 1,000 times higher than the plasma Cmax, 

showing successful targeting.   

Table 2.2. Non-compartmental pharmacokinetic parameters of CA-lys-TFA after oral 

administration of 50 mg/kg. 
 

 
Cmax (mM) Tmax (h) 

AUC 0→24h 

(mM*h) 

Plasma 0.0248 ± 0.0196 5 0.0540 

Liver 0.0163 ± 0.0031 1 0.232 

Gall Bladder 11.1 ± 2.4 7 143 

 

 Measured concentrations from the 50 mg/kg study were generally lower than 

those from the higher dose pilot studies, which employed 150 mg/kg and 300 mg/kg and 

only sampled at t=5 h. The gallbladder concentration at t=5 h from 50 mg/kg was 5.20 

mM, which was about 5- to 7-fold less than that from each pilot study. The liver 

concentration at t=5 h from 50 mg/kg was 0.0127 mM, which was also about 5- to 7-fold 

less than that from each pilot study. Individual plasma concentrations at t=5 h from 50 

mg/kg were 0.480, 10.3 and 63.6 µM and tended to be higher than those observed from 

the pilot studies. 
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DISCUSSION 

Need for a novel test to detect impaired bile acid transport and BAM. 

 Bile acids are amongst the most “handled” compounds in the body, reflecting 

their important roles in lipid digestion and the regulation of key physiological processes 

such as energy balance (27), glucose metabolism (28), bile acid synthesis (29) and 

cholesterol metabolism (30). Despite the importance of the enterohepatic circulation of 

bile acids and drugs, imaging tools are currently not available to “see” this process in 

living animals. Laboratory methods to measure enterohepatic circulation of bile acids, 

including sampling mesenteric venous blood and canulating the gallbladder, are both 

invasive and impractical for use in clinical research or practice. A non-invasive tool to 

measure bile acid transport in vivo would be very useful. 

 There is a paucity of clinical tests to diagnose BAM. 
75

Se-HCAT imaging, 

available in some European countries, involves exposure to small doses of radiation and 

is not available for use in the United States. Other diagnostic methods, including stool 

collection for measurement of bile acid concentration or the administration of 
14

C-

taurocholate and measurement in stool (31), are expensive, time consuming and 

cumbersome. As a surrogate marker of bile acid formation, 7α-hydroxy-4-cholesten-3-

one can be measured in serum and has been proposed as a test to identify BAM. 

However, the compound is relatively unstable and measurement is complex (32). Lastly, 

blood concentrations of fibroblast growth factor 19 (FGF19) have been proposed as a 

diagnostic test for BAM; FGF19 concentrations are inversely related to 7α-hydroxy-4-

cholesten-3-one levels (33). However, FGF19 levels vary throughout the day and its 

measurement has not yet been validated as a diagnostic tool.  
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 Thus, although it is infrequently used in clinical practice, a ‘therapeutic trial’ of 

administering bile acid sequestrants, such as cholestyramine, remains the least expensive, 

easiest and safest method to diagnose BAM (34). However, bile acid sequestrants are not 

FDA-approved for this indication, require differing doses across patients, have 

unfavorable characteristics (e.g. bad taste, reduced bioavailability of co-administered 

drugs) which commonly result in  non-compliance and their use has a high false-negative 

rate for diagnosing BAM (35). Since BAM is common and requires lifelong treatment, a 

more definitive, cost-effective, safe and convenient method of diagnosis is needed. 

 In addition to potentially assisting in the diagnosis of BAM, the development of 

19
F-bile acid MRI has great potential to translate in vitro inhibition/substrate studies from 

cell culture models to in vivo interaction studies. Drug interactions with bile acid 

transporters have the potential to inhibit bile acid uptake (36).  A future goal of our work 

is to non-invasively assess in vivo inhibition of bile acid transporters by using 
19

F MRI to 

measure reduced uptake of CA-lys-TFA in the gallbladder. 

 

Design of CA-lys-TFA. 

 The primary motivation for the work described herein was to develop a non-

invasive, non-radioactive method to detect impaired bile acid transport in vivo by using 

19
F MRI imaging of a trifluorinated bile acid compound. Cholic acid was selected due to 

its high potency for uptake by hASBT, its relatively high aqueous solubility and its 

relatively low binding to plasma proteins. Compared to other major primary and 

secondary bile acids, cholic acid has a high aqueous solubility because it possesses three 
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steroidal hydroxyl groups. Its octanol/water partition coefficient is 3.7 compared with 

chenodeoxycholic acid’s partition coefficient of 23.3 (37). 
19

F- MRI requires the imaging 

agent to be in solution, and we already calculated the limit of detection of a trifluorinated 

compound to be approximately 1 mM (13). Additionally, higher aqueous solubility 

reduces the passive permeability of the compound, allowing for a more specific analysis 

of active transporter function in enterohepatic circulation. Cholic acid has low plasma 

protein binding compared with other bile acids, with only 50.2% binding to plasma 

proteins, versus 96.2% for chenodeoxycholic acid (37). Protein binding results in very 

short T2 relaxation values, thereby masking fluorine signals (38), thus low protein 

binding is advantageous. 

 In designing CA-lys-TFA, wherein trifluoroacetyl lysine is conjugated with cholic 

acid, trifluoroacetyl lysine was chosen as the fluorine-containing moiety since it affords 

three equivalent fluorine atoms with low molecular weight. Fluorine MRI signal is 

proportional to the number of equivalent fluorine atoms present on a molecule (12), thus 

we sought three equivalent fluorines. The lysine moiety in trifluoroacetyl lysine also 

allowed the formation of an amide bond with cholic acid, while conserving the negative 

charge that promotes hASBT uptake (39). The molecular weight of CA-lys-TFA, 632.7 

Da, compares favorably with that of cholic acid, 408.6 Da. A substantial portion of the 

difference in molecular weight (57.0 Da) is accounted for by the three fluorines (25.4 

percent). 

 Once synthesized and purified, CA-lys-TFA was tested against hNTCP and 

hASBT for inhibitor and substrate potency. CA-lys-TFA was a potent inhibitor and 

substrate for both transporters. In vitro solubility and stability in multiple environments, 
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measured using LC/MS, revealed the new compound to be stable for 3 or 4 h under all 

conditions, except for CGH treatment. Although CGH catalyzed CA-lys-TFA hydrolysis, 

deconjugation with CGH was slower than that observed with taurocholate. 

 In a pilot disposition study, mice were orally gavaged with three doses of CA-lys-

TFA (0, 150, and 300 mg/kg) to determine in vivo disposition at t =5 h. LC/MS 

concentration data showed collection of the test agent in the gallbladder, the proposed site 

of imaging, and much lower concentrations in liver and plasma. Microscopic examination 

of H&E-stained sections showed no differences between liver and stomach in vehicle-

treated mice versus mice dosed at 150 and 300 mg/kg. However, examination of small 

intestine sections showed minimal damage to small intestinal villi in two animals treated 

with the 300 mg/kg dose, which was not observed in three mice treated with the 150 

mg/kg dose. After the successful pilot study, a pharmacokinetic profile of CA-lys-TFA in 

mice was obtained using a lower 50 mg/kg dose. LC/MS/MS data for this study 

confirmed accumulation of CA-lys-TFA in the gallbladder well above the 
19

F MRI limit 

of detection. Finally, in vitro MRI imaging showed the 
19

F signal to be directly 

proportional to CA-lys-TFA concentration. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 Our objectives were to synthesize a trifluorinated bile acid, characterize its in 

vitro transporter affinity, stability, and 
19

F MRI signal, and assess its ability to 

concentrate in the gallbladder above the 
19

F MRI limit of quantification. CA-lys-TFA 

was successfully synthesized and found to exhibit favorable properties in terms of affinity 
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for hASBT and hNTCP, stability and 
19

F MRI signal. CA-lys-TFA concentrated in the 

mouse gallbladder, with histological examinations showing no damage to small intestine, 

stomach and liver at a dose of 150 mg/kg dose. The current work indicates that CA-lys-

TFA shows favorable characteristics for use in diagnosing in vivo inhibition of bile acid 

uptake and warrants additional study. In future work, we plan to explore the 

pharmacokinetic profile of CA-lys-TFA in vivo in concert with live animal 
19

F MRI 

imaging.   
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CHAPTER 3: IN VIVO PERFORMANCE OF A NOVEL 

FLUORINATED MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING AGENT 

FOR FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS OF BILE ACID TRANSPORTER 

ACTIVITY
2
 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 Together with their classical function as detergents facilitating fat absorption, bile 

acids have emerged as signaling molecules targeting multiple organs in addition to those 

associated with their synthesis and enterohepatic cycling (1,2). Bile acids are synthesized 

in the liver, stored in the gallbladder and released into the gut with eating. Although 

passive absorption occurs throughout the gut, the ileal apical sodium-dependent bile acid 

transporter (ASBT, encoded by SLC10A2) is a key mediator accounting for ~95% of 

intestinal bile acid uptake. In Asbt-deficient (Slc10a2
- /-

) mice, bile acid absorption is 

severely impaired, the bile acid pool size is reduced and excretion of bile acids into the 

feces is increased (3).  

Bile acid composition and distribution in anatomical compartments are tightly 

regulated but can be modulated by factors that alter hepatic synthesis and intestinal 

uptake (e.g. diet, surgery, antibiotic use and changes in gut flora). Clinical manifestations 

of bile acid malabsorption (BAM), particularly chronic diarrhea, are thought to result 

from excess passage of bile acids into the colon due to inadequate absorption in the small 

                                                      
2
 Reprinted with permission from Vivian D, Cheng K, Khurana S, Xu S, Kriel EH, Dawson PA, Raufman 

J-P, Polli JE. In vivo performance of a novel fluorinated magnetic resonance imaging agent for functional 

analysis of bile acid transport. Mol Pharm., in press. http://dx.doi.org/10.1021/mp400740c. Copyright 2014 

American Chemical Society. 
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intestine. Emerging literature indicates that BAM is underdiagnosed or, more commonly, 

misdiagnosed as diarrhea-predominant irritable bowel syndrome (IBS); it is estimated 

that 30-50% of persons with unexplained chronic diarrhea have BAM (4, 5, 6, 7). BAM 

may result from identifiable causes such as ileal resection, radiation injury, Crohn's 

disease or rare dysfunctional mutations in the ASBT gene (8, 9), but in most cases the 

cause of BAM is not readily apparent. Recently, it has been suggested that BAM may 

result from overproduction bile acids in the liver as a consequence of reduced ileal 

expression and release of fibroblast growth factor (FGF)-19, a physiological feedback 

inhibitor of bile acid synthesis (10). In this setting unrestricted hepatic synthesis raises 

intestinal bile acid concentrations to levels exceeding ASBT transport capacity, thus 

increasing fecal bile acid levels.  

Current approaches to diagnose BAM are limited (11). Although native and 

radiolabeled fecal bile acid concentrations can be measured (12), such assays are time-

consuming, not readily available and expensive. In selected European countries, a 
75

Se-

labeled synthetic bile acid, 
75

Se-HCAT, is available to measure bile acid transport in vivo 

using a gamma camera (13). 
75

Se-HCAT testing, which emits low levels of ionizing 

radiation, is not approved for clinical use in the United States where BAM is most 

commonly diagnosed by evaluating the response to a therapeutic trial of bile acid 

sequestrants (11, 14). However, bile acid sequestrants, which are not approved for this 

use by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration, are generally unpalatable, reduce 

bioavailability of co-administered medicines and require varying doses across patients.  

Moreover, diagnosis of BAM using a therapeutic trial of bile acid sequestrants is reported 

to have a high false-negative rate (7). Measuring serum levels of FGF-19 or 7-α-hydroxy-
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4-cholesten-3-one (C4), a by-product of hepatic bile acid synthesis, has been proposed to 

diagnose BAM, but these assays require additional clinical validation and are not readily 

available (11).  

Collectively, these considerations identify the need for innovative approaches to 

assess bile acid transport in vivo. To address this need we sought to develop an accurate, 

safe, non-invasive, reproducible method of diagnosing abnormal bile acid disposition or 

transport without the use of ionizing radiation. With the goal of assessing bile acid 

transport in vivo using 
19

F magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), we synthesized a 

trifluorinated cholic acid derivative, CA-lys-TFA (15). 
19

F is the naturally-occurring 

stable isotope of fluorine and does not suffer from major limitations associated with use 

of the positron emission tomography (PET) isotope 
18

F; its radioactivity, difficult 

handling and very short half-life. For MRI, 
19

F sensitivity is second only to that of 
1
H but, 

unlike body water detected by 
1
H MRI there are no competing 

19
F background signals 

(16). Because 
19

F MRI signal strength is proportional to the number of equivalent 

fluorine atoms in a molecule (17), it is potentially well suited for in vivo drug tracking.  

We previously showed that CA-lys-TFA is a potent in vitro substrate for both ASBT and 

Na
+
/taurocholate co-transporting polypeptide (NTCP), the key hepatic bile acid uptake 

transporter (15). Moreover, CA-lys-TFA demonstrated in vitro chemical and enzyme 

stability, and after oral gavage concentrated in gallbladders of fasted mice (15). In vitro 

19
F MRI showed that 

19
F signals emanating from CA-lys-TFA varied in proportion to its 

concentration (15). 

The present study was designed to explore the feasibility of using CA-lys-TFA as 

a probe to assess bile acid transport using in vivo 
19

F MRI. The objective was to compare 
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the in vivo imaging performance of CA-lys-TFA with direct measurement of CA-lys-

TFA in bile obtained from gallbladders harvested from C57BL/6J wild-type (WT) and 

Asbt-deficient mice. 

 

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 

CA-lys-TFA structure and MRI standard curve.  

 CA-lys-TFA, a conjugate of trifluoroacetyl L-lysine and the native human 

primary bile acid cholic acid (Figure 3.1), was synthesized as described previously (15). 

To ensure that a single signal peak was obtained from three equivalent fluorine atoms in 

CA-lys-TFA, 
19

F MR spectroscopy was performed. A Varian INOVA 500MHz NMR 

machine (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, California) was used to analyze CA-lys-

TFA in deuterated methanol at 25°C. 

 

Figure 3.1. CA-lys-TFA chemical structure. The probe compound is a trifluorinated 

derivative of cholic acid, formed by conjugating cholic acid to trifluoroacetyl L-lysine. 

 

Previously, CA-lys-TFA was imaged in vitro using a 
19

F surface coil (15). With a 

surface coil, signal intensity decreases with distance from the coil; this is not the case 
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when using a volume coil. Hence, in the present work, to ensure equivalent 
19

F signals in 

the entire anatomical area imaged, a 
19

F volume coil was used (Bruker Biosciences 

Corporation, Billerica, Massachusetts). A standard curve was generated by imaging 

phantoms that consisted of 0, 10, 20 and 30 mM CA-lys-TFA dissolved in methanol in 2-

mL glass vials (12-mm diameter, National Scientific, Rockwood, Tennessee). 

 

Animals.  

 All animal studies were conducted in accordance with the Guide for the Care and 

Use of Laboratory Animals prepared by the U.S. National Academy of Sciences (18).  

Both the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at the University of Maryland 

School of Medicine and the Research and Development Committee at the VA Maryland 

Health Care System approved the mouse studies. Mice were housed under identical 

conditions in a pathogen-free environment with a 12:12-hour light/dark cycle and free 

access to standard mouse chow and water prior to treatment. 

Two mouse experiments were performed. In the first experiment, 14 mice 

underwent oral gavage with CA-lys-TFA; 10 mice were subjected to both MRI- and 

liquid chromatography/tandem-mass spectrometry (LC/MS/MS)-based quantification of 

CA-lys-TFA in the gallbladder. In contrast, mice 11-14 were only evaluated by 

LC/MS/MS-based quantification. In the second mouse experiment, WT and Asbt-

deficient (Slc10a2
-/-

) mice underwent gavage with CA-lys-TFA (n = 5 mice per group) 

and were subjected to either MRI- or LC/MS/MS-based quantification of CA-lys-TFA in 

the gallbladder. 
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In vivo imaging of CA-lys-TFA.  

 Ten male C57BL/6J mice (average age 9.9 weeks, average weight 24.3 g) were 

obtained from Jackson Labs, Bar Harbor, Maine, USA. Seven mice were fasted overnight 

and underwent oral gavage with 150 mg/kg CA-lys-TFA in 1:1 polyethylene glycol 

(PEG) 400:Dulbecco's phosphate buffered saline (DPBS) vehicle. These mice were 

maintained in the fasted state and imaged either 2 (mice 1-3) or 7 h (mice 4-7) after 

gavage. Following another overnight fast, mice 2 and 6 were reimaged 48 h after gavage. 

Mice 8-10 underwent oral gavage with 50 mg/kg CA-lys-TFA in vehicle once daily for 7 

days, and were imaged on the 7th day either 2 (mouse 8) or 7 h (mice 9-10) after 

overnight fasting and final gavage. Previously, we reported that isoflurane, a commonly 

used anesthetic agent for small-animal MRI, accumulates in the gallbladder in quantities 

detectable by 
19

F MRI (20). Hence, to avoid acquisition of a competing 
19

F signal 

isoflurane was not used to anesthetize mice for MRI. Instead, mice were anaesthetized 

with ketamine/xylazine administered via an intraperitoneal (IP) catheter placed before 

imaging; maintenance doses of ketamine/xylazine were infused every 30 min during 

imaging. Generally, imaging required 0.5 h for 
1
H signal acquisition and 1.5 h for 

19
F 

signal acquisition, approximately 2 h of MRI for each mouse.  

After MRI, mice were euthanized by the injection of additional ketamine/xylazine 

and exsanguination by intracardiac puncture, and the liver and gallbladder were 

harvested. CA-lys-TFA concentrations in these organs were determined using 

LC/MS/MS as described below. Blood was collected in heparinized tubes, centrifuged at 

2,000 g for 15 min and supernatants were precipitated with four parts acetonitrile. 

Supernatants were centrifuged at 12,000 g for 10 min and analyzed by LC/MS/MS. 
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Whole liver and gallbladder were homogenized on ice in a Duall size-21 glass tissue 

homogenizer (Kimble Chase Life Science, Vineland, New Jersey), extracted with 75% 

acetonitrile and 25% water (800 µL for liver, 300 µL for gallbladder), and centrifuged at 

12,000 g for 10 min. Gallbladder extracts were diluted 1000-fold, then quantified by 

LC/MS/MS.  

For mice 8-10, to determine if repetitive 7-day dosing of 50 mg/kg CA-lys-TFA 

caused tissue injury, sections of liver, stomach and small intestine were resected and 

placed in 10% formalin for histological analysis. Unlike single-dose 150 mg/kg CA-lys-

TFA (15), histological examination of relevant abdominal organs had not been performed 

previously following a repetitive dosing regimen. Tissues were fixed in formalin for three 

days, transferred to 70% ethanol in water and stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) 

for microscopic examination by a senior gastrointestinal pathologist. 

To determine if mouse handling after MRI altered gallbladder concentrations of 

CA-lys-TFA quantified by LC/MS/MS analysis, four additional C57BL/6J male mice 

were obtained from Jackson Labs (mice 11-14, average age 17.4 weeks, average weight 

29.6 g) fasted overnight and underwent oral gavage with 150 mg/kg CA-lys-TFA. These 

mice were maintained in the fasted state and euthanized 8.5 h after gavage without 

undergoing MRI. 

 

Small animal MRI.  

 All in vitro and in vivo 
1
H and 

19
F MRI experiments were performed using a 

Bruker BioSpec 70/30USR Avance III 7T horizontal bore MR scanner (Bruker Biospin 
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MRI GmbH, Germany), equipped with a BGA12S gradient system and interfaced to 

Bruker Paravision 5.1 for image acquisition and processing. A Bruker 40-mm 
19

F/
1
H 

dual-tuned linear volume coil was used to transmit and receive radiofrequency (RF) 

signals at 300.28 MHz for 
1
H and 282.55 MHz for 

19
F nuclei. Multi-slice 

1
H MR images 

were acquired using RARE (Rapid Acquisition with Relaxation Enhancement) sequence 

in the cross view of the sample or the body of the animal with repetition time 2200 ms, 

echo time 8.9 ms, RARE factor 8, field of view 4 x 4 cm
2
, slice thickness 1.0 mm, matrix 

size 266 x 266, in-plane resolution 150 x150 μm
2
, and number of averages 6. Total 

acquisition time was 7 min and 15 s. 
19

F images were acquired using a FLASH (Fast Low 

Angle Shot) sequence in the same region of the 
1
H MRI with repetition time 220 ms, flip 

angle = 30
º
, echo time 3.078 ms, matrix size 32 x 32, in-plane resolution 1.25 x 1.25 

mm
2
, slice thickness 4.0 mm, and number of averages 768. 

19
F MRI parameters were 

identical for both calibration phantom images and in vivo images with the reference 

phantom. The flip angle was optimized based on the T1 relaxation time of the phantom.  

The phantom solvent (methanol) was chosen because of similar signal intensity of CA-

lys-TFA dissolved in methanol and human bile (94.2%, Table S1 and Figure S1 in 

Appendix A). Remaining parameters were the same as 
1
H MRI. Acquisition time was 1 h 

and 30 min. Concentrations of CA-lys-TFA in gallbladders were calculated from MR 

images by determining the mean signal intensity in the gallbladder region of interest 

(ROI) and comparing this value to the mean signal intensity of the ROI in a phantom 

placed adjacent to the mouse. In both cases, the ROI was drawn to exclude the edges of 

the gallbladder and the phantom, thus avoiding an "edge effect" due to spatial resolution. 

Reference phantom imaged adjacent to the mouse used 30 mM CA-lys-TFA dissolved in 
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methanol in a short glass NMR tube (5-mm diameter). Mean signal intensity was 

measured using Paravision 5.1 software. Mouse gallbladder and phantom were 

simultaneously imaged in the same frame under identical conditions.  

 Color 
19

F MR images were obtained using Medical Image Processing, Analysis 

and Visualization software (MIPAV v7.0.1, CIT, NIH, Bethesda, Maryland), employing 

an average image threshold of 0.65, in which the strongest signal (displayed in red) is 1.0. 

The limit of quantification was assigned to be the noise magnitude plus 2.5-times the 

noise standard deviation, calculated from an ROI near the periphery of the image. Using 

this method, there is greater than 99% confidence that voxels containing CA-lys-TFA 

concentrations above 6.82 mM relative to the phantom are from actual 
19

F signal, and not 

noise (19).   

 

 

LC/MS/MS.  

 Concentrations of CA-lys-TFA were determined by LC/MS/MS using a Waters 

Acquity UPLC system with triple quadrupole detector (Waters Corporation, Milford, 

Massachusetts).  The column was a Waters Acquity UPLC Ethylene Bridged Hybrid C8 

1.7 µm 2.1 x 50 mm with a flow rate of 0.4 mL/min. The gradient was as follows 

(expressed as % ACN in water, all mobile phases including 0.1% formic acid): 50% from 

0 to 0.5 min, then increased to 95% until 1.5 min, then decreased to 50% at 1.7 min and 

held at 50% until 2 min.  Injection volume was 10 µL.  Cone voltage was 75 V, dwell 

time 0.100 s and collision energy 68 V.  Negative electrospray ionization was used with a 

multiple reaction monitoring method for the transition 631.31 Da to 241.07 Da. The 
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method was linear over a range of 10 to 2000 nM (R
2
 = 0.9998). To measure extraction 

efficiency, gallbladder extracts (n = 3) were spiked to yield 12 mM CA-lys-TFA and 

subsequently subjected to sample preparation.  The LC/MS/MS determined CA-lys-TFA 

concentration was 102.5 ± 5.9%.  

 

Asbt knockout mice.  

 Five Asbt-deficient (Slc10a2
-/-

) mice (mice 15-19, average age 42.5 weeks, 

average weight 28.1 g) and five WT littermates (mice 20-24, average age 44.0 weeks, 

average weight 28.1 g) were obtained from a colony maintained at the Wake Forest 

School of Medicine. These mice were fasted overnight and underwent oral gavage with 

150 mg/kg CA-lys-TFA. Mice 15-18 and mice 20-23 were maintained in the fasted state, 

euthanized without MRI 7 h after dosing, and blood, liver and gallbladder were collected 

for LC/MS/MS analysis as described above. Mice 19 and 20 were anesthetized with 

ketamine/xylazine and imaged by MRI as described above. 

 

Data Analysis.  

 Data are presented as average value ± standard error of the mean. Statistical 

comparisons were performed using the unpaired Student's t test, and were considered 

significant when two-tailed P < 0.05.  
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RESULTS 

Imaging of CA-lys-TFA phantoms.  

 CA-lys-TFA was detected in vitro using both 
19

F MR spectroscopy (Figure 3.2A) 

and MRI with a 
1
H/

19
F dual-tuned volume coil (Figure 3.2B). A single 

19
F peak resulted 

from CA-lys-TFA's three equivalent fluorine atoms (Figure 3.2A). We observed linear 

relative signal intensity (R
2
 = 0.997) for 0, 10, 20 and 30 mM CA-lys-TFA dissolved in 

methanol in glass vials and imaged concurrently by MRI using a volume coil (Figure 

3.2C). 
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Figure 3.2. CA-lys-TFA 
19

F MR spectroscopy and MRI standard curve. (A) 
19

F MR 

spectroscopy of CA-lys-TFA in deuterated methanol revealed a single peak for the three 

equivalent fluorine atoms. (B) 
1
H (left) and 

19
F (right) MR images of phantoms 

containing 0, 10, 20 and 30 mM CA-lys-TFA in methanol. (C) Signal intensity of 
19

F MR 

images correlated with CA-lys-TFA concentrations in phantoms. Linear regression 

yielded R
2
 = 0.997. 

 

 

In vivo imaging of CA-lys-TFA.  

 Mice underwent in vivo MRI starting approximately 2, 7 or 48 h after oral gavage 

with a single dose of 150 mg/kg of CA-lys-TFA (mice 1-7) or after 7 days of a daily dose 

of 50 mg/kg (mice 8-10) (Table 3.1). Mice were imaged once, euthanized and blood, liver 
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and gallbladder were harvested for LC/MS/MS analysis, except mice 2 and 6 that were 

imaged twice before euthanasia. 
19

F MRI signals were detected with all dosing regimens 

and times tested except for the first time mouse 2 was imaged (~2 h after dosing) and the 

second time mouse 6 was imaged (~48 h after dosing).  

Table 3.1. CA-lys-TFA gallbladder concentrations measured by LC/MS/MS and MRI in 

individual mice. Each mouse was gavaged with either 150 mg/kg CA-lys-TFA once or 

repetitively with 50 mg/kg CA-lys-TFA daily for seven consecutive days. Mice 2 and 6, 

imaged on days 1 and 3 after gavage, lack euthanasia times and LC/MS/MS data for day 

1. Times of MRI and euthanasia, and gallbladder weights are also recorded.   

Mouse  Dose 

Time of 
19

F MRI 

(h)  

Time of 

Euthanasia 

(h)  

Gallbladder 

Weight 

(mg)  

Gallbladder 

[CA-lys-TFA] 

LC/MS/MS 

(mM)  

Gallbladder 

[CA-lys-TFA] 

MRI 

(mM)  

1 150 mg/kg 2.5-4   5.0 24 6.53 14.8 

2 150 mg/kg 2.3-3.8 NM  NM  NM  NS  

3 150 mg/kg 1.3-1.8 2.8 28 6.73 20.0 

4 150 mg/kg 7-8.5  8.6 44 5.48 24.0 

5 150 mg/kg 6.9-8.4  8.5 19 4.91 8.6 

6 150 mg/kg 6.4-7.9 NM  NM  NM  25.3 

7 150 mg/kg 6.8-8.3 8.4 12 1.93 18.1 

2 150 mg/kg 49.3-50.8 51.4 23 8.16 24.5 

6 150 mg/kg 51.0-52.5 53.0 30 1.45 NS  

8 50 mg/kg 7x 1.8-3.3 4.0 14 2.87 10.4 

9 
 50 mg/kg 

7x 
1.8-3.3 3.5 33 4.46 12.9 

10 
 50 mg/kg 

7x 
7.3-8.8 8.9 32 3.86 12.3 

 

NM= not measured, NS= no detectable signal  

 

Concentrations of CA-lys-TFA in gallbladders were calculated from MR images 

by determining the average signal intensity in an ROI within the organ and comparing 

this value to the average signal intensity detected in an ROI within a 30-mM CA-lys-TFA 

phantom placed adjacent to the mouse. In nearly all mice, gallbladder CA-lys-TFA 
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concentrations assessed by MRI were lower after repeated dosing with 50 mg/kg than 

after a single 150-mg/kg dose (Table 3.1).  

Representative MRI images of CA-lys-TFA in gallbladders from mice 1 (Figure 

3.3A) and 4 (Figure 3.3B), treated with 150 mg/kg CA-lys-TFA and imaged 2 and 7 h 

after gavage, respectively, demonstrate the ability of this methodology to detect and 

measure CA-lys-TFA concentrations in vivo in the gallbladder. Overlay of images 

obtained by 
1
H and 

19
F MRI signal acquisition indicated clearly that 

19
F signals emanated 

from the gallbladder (Figure 3.3). Also, a more intense 
19

F signal was observed at 7 h 

compared to 2 h (Figure 3.3). Compared to the MRI signal emanating from the phantom, 

CA-lys-TFA concentrations in the gallbladder were determined to be 14.8 mM at 2 h 

(Figure 3.3A) and 24 mM at 7 h (Figure 3.3B) (Table 3.1). Based on these findings, ~7 h 

after gavage with CA-lys-TFA was concluded to be the optimal time for 
19

F MRI and this 

timeframe and a dose of 150 mg/kg CA-lys-TFA was used for subsequent experiments. 
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Figure 3.3. Representative images from two mice imaged after oral gavage with 150 

mg/kg CA-lys-TFA. In each image, a 30-mM CA-lys-TFA phantom is adjacent to the 

mouse. (A-B) Left panels depict abdominal cross-sectional anatomy of the mouse by 
1
H 

MRI; the spine is visible at the top and the gallbladder at the bottom. Center panels show 
19

F MR images obtained from the same cross-sectional area, while right panels show 

overlays of 
1
H and 

19
F images. (A) 

19
F image acquired ~2 h after gavage resulted in lower 

CA-lys-TFA concentration in the gallbladder (arrow) compared to the phantom 

(arrowhead). (B) 
19

F image acquired ~7 h after dosing, resulted in similar CA-lys-TFA 

concentrations in the gallbladder (arrow) and phantom (arrowhead). Of note, individual 

mice varied in size, e.g. the mouse in 3.3B was smaller than the mouse in 3.3A.  Hence, 

the image in 3.3B "enlarged" the smaller mouse, as well as the phantom. Despite 

appearances, the mice in 3.3A and 3.3B were not the same size.  Likewise, despite 

appearances, the phantoms were the same size. 

 

For the 10 mice that underwent MRI and whose gallbladders were subsequently 

harvested for measurement of CA-lys-TFA levels in gallbladder bile by LC/MS/MS, a 

correlation was observed between CA-lys-TFA concentrations measured by 
19

F MRI and 

corresponding LC/MS/MS (R
2
 = 0.54, P = 0.02 for slope parameter). However, as seen in 

Figure 3.4A and Table 3.1, CA-lys-TFA levels calculated from 
19

F MRI signal intensity 

in the gallbladder were consistently greater than those measured by LC/MS/MS analysis 
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of gallbladder bile after MRI. We hypothesized that handling mice after MRI (i.e. 

removal from MRI scanner, transport, and administration of additional sedation before 

laparotomy and gallbladder harvesting) promoted partial emptying of the gallbladder.  
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Figure 3.4. Comparison of gallbladder CA-lys-TFA concentrations calculated from 
19

F 

MRI signal intensity to those measured by LC/MS/MS. (A) Calculation of 
19

F MRI signal 

intensity in the gallbladders of live, anesthetized mice was accomplished by comparison 

to the 
19

F MRI signal intensity of a 30-mM CA-lys-TFA phantom. 
19

F image acquisition 

was 1.5 h. CA-lys-TFA content in gallbladder bile by LC/MS/MS was measured after 

MRI. Each data point represents results from one mouse; MRI-based and LC/MS/MS-

based measurements are paired (n = 10 mice). Linear regression analysis (solid line) 

yielded R
2
 = 0.54, P = 0.02, indicating association between MRI-based and LC/MS/MS-

determined values. The line of unity is dashed. (B) Comparison of CA-lys-TFA 

measurements obtained from MRI and LC/MS/MS after applying a 2.7-correction factor 

to LC/MS/MS values to account for a post-MRI effect.  The line of unity is dashed, while 

the line from regression is solid (R
2
=0.54). The slope from linear regression is 0.83, i.e. 

2.7-fold lower than the regressed slope in Fig. 3.4A. 
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To test this hypothesis, mice 11-14 underwent oral gavage with a single dose of 

150 mg/kg CA-lys-TFA and were euthanized 8.5 h later without undergoing MRI. As 

predicted, in these mice CA-lys-TFA levels measured by LC/MS/MS (average, 11.2 ± 1.7 

mM in mice 11-14) were statistically indistinguishable (P = 0.35) from those measured 

by 
19

F MRI in other mice at 8.5 h (average, 16.9 ± 4.5 mM in mice 4, 5 and 7). The 

average CA-lys-TFA concentration measured by LC/MS/MS in gallbladders of imaged 

mice 4, 5 and 7 was 4.1 ± 1.1 mM, 2.7(±0.8)-fold lower compared to 11.2 ± 1.7 mM in 

gallbladders from mice 11-14 (P = 0.01). These results could not be explained by 

differences in gallbladder weights; average gallbladder weights in imaged and non-

imaged mice were nearly identical (25 ± 10 vs. 23 ± 3 mg, respectively). Overall, these 

findings supported the hypothesis that post-MRI animal handling reduces gallbladder 

CA-lys-TFA concentration.  

To address these postulated post-MRI animal handling effects, CA-lys-TFA 

concentrations quantified by 
19

F MRI and LC/MS/MS (mice 1-10; Table 3.1) were re-

examined and LC/MS/MS concentrations multiplied by a 2.7(±0.8)-correction factor 

(Figure 3.4B).  Compared to findings when mouse handling after MRI is not considered 

(Figure 3.4A), the resultant analysis more closely follow the line of unity for CA-lys-

TFA concentrations determined by 
19

F MRI and LC/MS/MS (Figure 3.4B). The analysis 

in Fig 4 was repeated with data at the origin (0,0) excluded and where an intercept was 

not fitted (Fig S2 in Appendix A); results of this approach supported the same 

conclusions. Of note, this 2.7(±0.8)-fold difference may be applicable to the methods 

here (e.g. Bruker 40-mm 
19

F/
1
H dual-tuned linear volume coil) and not to other methods. 
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Additionally, this 2.7(±0.8)-fold difference is a point estimate that assumes an equal post-

MRI animal handling effect across all mice. 

Bile acids are highly concentrated in the gallbladder. Thus, it was not surprising 

to find that concentrations of CA-lys-TFA in plasma and liver from mice 1-14 were 

orders of magnitude lower than those detected in gallbladder (0.70 - 22.97 µM in liver; 

0.02 - 16.56 µM in plasma vs.1.45-13.93 mM in gallbladder) (Table S1 in Appendix A) – 

too low to generate 
19

F MRI signals. Moreover, as we reported previously following a 

single dose of 150 mg/kg CA-lys-TFA
15

, histological analysis of H&E-stained sections of 

mouse stomach, liver and small intestine from mice 8-10 showed no tissue damage after 

7-day repetitive dosing with 50 mg/kg CA-lys-TFA. These findings provide reassurance 

regarding the in vivo safety of the novel probe. 

 

Asbt knockout mouse studies.  

 WT mice 15-19 and Asbt-deficient mice 20-24 were gavaged with 150 mg/kg 

CA-lys-TFA. Mice 15-18 and 20-23 were euthanized 7 h later without MRI. As measured 

by LC/MS/MS, a striking 30.8-fold difference in the CA-lys-TFA content of gallbladders 

from WT compared to those from Asbt-deficient mice was observed (9.81 ± 2.13 vs. 0.32 

± 0.03 mM, respectively, P = 0.004) (Figure 3.5A). These findings predicted that CA-lys-

TFA concentrations in gallbladders of Asbt-deficient mice would be below the 
19

F MRI 

limits of detection.  
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Figure 3.5. Comparison of gallbladder bile CA-lys-TFA in WT and Asbt-deficient mice. 

(A) Four WT and four Slc10a2-/- mice were gavaged with 150 mg/kg CA-lys-TFA, 

euthanized 7 h later and gallbladder bile CA-lys-TFA measured by LC/MS/MS. CA-lys-

TFA was 30.8-fold greater in gallbladders from WT compared to Asbt-deficient mice (P 

= 0.004, Student's t-test). (B) Lack of 
19

F MRI signal for CA-lys-TFA in gallbladder of 

ASBT-deficient mouse. Images were obtained 6.5-8 h after oral gavage with 150 mg/kg 

CA-lys-TFA. Left panels show 
1
H MRI cross-sectional images, center panels show the 

same cross-sectional images obtained using 
19

F MRI, and right panels show overlay of 
1
H 

and 
19

F images. MRI of WT mouse shows CA-lys-TFA signal in gallbladder. In contrast, 

no 
19

F MRI signal was detected in the Asbt-deficient mouse imaged under the same 

conditions. 
19

F MRI acquisition was 1.5 h for both animals. 
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To confirm this prediction, mice 19 and 24 were imaged by MRI (
19

F acquisition 

time 6.5 - 8.0 h and 6.6 - 8.1 h after oral gavage with 150 mg/kg CA-lys-TFA, 

respectively) and euthanized 9.1 h (mouse 19) and 8.4 h (mouse 24) after gavage. As 

anticipated, an intense
19

F gallbladder signal was detected in WT mouse 19 (Figure 3.5B). 

CA-lys-TFA measured by LC/MS/MS in gallbladder bile from mouse 19 was 4.81 mM 

(Table S2 in Appendix A; equivalent to 13.0 mM after correction for post-MRI animal 

handling), whereas the concentration measured by MRI was 18.2 mM. In contrast, no 
19

F 

signal was detected by MRI in the Asbt-deficient mouse (mouse 24) (Figure 3.5B). In 

mouse 24, CA-lys-TFA measured by LC/MS/MS in gallbladder bile was 0.27 mM (Table 

S2 in Appendix A; equivalent to 0.73 mM with application of the post-MRI correction 

factor), confirming that the CA-lys-TFA concentration was indeed below 
19

F MRI limits 

of detection. As observed with mice 1-10, CA-lys-TFA levels measured by LC/MS/MS 

in liver and plasma from mice 15-24 were much lower than those in the gallbladder 

(Table S2 in Appendix A), values also well below 
19

F MRI limits of detection. 

 

DISCUSSION 

 Previously, we showed that the inhaled anesthetic, isoflurane, which like CA-lys-

TFA has three equivalent fluorine atoms, can be detected in the gallbladder of live mice 

using 
19

F MRI (20). In the present work CA-lys-TFA, a novel bile acid analogue, was 

successfully and reproducibly imaged in the murine gallbladder using 
19

F MRI. To our 

knowledge, this represents the first report that a drug absorbed orally
 
can be imaged in 

vivo by 
19

F MRI.  
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Others have used 
19

F magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) to detect 

fluorinated drugs and their metabolites (21). MRS, however, does not provide spatial 

information regarding the anatomical location of drugs. Injected or infused drugs, 

including perfluorocarbons (PFCs) in which all hydrogen atoms in an organic structure 

were converted to fluorine, have been imaged by 
19

F MRI. Since fluorine signals can 

respond to changes in environment, such as oxygen levels, temperature and blood flow 

(22), PFCs are sometimes used as MRI contrast agents (23, 24) or for cell labeling and 

tracking (25). In general, PFCs are disadvantaged by low water solubility and thus are not 

ideal for tagging drugs for oral absorption. Researchers have also taken advantage of high 

numbers of equivalent fluorine atoms for tagging molecules for use as imaging agents 

(17). However, high molecular weight fluorine tags limit drug absorption from the 

gastrointestinal tract, and large tag size can alter intrinsic activity and disposition 

compared to the parent molecule. 

Visualization of a trifluorinated drug in bile presents a potentially exciting new 

avenue for imaging the metabolism or biliary excretion of fluorinated drugs. 

Additionally, the trifluoroacetamidyl group can be used to tag non-fluorinated drugs for 

imaging, as long as they accumulate spatially in relatively high concentration. Unlike 

PFCs or compounds with large numbers of equivalent fluorine atoms that were imaged 

after injection, the trifluoroacetimidyl group was sufficiently small to allow drug 

absorption from the intestine. In the present work this was achieved by combined passive 

and active uptake, the latter mediated by the ileal bile acid transporter ASBT. 

The 
19

F MRI limit of detection for CA-lys-TFA in the gallbladder was estimated 

here to be ~5 mM as measured by LC/MS/MS after mice were euthanized. The lowest 
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CA-lys-TFA concentration in gallbladder bile detected by LC/MS/MS with 

corresponding successful detection by MRI was 1.93 mM (corrected value of 5.21 mM) 

(Table 3.1, mouse 7), whereas a gallbladder CA-lys-TFA concentration of 1.45 mM 

(corrected value of 3.92 mM) was not detected by 
19

F MRI (Table 3.1, mouse 6 on day 3 

after gavage). This limit of detection for 
19

F MRI by LC/MS/MS (e.g. 5.21 mM) is 

similar to that directly from 
19

F MRI (i.e. 6.82 mM), providing further support for the 

observed 2.7(±0.8)-fold difference. Previously, using a surface coil for 
19

F MRI, the limit 

of detection for a trifluorinated drug was estimated to be 1 mM (20). The current work 

utilized a volume coil to eliminate signal-to-noise ratio changes that otherwise depend on 

distance from the coil, and thus allowed the use of a phantom for gallbladder 

concentration estimation. Of note, limit of detection and signal-to-noise ratio can vary 

with imaging acquisition time. Here, a 1.5-h 
19

F image acquisition time was employed for 

CA-lys-TFA. In mice, the bile acid pool is ~4 mg (26). For a 25-g mouse, the dose was 

3.75 mg, which is similar to its pool size. The human bile acid pool is 2-4 g. Thus the 

detection method has the potential for increased sensitivity or a shorter acquisition time 

in humans, wherein a much larger gallbladder size would allow for the use of a lower 

geometric resolution. 

A limitation of CA-lys-TFA MRI is the probe’s metabolism by gut bacterial 

enzymes (15). Bacterial removal of the side chain and hepatic reconjugation with taurine 

or glycine is part of normal bile acid metabolism and likely accounts for the diminished 

MRI signal intensity in gallbladder after repetitive dosing with 50 mg/kg daily for 7 days 

(mice 8-10) and 50 h after dosing with 150 mg/kg (mouse 6) (Table 3.1).  
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In mice, Asbt deficiency strikingly reduced gallbladder concentrations of CA-lys-

TFA.  In WT mice, the average gallbladder bile CA-lys-TFA concentration was 9.81 ± 

2.13 mM whereas in Asbt-deficient mice it was 0.32 ± 0.03 mM, a value well below our 

estimated 
19

F MRI limit of detection (5 mM). This was confirmed by the absence of a 
19

F 

MRI signal in an Asbt-deficient mouse 7 h after gavage with 150 mg/kg CA-lys-TFA, 

contrasting with the robust signal in a WT mouse (Figure 3.5). Thus, in this Asbt-

deficient mouse model of BAM, 
19

F MRI following oral dosing with CA-lys-TFA can 

clearly identify impaired bile acid uptake. Collectively, these findings indicate that CA-

lys-TFA, a novel fluorine-labeled imaging agent, has potential as a tool to measure bile 

acid transport. 
19

F MR gallbladder imaging, a methodology involving no ionizing 

radiation, also shows promise as a non-invasive in vivo clinical test to diagnose BAM or 

otherwise impaired bile acid transit. 
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CHAPTER 4: DESIGN AND EVALUATION OF A NOVEL 

TRIFLUORINATED IMAGING AGENT FOR ASSESSMENT OF 

BILE ACID TRANSPORT USING FLUORINE MAGNETIC 

RESONANCE IMAGING (MRI) 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 Bile acids are formed in the liver from cholesterol, conjugated to glycine or 

taurine, and are secreted into bile by the multidrug resistance associated protein 2 

(MRP2) and the bile salt export pump (BSEP). Between meals, bile is stored in the 

gallbladder. In response to a meal, the gallbladder contracts and bile acids are emptied 

into the duodenum where they increase lipid solubility through micelle formation. Bile 

acids are passively absorbed throughout the small intestine, as well as actively absorbed 

by enterocytes in the terminal ileum via the apical sodium-dependent bile acid transporter 

(ASBT, SLC10A2). After uptake by enterocytes, bile acids are effluxed into the portal 

circulation by the organic solute transporters (OSTα-OSTβ), and taken up actively into 

the liver via the Na
+
/taurocholate cotransporting polypeptide (NTCP, SLC10A1) and the 

organic anion transporting peptides (OATPs). This enterohepatic circulation of bile acids 

maintains the human bile acid pool between 2-4 g.  Bile acids circulate several times 

daily with less than 10% lost in feces (1, 2).  

 Bile acid malabsorption (BAM), characterized by excess fecal bile acids and 

chronic, watery diarrhea, is often misdiagnosed as diarrhea-predominant irritable bowel 

syndrome (IBS-D) (3). It is estimated that BAM is the cause of 30-50% of cases of 

unexplained chronic diarrhea (4, 5, 6, 7). Some cases of BAM can be attributed to ileal 
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resection/damage or ASBT mutation. Recent advances in understanding this disease 

show that idiopathic BAM may in many cases be caused by the overproduction of bile 

acids resulting from deficient fibroblast growth factor (FGF)-19 (8). FGF19 is part of the 

feedback inhibition process of bile acid formation from cholesterol, and regulation of bile 

acid synthesis is impaired in its absence. Overproduction of bile acids can saturate bile 

acid transport, thereby increasing the concentration of fecal bile acids and causing 

diarrhea. 

 In the United States, diagnosis of BAM is limited by the lack of sensitive, specific 

and cost-effective tests. 
75

Se-HCAT, a 
75

Se-labeled gamma-emitting synthetic bile acid 

used to measure intestinal uptake of bile acids, is available for use in select European 

countries, but has not been approved by the FDA (9). Diagnostic criteria are based on the 

percentage of 
75

Se-HCAT retained in the body one week after oral administration. Other 

methods of diagnosis include 
14

C-taurocholate stool measurement (10), 7α-hydroxy-4-

cholesten-3-one serum measurement as a biomarker of bile acid formation (11), and 

blood FGF19 measurement (12) (inversely related to 7α-hydroxy-4-cholesten-3-one 

levels). However, these methods are time-consuming, difficult, not readily available, or 

not validated clinically. BAM is often diagnosed by administering bile acid sequestrants, 

such as colesevelam, in a therapeutic trial (13, 14), but this approach is not FDA-

approved for BAM diagnosis, lacks specificity and has a high rate of false-negative 

diagnosis (7).  

 To address these limitations, we previously proposed to approach the diagnosis of 

BAM through in vivo imaging of a fluorinated bile acid analogue with 
19

F magnetic 

resonance imaging (MRI) (15). We hypothesized that tracking a tagged bile acid 
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molecule, in this case through imaging its accumulation in the gallbladder would allow 

differentiation between normal and impaired bile acid transport. 
19

F MRI was chosen 

because it is non-invasive and involves no ionizing radiation. 
19

F is the natural, stably-

occurring isotope of fluorine and is second in to only 
1
H MRI in terms of MRI sensitivity. 

Unlike 
1
H, it has no endogenous background signal (16). 

19
F MRI signal intensity 

increases proportionally to fluorine concentration, so tracer amounts can be compared 

and quantified (17).  

 CA-lys-TFA, a conjugate of trifluoroacetyl-lysine and cholic acid, was previously 

synthesized and tested in vitro for stability and ASBT and NTCP transport affinity (15). 

After a preliminary pharmacokinetic profile was obtained in mice, CA-lys-TFA was 

orally dosed and imaged in vivo in the mouse gallbladder by 
19

F MRI (Chapter 3). CA-

lys-TFA accumulated in significantly larger amounts in the wild type (WT) mouse 

gallbladder than in the gallbladder of Asbt-deficient (Slc10a2
- /-

) mice, which have 

severely impaired bile acid absorption, a reduced bile acid pool, and higher levels of fecal 

bile acids (18). The gallbladders from Asbt-deficient mice showed no fluorine signal 

when imaged using 
19

F MRI, while those from WT mice showed robust 
19

F signals. 

Overall, these studies showed that 
19

F MR imaging of a fluorinated bile acid probe is a 

feasible means to identify impaired bile acid transport in vivo. 

 CA-lys-TFA has limitations as an imaging agent; it is degraded in the presence of 

choloylglycine hydrolase (CGH), a bacterial bile acid deconjugating enzyme present 

predominantly in the colon and in smaller amounts in the terminal ileum (15). The 

objective of the present work was to synthesize and test a fluorinated bile acid that would 

resist bacterial deconjugation. This attribute would reduce the potential for differences in 
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intestinal microflora to influence gallbladder probe concentrations, and would also 

increase the half-life of the fluorinated bile acid probe. We synthesized the novel 

trifluorinated bile acid CA-sar-TFMA and tested its in vitro stability and ASBT and 

NTCP affinity. A pilot in vivo disposition study in mice was conducted, and CA-sar-

TFMA was imaged using 
19

F MRI. Additionally, CA-sar-TFMA was administered orally 

to both WT and Asbt-deficient mice to determine whether this agent had potential as 

method to diagnose impaired intestinal uptake and accumulation in mouse gallbladder. 

Results suggest that CA-sar-TFMA may be suitable as a 
19

F MR imaging tracer for the 

diagnosis of BAM. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS  

Materials. 

 Taurocholate, cholic acid, trifluoroacetic anhydride, rat liver S9 fraction, 

trifluoroacetic acid, rat plasma, and choloylglycine hydrolase from Clostridium 

perfringens were obtained from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, Missouri). N-boc-ethylene 

diamine was purchased from Oakwood Chemical (West Columbia, South Carolina). [
3
H]-

taurocholate (10 µCi/mM) was purchased from American Radiolabeled Chemicals, Inc. 

(St. Louis, Missouri). Trypsin, geneticin, fetal bovine serum (FBS) and Dulbecco’s 

modified Eagle medium (DMEM) were purchased from Invitrogen (Rockville, 

Maryland). All other reagents and chemicals were of the highest purity available 

commercially. 
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Methods. 

Synthesis of CA-sar-TFMA. 

 CA-sar-TFMA was synthesized as in Figure 4.1. 2 mL (12.6 mmol) N-boc-

ethylene diamine was stirred for 15 min with 2 eq. (25.2 mmol) sodium hydroxide 

(NaOH) in dimethyl formamide (DMF). To this mixture, 0.6 eq. (7.6 mmol) benzyl 

bromoacetate was added and stirred overnight at room temperature. DMF was diluted 

with ethyl acetate and washed three times with 30 mL water. The product was dried with 

sodium sulfate and ethyl acetate was removed by vacuum. The resulting clear oil was 

separated by silica gel column chromatography, using an eluent of 1:1 ethyl 

acetate:hexane. The resulting product (Figure 4.1, compound 1) showed an appropriate 

mass spectrometry (MS) peak of [M + 1] 309.1. 
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Figure 4.1. Synthesis of CA-sar-TFMA. N-Boc-ethylenediamine was first reacted with 

benzyl bromoacetate, then the N-Boc group was removed with TFA. The free amine was 

trifluoroacetylated, and the resulting product was conjugated to an activated Obt ester 

form of cholic acid. To form the final product, the benzyl group in compound 5 was 

removed by catalytic hydrogenation. 

 

 Compound 1 was stirred with 1:1 dichloromethane (DCM): trifluoroacetic acid 

(TFA) for 15 min to remove the N-boc protecting group. Excess solvent was evaporated, 

yielding compound 2. Next, the compound was stirred in DCM at 0ºC and 0.9 eq. 

triflouroacetic anhydride was added. The mixture was allowed to return to room 

temperature and was stirred overnight. Excess solvent was evaporated under vacuum and 

the product was dissolved in ethyl acetate and washed with saturated sodium bicarbonate. 

The organic layer was dried with sodium sulfate and dried under vacuum. The resulting 
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product was purified using flash column chromatography with a solvent of 30% hexane 

in ethyl acetate. MS showed [M + 1] of 305.1 (Fig. 4.1, compound 3) and thin layer 

chromatography (TLC) showed a single spot when stained with 10% w/v 

phosphomolybdic acid in ethanol (Rf = 0.48; ethyl acetate). 

 Two g (4.9 mmol) cholic acid was stirred at room temperature for 15 min in DMF 

with 1 eq. (4.9 mmol) eq. (4.9 mmol) triethylamine (TEA) and 1 eq. (4.9 mmol) O-

benztriazol-1-yloxytris-1,1,3,3 tetra methyl uranium hexaflourophosphate (HBTU). 1 eq. 

(4.9 mmol) of hydroxybenzotriazole (HOBt) was added, and the mixture was stirred for 

4h, then the reaction was quenched with water and extracted with ethyl acetate. The 

organic layer was washed three times with water, dried with sodium sulfate, and solvent 

was evaporated under reduced pressure. MS of this resulting activated cholic acid OBt 

ester (Fig. 4.1, compound 4) showed a peak of [M + 1] 526.4. 

 The activated OBt ester (3.4 mmol) was allowed to react with 1 eq. compound 3 

(3.4 mmol) in DMF overnight at room temperature. The resulting product was extracted 

with ethyl acetate, washed three times with water, dried with sodium sulfate, and the 

ethyl acetate was evaporated under vacuum. Compound 5 was purified on a silica gel 

column using an eluent of 7% methanol in DCM, resulting in a fluffy white solid (MS 

showed [M +23] 717.3 and [M - 1] 693.4). TLC confirmed purity, as a single spot was 

seen when stained with 10% w/v phosphomolybdic acid in ethanol (Rf = 0.38; 10% 

methanol in DCM).  

 The final product, CA-sar-TFMA, was obtained by hydrogenating compound 5 in 

the presence of 10 weight percent Pd/C catalyst in ethanol (EtOH) for 4 h to remove the 
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benzyl protecting group. Purity was confirmed by TLC, MS, high performance liquid 

chromatography (HPLC) and 
13

C nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). Structural 

properties were confirmed with 2 dimensional heteronuclear multiple-bond correlation 

spectroscopy (HMBC) and heteronuclear single quantum coherence (HSQC). NMR was 

performed on a Varian VNMRS 400 MHz machine (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, 

California) in deuterated dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) at 25 ºC. HPLC was performed on 

a Waters HPLC system comprised of a 1525 binary HPLC pump, a 717 plus autosampler, 

and a 486 tunable absorbance detector (Waters Corporation, Milford, Massachusetts) 

with a Restek column (ultra phenyl, 5 µm, 250 x 4.6 mm, Restek Corporation, Bellefonte, 

Pennsylvania). Flow rate was 1.0 mL/min and absorbance wavelength was 218 nm. Two 

isocratic methods were used. The first method utilized 30% ACN and 70% water with 

0.1% formic acid. The second method employed a 67:33 v/v mixture of methanol and [20 

mM ammoniun formate, 0.5% formic acid, 0.2% triethylamine (pH 3)] (19). Both 

methods were linear from 25 to 200 µM (method one R
2
 = 0.998, method two R

2
 = 

0.999). 

 

Cell Culture.  

 Stably transfected hASBT- Madin-Darby canine kidney (MDCK) cells were 

cultured at 37°C, 90% humidity, and 5% CO2, as previously described (20).  Cells were 

fed every two days with Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) fortified with 

10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 50 units/mL penicillin and 50 μg/mL streptomycin.  

Geneticin (1 mg/ml) was added to maintain selection pressure. Cells were passaged after 

reaching 90% confluency (approximately every 4 days). Stably transfected hNTCP-
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human embryonic kidney (HEK) cells were cultured in a similar manner, with the 

addition of 1% nonessential amino acids to the fortified DMEM (21). When 90% 

confluent, were seeded at a density of 0.6 million cells/well in 12-well plates (ASBT-

MDCK cells) or at a density of 0.3 million cells/well in 24-well plates (NTCP-HEK).  

One day after seeding and 15 h prior to uptake studies, ASBT-MDCK cells were induced 

with 10 mM sodium butyrate.   

 

Inhibition of ASBT and NTCP.  

 Both ASBT-MDCK and NTCP-HEK cells were exposed to donor solution 2 days 

after seeding.  Inhibition donor solutions consisted of Hank’s balanced salt solution 

(HBSS) in the presence of 2.5 µM native bile acid taurocholate. Inhibition donor 

solutions were spiked with 0.5 µCi/mL [
3
H] taurocholate.   

 Cells were washed three times with HBSS and exposed to donor solution. After 

incubation at 37°C (10 min for hASBT-MDCK cells and 5 min for hNTCP-HEK cells, 

periods of linear uptake for these transfected cell lines), wells were rinsed three times 

with cold sodium-free buffer (SFB). In SFB, sodium chloride was replaced with 137 mM 

tetraethylammonium chloride. Cells were lysed using acetonitrile (300 µL for MDCK 

cells and 150 µL acetonitrile (ACN) for HEK cells) and were left to evaporate at room 

temperature for 3 h. Wells were extracted with 1:1 ACN:water and counted for 

radioactivity using a LS6500 liquid scintillation counter (Beckmann Instruments, Inc., 

Fullerton, California). 
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 Resulting data was fitted to a modified Michaelis-Menten competitive inhibition 

equation to regress for compound Ki. This modified equation (eqn. 4.1) accounts for 

aqueous boundary layer permeability, as previously described (22). 
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 Where V is taurocholate flux, PABL is aqueous boundary layer permeability 

(measured previously as 1.5×10
−4

 cm/s (23)), S is taurocholate concentration (i.e. 2.5 

µM), and Pp is passive taurocholate permeability. Km was set as 5.03 µM for ASBT 

inhibition and 5.31 µM for NTCP inhibition, determined from historic data (24, 25). Pp 

was determined by taurocholate uptake in SFB on the same occasion, measured using a 

saturating concentration of 200 µM. 

 

Uptake of CA-sar-TFMA by ASBT and NTCP. 

 Uptake studies were similar to inhibition studies, except that donor solutions 

consisted of 0-200 uM CA-sar-TFMA in either HBSS or SFB without taurocholate. 

Compound uptake in SFB was used to determine sodium-independent passive 

permeability, since both ASBT and NTCP are sodium-dependent uptake transporters. 

Cells were initially washed three times with either HBSS or SFB (consistent with donor), 

then exposed to donor solution and rinsed as described above. Extracts after cell lysing 

were stored at -80°C in silanized centrifuge tubes until analysis by LC/MS/MS. 

Taurocholate Vmax was estimated using a saturating concentration of 200 µM on each 
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study occasion. Taurocholate donor solutions were spiked with 0.5 µCi/mL [
3
H] 

taurocholate.   

 Resulting uptake data were fitted to a modified Michaelis-Menten equation and 

regressed for Vmax and Km (eqn. 4.2).  
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        (eqn. 4.3) 

 

 HBSS uptake data (i.e. total uptake) were fitted using eqn. 4.2. V is substrate flux, 

PABL is 1.5×10
−4

 cm/s, as defined above, and Pp is passive permeability. Pp was estimated 

using eqn. 4.3 and SFB uptake data (i.e. sodium-independent uptake). After regression, 

Vmax was normalized against the Vmax of taurocholate on the same occasion, to account 

for variability in transporter expression. The resulting Vmax is expressed as normVmax. 

 

Stability of CA-sar-TFMA. 

 5 µM of CA-sar-TFMA was incubated in 1 mL simulated intestinal fluid with 

pancreatic enzymes (SIF), rat plasma, rat liver s9 fraction (1 mg/mL) with 1 mM NADPH 

in Dulbecco's phosphate buffered saline (DPBS), and 0.1 M HCl to simulate stomach 

conditions (n = 3 for each). Prepared according to the previously modified USP28 
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method (26), SIF consisted of 0.2 M NaOH, 6.8 g/L monobasic potassium phosphate, and 

10 g/L pancreatin, adjusted to pH 7.5. In each of these studies, 1 mL solutions were 

incubated to 37°C before adding CA-sar-TFMA to start the experiment, yielding 5 µM 

CA-sar-TFMA. At time t = 0h and t = 4h, 100 µL of CA-sar-TFMA in stability media 

was removed and added to 400 µL of cold acetonitrile. Samples were centrifuged at 

12,000g for 5 min, stored at -º80 C, then analyzed by LC/MS/MS.  

 Choloylglycine hydrolase (CGH), a bacterial bile-acid deconjugating enzyme, 

was used to simulate conditions in the colon.  CGH is found in small amounts in the 

terminal ileum and more abundantly in the colon. Stability of CA-sar-TFMA was 

evaluated in CGH from Clostridium perfringens. Previously, CA-lys-TFA was shown to 

be susceptible to deconjugation by CGH (15). 10 mM mercaptoethanol, 1 mM 

ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), and CA-sar-TFMA were added to 5 mM 

sodium acetate buffer at pH 5.6 (n = 3), yielding 2 mM CA-sar-TFMA (27).  After 

incubation at 37°C, the study was started by adding 15 U CGH. The study was performed 

in parallel to stability of CA-lys-TFA under the same conditions for comparison. 100 µL 

samples were removed at t= 0, 15 min, 30 min, 1 h, 2 h, 3 h, and 4 h and diluted with 400 

µL cold acetonitrile. Samples were centrifuged at 12,000 g for 5 min and analyzed by 

LC/MS/MS.  
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CA-sar-TFMA Solubility in Buffer. 

 Five mg compound was added to silanized centrifuge tubes containing 100 µL 

phosphate buffer at pH 6.8 (n = 3), shaken, and left overnight at room temperature. 

Subsequently, tubes were centrifuged at 12,000 g for 5 min. Supernatant was diluted 

10,000-fold with 1:1 ACN:water and analyzed by LC/MS/MS. 

 

In Vitro 
19

F NMR and MR Phantom Imaging. 

 Fluorine signal was evaluated using 
19

F NMR on both compound 5 (Fig. 4.1) and 

the final product, CA-sar-TFMA, in deuterated DMSO at 25 ºC. 

 To evaluate the 
19

F imaging signal intensity of CA-sar-TFMA, 30 mM of CA-sar-

TFMA and mM CA-lys-TFA were imaged adjacent to one another on the same occasion 

in 2-mL glass vials (12-mm diameter, National Scientific, Rockwood, Tennessee). 

 

Oral Disposition Characterization of CA-sar-TFMA: Pilot Study. 

 All animal studies were approved by the Institution Animal Care and Use 

Committee of both the University of Maryland School of Medicine and the Research and 

Development Committee at the VA Maryland Health Care System, in accordance with 

the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals prepared by the U.S. National 

Academy of Sciences (28).  Six male C57BL/6 mice (average age 20.6 weeks, average 

weight 26.8 g) were purchased from Jackson Labs (Bar Harbor, Maine). Mice were 
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housed with free access to water and standard mouse chow in a pathogen-free 

environment with a 12:12-hour light/dark cycle for one week prior to experiments. 

 After an overnight fast, mice were gavaged with 150 mg/kg CA-sar-TFMA in 

vehicle [60% polyethylene glycol(PEG)400 and 40% DPBS, 8.33 µL per g mouse body 

weight]. Mice 1-5 were maintained in the fasted state, and anaesthetized at 7 h after 

dosing with ketamine/xylazine and exsanguinated by intracardiac puncture. Blood was 

collected into heparinized tubes and centrifuged at 12,000 g for 10 min. Supernatant was 

analyzed by LC/MS/MS. Additionally, liver and gallbladder were removed and 

homogenized on ice with a glass tissue homogenizer (Duall size-21, Kimble Chase Life 

Science, Vineland, New Jersey). Imaging agent was extracted with 75% ACN in water 

(800 µL for liver and 300 µL for gallbladder). Extracts were centrifuged at 12,000 g for 

10 min and analyzed by LC/MS/MS. 

 

Murine Gallbladder Imaging. 

 After fasting and gavage as described above, mouse 6 was anaesthetized with 

ketamine/xylazine by intraperitoneal (IP) catheter injection and subjected to 
1
H MRI at 

6.2 h after dosing. 
19

F MRI was performed 6.7 h after dosing (1.5 h total 
19

F acquisition 

time). Approximately every 30 min throughout imaging, maintenance doses of 

ketamine/xylazine were infused through the IP catheter. The mouse remained in the MRI 

machine for 2 h, including coil tuning time and 
1
H and 

19
F signal acquisition time. A 30 

mM phantom of CA-sar-TFMA dissolved in methanol in a short glass NMR tube (5-mm 

diameter) was imaged alongside the mouse on the same occasion. After imaging, mouse 
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euthanasia and tissue harvesting proceeded as described above. Tissues were analyzed by 

LC/MS/MS. 

 

Asbt knockout mice. 

 Asbt-deficient (Slc10a2
-/-

) mice were obtained from a colony maintained at the 

Wake Forest School of Medicine. Four knockout mice (average age 46.2 weeks, average 

weight 27.0 g) and four WT littermates (average age 43.8 weeks, average weight 29.5 g) 

were fasted overnight and gavaged with 150 mg/kg CA-sar-TFMA in vehicle (1:1 

PEG:DPBS). Gallbladder, liver, and plasma samples were collected at 7 h after dosing, 

and tissues were processed as described above and analyzed by LC/MS/MS. 

 

MRI. 

 All in vitro and in vivo MRI data were acquired using identical parameters, as 

described in Chapter 3 (i.e. phantom and animal experiments used identical 
19

F and 
1
H 

parameters). Briefly, MRI experiments were performed on a Bruker BioSpec 70/30USR 

Avance III 7T horizontal bore MR scanner (Bruker Biospin MRI GmbH, Germany) with 

a BGA12S gradient system and used Bruker Paravision 5.1 software for acquisition and 

processing. The coil was a Bruker 40-mm 
19

F/
1
H dual-tuned linear volume coil which 

transmitted and received radiofrequency (RF) signals at 300.28 MHz for 
1
H and 282.55 

MHz for 
19

F nuclei. Multi-slice 
1
H MR images used an acquisition time of 7 min and 15 s 

using a RARE (Rapid Acquisition with Relaxation Enhancement) sequence in the cross 

view of the phantom or animal body.  
1
H MRI employed repetition time 2200 ms, RARE 
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factor 8, field of view 4 x 4 cm
2
, echo time 8.9 ms, slice thickness 1.0 mm, matrix size 

266 x 266, number of averages 6, and in-plane resolution 150 x150 μm
2
. 

19
F images were 

acquired with a FLASH (Fast Low Angle Shot) sequence in an identical region to 
1
H 

MRI. 
19

F acquisition time was 1 h and 30 min. Parameters were the same as 
1
H MRI, but 

with repetition time 220 ms, echo time 3.078 ms, in-plane resolution 1.25 x 1.25 mm
2
, 

matrix size 32 x 32, slice thickness 4.0 mm, number of averages 768, and flip angle = 30
º
. 

The flip angle was optimized using the T1 relaxation time of the phantom. For the in vivo 

mouse imaging experiment, the phantom was a 5-mm diameter shortened glass NMR 

tube containing 30 mM CA-sar-TFMA dissolved in methanol. 

 CA-sar-TFMA concentration in the gallbladder of mouse 6 was calculated by 

comparing the mean signal intensity in the region of interest (ROI) identified in the 

gallbladder to the mean signal intensity in the phantom ROI imaged next to the mouse 

body. In each case, the ROI was drawn to exclude the edges of phantom and gallbladder, 

so that signal intensity calculation did not suffer from a partial volume edge effect due to 

the image resolution. Mean signal intensity was calculated with Bruker Paravision 5.1. 

The limit of quantification of 
19

F signal for this method was previously determined in 

Chapter 3 as 6.82 mM, which corresponds to as the noise magnitude of an ROI on the 

image periphery plus 2.5-times its standard deviation. Using this method, there is greater 

than 99% confidence that voxels with concentrations above this limit represent real 
19

F 

signal, and not noise (29). 

 Medical Image Processing, Analysis and Visualization software (MIPAV v7.0.1, 

CIT, NIH, Bethesda, MD) was used to generate a color 
19

F MR image of the mouse 6 
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body and adjacent phantom. The image threshold used was 0.7 on a scale where the 

strongest signal (in red) was 1.0.  

 

LC/MS/MS Analysis. 

 CA-sar-TFMA concentrations, as well as CA-lys-TFA and cholic acid from CGH 

stability testing, were quantified with LC/MS/MS using a Waters Acquity UPLC system 

with triple quadrupole detector (Waters Corporation, Milford, Massachusetts). The 

column used was a Waters Acquity UPLC Ethylene Bridged Hybrid C8 1.7 µm 2.1x50 mm 

column (0.4 mL/min flow rate,  10 µL injection volume). CA-sar-TFMA, CA-lys-TFA, 

and cholic acid were quantified with negative electrospray ionization, each employing a 

multiple reaction monitoring (MRM) method. For CA-sar-TFMA, the transition 603.53 

Da to 213.12 Da was monitored (dwell time 0.1 s, cone voltage 65 V, collision energy 36 

V). For CA-lys-TFA, the transition 631.31 Da to 241.07 Da was monitored (dwell time 

0.1 s, cone voltage 70 V, collision energy 40 V). For cholic acid, the transition 407.09 Da 

to 343.24 Da was monitored (dwell time 0.1 s, cone voltage 70 V, collision energy 34 V). 

For each method, the eluent used was a combination of water with 0.1% formic acid (A) 

and ACN with 0.1% formic acid (B). The gradient was as follows, expressed as % B: 

initially 50% until 0.5 min, then increased to 95% at 1.5 min, decreased to 50% at 1.7 

min, and maintained at 50% until 2.0 min. The methods were linear between 10 and 2000 

nM (CA-sar-TFMA, R
2
 = 0.9995; CA-lys-TFA, R

2
 = 0.9998; cholic acid, R

2
 = 0.9931). 
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Statistical Analysis. 

 Error shown in the text and figures is standard error of the mean, throughout. The 

Student's paired t-test was used to analyze data resulting from in vitro stability assays, 

while the Student's unpaired t-test was used to evaluate knockout versus wild type mouse 

data. A P-value of 0.05 or lower was considered significant. 

 

RESULTS 

Synthesis of CA-sar-TFMA. 

 CA-sar-TFMA was successfully synthesized. When stained with 10% w/v 

phosphomolybdic acid in ethanol, TLC showed a single spot that did not move using a 

solvent of 10% methanol in DCM. MS analysis showed appropriate peaks of [M + 23] 

627.3 and [M - 1] 603.4, and confirmed that no cholic acid was present. The first HPLC 

method had RT = 2.94 min, while the second showed RT = 3.62 min (purity 99.0%).  

 
13

C NMR and two-dimensional analysis showed two rotational isomers of CA-

sar-TFMA. This is not surprising, as some drugs, like valsartan (30), have been shown to 

have two different rotational states around a tertiary amide bond, as is present in CA-sar-

TFMA, yielding split peaks for some carbon atoms. Tertiary amide bonds often give rise 

to rotamers because of the inherent flexibility of the bond, and the inability to form 

stabilizing hydrogen bonds. Rotamers were present in almost equal amounts, with 

rotamer A (designated below) slightly more abundant than rotamer B. 
13

C NMR in 

DMSO- d6, rotamer A: δ 12.78, 17.54, 23.06, 23.27, 26.64, 27.73, 28.97, 29.60, 30.84, 

31.50, 34.82, 35.31, 35.46, 35.76, 38.07, 39.93, 40.00, 41.80, 41.95, 46.58, 46.20, 46.91, 
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47.56, 66.67, 70.87, 71.46, 117.72, 156.74, 171.45, 173.33. 
13

C NMR in DMSO- d6, 

rotamer B: δ 12.78, 17.54, 23.06, 23.27, 26.64, 27.64, 28.97, 29.60, 30.84, 31.27, 34.82, 

35.31, 35.46, 35.76, 37.68, 39.93, 40.00, 41.80, 41.95, 45.64, 46.20, 46.91, 50.10, 66.67, 

70.87, 71.46, 114.86, 156.94, 171.87, 174.10. Hence, carbon atoms affected by rotamer 

formation were carbon 16, 22, and 24 of the cholic acid scaffold, along with all of the 

carbon atoms on the conjugated side chain (i.e. carbon 25-30). 

 

Inhibition of ASBT and NTCP. 

 CA-sar-TFMA was a potent inhibitor of both ASBT and NTCP. Figure 4.2 shows 

the results of the inhibition of taurocholate uptake by CA-sar-TFMA in stably transfected 

ASBT-MDCK cells (panel A) and stably transfected NTCP-HEK cells (panel B). 

Regression analysis showed ASBT Ki = 21.5 ± 4.0 µM and NTCP Ki = 2.6 ± 0.6 µM.  
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Figure 4.2. Inhibition of taurocholate uptake by ASBT (panel A) and NTCP (panel B) by 

CA-sar-TFMA. Regression analysis showed ASBT Ki = 21.5 ± 4.0 µM and NTCP Ki = 

2.6 ± 0.6 µM. 

 

Uptake of CA-sar-TFMA by ASBT and NTCP. 

 Figure 4.3 shows the results of uptake of CA-sar-TFMA by ASBT (panel A) and 

NTCP (panel B). Regression analysis showed ASBT Km = 73.2 ± 7.0 µM, passive 
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permeability (Pp) = 2.10 x 10
-7

 cm/s, and normVmax (normalized to taurocholate Vmax on 

the same occasion) = 1.50. For NTCP uptake, Km = 2.64 ± 0.55 µM, Pp = 0.43  x 10
-7

 

cm/s, and normVmax = 0.24.  

 

Figure 4.3. Uptake of CA-sar-TFMA by ASBT (panel A) and NTCP (panel B). 

Regression analysis showed ASBT Km = 73.2 ± 7.0 µM and NTCP Km = 2.64 ± 0.55 µM.  
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Stability of CA-sar-TFMA. 

 In Figure 4.4, results are shown from stability analysis of CA-sar-TFMA in 0.1 M 

HCl, rat plasma, rat liver s9 fraction with 1 mM NADPH, and SIF. The novel bile acid 

showed favorable stability in each environment with no evidence of degradation. Using 

the Student’s paired t-test, concentrations of CA-sar-TFMA at t = 4 h were not 

significantly different from starting concentrations. The lowest one-tailed P-value 

observed was 0.30. 

 

 

Figure 4.4. In Vitro stability of CA-sar-TFMA. Concentration of CA-sar-TFMA at t = 4 

h was not different from initial concentration in 0.1 M HCl, rat plasma, rat s9 fraction 

with 1 mM NADPH, or SIF (p > 0.3 for Student’s paired t-test).  

 

 In Figure 4.5, results of CA-sar-TFMA stability against CGH are shown. After 4 

h, 38.9 ± 0.2 % of CA-lys-TFA remained, with 20.5 ± 0.3% release of cholic acid (shown 
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in Panel A). In contrast, 103.9 ± 2.9 % of CA-sar-TFMA remained, with no release of 

cholic acid (shown in Panel B). Therefore, CA-sar-TFMA showed improved in vitro 

stability over CA-lys-TFA in response to bile acid deconjugation by CGH. Presumably, 

the tertiary amide bond linkage to cholic acid in CA-sar-TFMA afforded this improved 

stability compared to CA-lys-TFA, which possesses a secondary amide bond linkage. 

 

Figure 4.5. Stability of CA-sar-TFMA (panel A) and CA-lys-TFA (panel B) in the 

presence of choloylglycine hydrolase. After 4h, 103.9 ± 2.9 % of CA-sar-TFMA 

remained, with no detectable release of cholic acid. In contrast, 38.9 ± 0.2 % of CA-lys-

TFA remained after 4h, with 20.5 ± 0.3% release of cholic acid. 
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CA-sar-TFMA Solubility in Buffer. 

 Solubility in phosphate buffer at pH 6.8 was measured to be 33.5 ± 1.6 mM, 

above the 
19

F limit of quantification of 5 mM trifluorinated compound (i.e. 15 mM 

fluorine atoms), determined in Chapter 3 with the same equipment and MRI parameters 

used here.  

 

In Vitro 
19

F NMR and MR Phantom Imaging. 

 
19

F NMR showed a split 
19

F peak for each compound 5 and CA-sar-TFMA.  

However, CA-sar-TFMA and its precursor (i.e. compound 5) exhibited different peak 

area ratios, further evidencing the existence of rotational isomers of CA-sar-TFMA. It 

appears that the benzyl ester protecting group in compound 5 produced steric effects that 

favor rotamer A over rotamer B (Fig. 4.6A). This uneven abundance is attenuated  with 

CA-sar-TFMA, which exists at an almost equal ratio of rotamers (Fig. 4.6B). The 
19

F 

CA-sar-TFMA rotamer ratio is identical to that observed from 
13

C NMR. 
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Figure 4.6. 
19

F NMR spectra of compound 5 (spectrum A) and CA-sar-TFMA (spectrum 

B).
 19

F NMR spectra suggest that the two compounds exist as two rotational isomers, but 

with a different isomer equilibrium for CA-sar-TFMA (spectrum B) carboxylic acid than 

for the protected benzyl ester (spectrum A). 

 

 An MR phantom image of 30 mM CA-sar-TFMA adjacent to 30 mM CA-lys-

TFA is shown in Figure 4.7.  Each is dissolved in methanol in 2-mL glass vials. This 

figure demonstrates that, although the CA-sar-TFMA has a split flourine peak, the total 

signal intensity is similar to that of CA-lys-TFA, which did not exhibit a split peak of its 

three equivalent fluorine atoms. CA-sar-TFMA peak splitting did not appear to affect 
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MRI signal intensity, as anticipated since peak split only spanned 0.045 ppm or less. The 

19
F average ROI signal intensity of both CA-sar-TFMA and CA-lys-TFA were identical, 

at 2.66 each (a.u.). 

 

Figure 4.7. 
1
H and 

19
F MRI of fluorinated bile acids. 2-mL glass vials of 30 mM CA-lys-

TFA and 30 mM CA-sar-TFMA were imaged adjacent to one another on the same 

occasion. Analysis of 
19

F MR images using Bruker Paravision 5.1 showed that CA-lys-

TFA and CA-sar-TFMA phantoms provided identical average signal intensities. This 

equivalence in intensities was expected, since both are trifluorinated compounds (i.e. 

possess identical number of fluorine atoms). 

 

Oral Disposition Characterization of CA-sar-TFMA: Pilot Study. 

 CA-sar-TFMA showed high targeting to the mouse gallbladder at 7 h after oral 

dosing. Results are shown in Table 4.1. Liver and gallbladder concentrations of CA-sar-

TFMA were calculated by assuming an organ density of 1 g/mL. Average gallbladder 

concentration was 18.4 ± 1.6 mM. In contrast, accumulation in the liver and plasma were 

on average at least 1,000-fold lower than in gallbladder. Average liver concentration was 

14.5  ± 0.6 µM, while average plasma concentration was 1.40 ± 0.14 µM. Gallbladder 

concentrations were above the 
19

F MRI limit of detection for a trifluorinated compound, 
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as defined in Chapter 3, and liver and plasma concentrations were below the limit of 

detection. 

Table 4.1. In vivo pilot study results 7 h after oral administration of 150 mg/kg CA-sar-

TFMA. CA-sar-TFMA showed high accumulation in the mouse gallbladder and was 

present in much lower amounts in liver and plasma. 

 

 

Murine gallbladder imaging. 

 Mouse 6 underwent MR imaging at 6.2-8.2 h after oral gavage of 150 mg/kg CA-

sar-TFMA. In Figure 4.8, a high concentration of CA-sar-TFMA was visualized in the 

gallbladder by 
19

F MRI (anatomically identified by its corresponding 
1
H image). 

Compound concentration was calculated by normalizing the average intensity of the 

gallbladder ROI to that within the phantom, and was determined to be 34.2 mM. After 

euthanasia, mouse gallbladder concentration was analyzed by LC/MS/MS to be 14.8 mM. 

This concentration corresponds to our previous observation that LC/MS/MS-based 

gallbladder concentrations are typically lower than those observed by MRI, by about 200-

300% due to animal handling after imaging. As expected, liver and plasma concentrations 
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for mouse 6 were much lower than in gallbladder; liver and plasma CA-sar-TFMA 

concentration were 7.66 and 0.87 µM, respectively. 

 

Figure 4.8. CA-sar-TFMA in vivo MR images. The left-most panel shows a 
1
H MR 

image of the cross section of mouse 6's body, with a phantom of CA-sar-TFMA imaged 

adjacent to the body. The center panel shows the 
19

F MR image of the same cross section.  

The right-most panel shows an overlay of the 
1
H and 

19
F images. CA-sar-TFMA signal 

intensity of the gallbladder ROI was normalized to the phantom ROI, and gallbladder 

concentration was calculated to be 34.2 mM. 

 

Asbt knockout mice. 

 Knockout and WT mice (n = 4) each were gavaged with 150 mg/kg CA-sar-

TFMA and euthanized after 7 h. CA-sar-TFMA concentrations were determined by 

LC/MS/MS analysis. In Figure 4.9, CA-sar-TFMA accumulated at 16.1-fold higher 

concentrations in WT mice gallbladders than in knockout mice gallbladders (6.61 ± 0.98 

mM vs. 0.41 ± 0.14 mM, P = 0.0008). As in the pilot disposition study, liver and plasma 

levels of CA-sar-TFMA were much lower than in gallbladder. Liver concentration was 

4.97 ± 1.47 µM in WT mice and 0.90 ± 0.03 µM in knockout mice (P = 0.02). Plasma 

concentration was 3.80 ± 4.15 µM in WT mice and 0.22 ± 0.09 µM in knockout mice (P 

= 0.36). 
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Figure 4.9. Gallbladder concentration of CA-sar-TFMA in WT and knockout (Slc10A2-/-

) mice (n = 4 each). Mice were gavaged with 150 mg/kg CA-sar-TFMA and euthanized 7 

h later. LC/MS/MS analysis showed a significant difference in gallbladder concentration 

between the two groups (6.61 ± 0.98 mM in WT mice vs. 0.41 ± 0.14 mM in knockout 

mice, P = 0.0008). 

  

DISCUSSION 

 The objective of this study was to design a fluorinated bile acid resistant to 

bacterial enzyme deconjugation, to test its in vitro stability, transport properties, and 

gallbladder accumulation after oral dosing. We also determined 
19

F  imaging 

characteristics, and its ability to differentially accumulate in the gallbladder in WT mice 

vs. mice with known impaired bile acid transport (Slc10A2-/- mice). We chose to 

approach this objective by designing a trifluorinated bile acid structurally similar to 

cholylsarcosine. 
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 Batta et. al showed that bile acids conjugated with a tertiary amide bond at the C-

24 position (i.e. sarcosine or N-methyl taurine conjugated) are resistant to deconjugation 

by choloylglycine hydrolase (31). After this finding, cholylsarcosine, a conjugate of 

cholic acid and sarcosine, was developed as a potential conjugated bile acid replacement 

(32, 33). Cholylsarcosine mimics the uptake of native bile acids, and is not metabolized 

in the body by deconjugation or dehydroxylation (34). Cholylsarcosine possesses a single 

negative charge in the region that promotes uptake by ASBT (35). Based on these 

characteristics, cholylsarcosine has been explored for use as a bile acid replacement in 

short bowel syndrome to enhance lipid solubilization (36) and tested as an agent to 

reduce intestinal bacterial overgrowth in cirrhotic rats (37). Recently, a 
11

C-radiolabeled 

form was investigated for use in measuring the hepatic excretion of bile acids (38).  

 CA-sar-TFMA was designed to emulate the stability of cholylsarcosine. CA-sar-

TFMA is structurally similar to cholylsarcosine, but with the addition of a trifluoro-N-

methyl-acetamide group. This group yields the target CA-sar-TFMA compound with 

three equivalent fluorine atoms, which we previously showed to be sufficient for 
19

F MRI 

of a fluorinated bile acid (Chapter 3). 

 CA-sar-TFMA was synthesized and tested against the sodium-dependent bile acid 

uptake transporters, ASBT and NTCP. CA-sar-TFMA was a potent substrate and 

inhibitor of both transporters. Four hour stability testing of CA-sar-TFMA in HCl, SIF, 

rat plasma, rat liver s9 fraction, and choloylglycine hydrolase showed no significant 

compound degradation. Preliminary in vivo testing showed that an oral dose of 150 

mg/kg CA-sar-TFMA accumulates in the mouse gallbladder above the minimum required 

for quantification by 
19

F MRI (6.82 mM, Chapter 3), and is present in much lower 
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concentrations in the liver and plasma. CA-sar-TFMA was successfully imaged in the 

mouse gallbladder by 
19

F MRI, and showed a 16.1-fold difference in gallbladder 

accumulation between WT and Asbt-deficient mice.  

 Compared to CA-lys-TFA, CA-sar-TFMA has similar ASBT and NTCP transport 

properties. CA-lys-TFA and CA-sar-TFMA are substrates of both transporters, with a 

higher affinity for NTCP than ASBT (CA-lys-TFA ASBT and NTCP Km values were 

39.4 ± 23.8 µM and 8.99 ± 2.79 µM, respectively, while CA-sar-TFMA ASBT and 

NTCP Km values were 73.2 ± 7.0 µM and 2.64 ± 0.55 µM) (15). Both compounds 

accumulate in the mouse gallbladder at concentrations much higher than in liver and 

plasma.  Analysis of gallbladder concentration of CA-lys-TFA and CA-sar-TFMA can 

differentiate between WT and Asbt-deficient mice. CA-sar-TFMA, at 604.7 Da, has a 

slightly lower molecular weight than CA-lys-TFA (632.7 Da). The most important 

difference between the two trifluorinated bile acids is that CA-sar-TFMA is resistant to 

deconjugation by choloylglycine hydrolase in vitro.  

 Future studies to investigate the impact of the increased in vitro stability of CA-

sar-TFMA will include a more comprehensive in vivo murine pharmacokinetic analysis, 

compared to that of CA-lys-TFA. Additionally, changes in CA-sar-TFMA and CA-lys-

TFA pharmacokinetics when mice are pre-treated with a course of antibiotics will be 

examined. These studies will establish if increased in vitro stability toward choloyglycine 

hydrolase translates to an increased trifluorinated bile acid half-life and/or less variability 

in uptake due to the elimination of deconjugation in the small intestine. 
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CHAPTER 5: SYNTHESIS AND IN VITRO EVALUATION OF BILE 

ACID PRODRUGS OF FLOXURIDINE TO TARGET THE LIVER 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 Floxuridine (5-fluoro-2'-deoxyuridine) is a chemotherapeutic nucleoside analog 

often used for the treatment of colorectal cancer. It is reversibly converted into the well-

known anti-cancer drug 5-fluorouracil (5-FU), which was rationally designed as an 

antimetabolite to uracil (1). 5-FU incorporates into RNA in place of uracil and inhibits 

DNA synthesis (2). It also exerts its anti-proliferative effect by incorporating into DNA in 

place of thymine (3), and by the binding of one of its metabolites, FdUMP, to 

thymidylate synthase (4, 5). Thymidylate synthase is an enzyme that catalyzes the 

production of thymidine monophosphate, which in turn is phosphorylated to form 

thymidine triphosphate, an essential component for DNA synthesis and repair. Thus, 

thymidylate synthase is an attractive inhibition target for chemotherapeutic agents (6).  

Floxuridine has been shown to have a 5,000-fold more potent anti-cancer activity than 5-

FU, due to extended inhibition of thymidylate synthase (7). However, it has low and 

variable bioavailability, between 34-47% in orally dosed patients (8). Floxuridine 

converts rapidly to 5-FU by the enzyme thymidine phosphorylase (TP), which is 

abundant in many tissues, including the intestine and liver (9). 

 Several prodrug strategies of floxuridine have previously been explored. 

Floxuridine conjugates of peptides have been synthesized to target peptide transporter 1 

(PEPT1) with the objective of increasing oral bioavailability, lowering variability in 

uptake, and preventing conversion to 5-FU by TP (10, 11). Additionally, polymer 
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conjugates of its active triphosphate form have been synthesized (12), as well as 

phosphoactivated (13), phosphoramidated (14), and alkyl ester (15, 16) forms of 

floxuridine prodrugs. These prodrugs aim to enhance floxuridine bioavailability and to 

promote its tumor-specific delivery, thus reducing non-specific toxicity. 

 Floxuridine is frequently administered by hepatic artery infusion (HAI) when 

colorectal cancer is advanced and has metastasized to the liver (7). Patients show 

improved outcomes when receiving both systemic treatment of 5-FU and HAI of 

floxuridine than with systemic administration of 5-FU alone (17). This treatment involves 

laparoscopic surgery to place an HAI pump directly into the abdomen (18).  

 Bile acids are steroidal molecules that aid in the digestion of lipids, among other 

roles. They are synthesized in the liver from cholesterol and secreted into the gallbladder. 

In response to a meal, they empty into the duodenum, where they solubilize lipids and 

lipid-soluble vitamins through the formation of mixed micelles.  Bile acids are absorbed 

passively and actively into portal circulation, and subsequently into the liver to complete 

their enterohepatic circulation. The human bile acid pool is 2-4 g, and cycles multiple 

times daily for a total of up to 30 g/day absorbed and less than 10% lost to feces (19). 

Thus, the enterohepatic circulation of bile acids is a high capacity, high efficiency 

system.  

 The objective of the present study is to synthesize bile acid prodrugs of 

floxuridine and test them in vitro for the Na
+
/taurocholate cotransporting polypeptide 

(NTCP, SLC10A1) affinity. We hypothesize that through conjugation to bile acids, 
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floxuridine prodrugs have the potential to non-invasively target the liver by mimicking 

the hepatic uptake of native bile acids. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Materials. 

 Taurocholate, chenodeoxycholic acid (CDCA), Hank's balanced salt solution, rat 

liver s9 fraction, and di-tert-butyl dicarbonate were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. 

Louis, Missouri). Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium (DMEM) and fetal bovine serum 

(FBS) were obtained from Invitrogen (Rockville, Maryland), [
3
H]-taurocholate (10 

μCi/mM) was obtained from American Radiolabeled Chemicals, Inc. (St. Louis, 

Missouri). Benzyl-protected glutamic acid was purchased from Aroz Technologies, LLC 

(Cincinnati, Ohio) and floxuridine was purchased from Carbosynth (Berkshire, United 

Kingdom). Other reagents were purchased at the highest purity commercially available. 

 

Methods. 

Synthesis of two floxuridine prodrugs of chenodeoxycholic acid. 

 Two prodrugs of floxuridine were separately synthesized: floxuridine-5'-glutamic 

acid-CDCA and floxuridine-3'-glutamic acid-CDCA. Each is a conjugate  of the native 

bile acid chenodeoxycholic acid and employ a glutamic acid linker between the drug and 

the bile acid. However, they differ in that they are positional isomers of one another. 

Prodrug synthesis of both targets is collectively described in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. Briefly, 

benzyl protected glutamic acid was N-boc protected, then reacted to form an ester with 
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floxuridine, yielding two intermediates of interest (i.e. compounds 2 and 3 in Figure 5.1). 

These intermediates are positional isomers and were purified to subsequently yield the 

two final target prodrugs.  For each purified intermediate, their N-boc groups were 

deprotected, and they were reacted with an activated OBt ester of chenodeoxycholic acid. 

After purification, the benzyl protecting group was removed by hydrogenation, resulting 

in final floxuridine prodrugs. All reactions were performed at room temperature. 

 Specifically, 2 g (8.4 mmol) of benzyl-protected glutamic acid (H-Glu-OBzl) was 

stirred overnight with 1 eq. (8.4 mmol) triethylamine and 1.2 eq. (10.1 mmol)  di-tert-

butyl dicarbonate (Boc2O) in 10 mL 1:1 tetrahydrofuran (THF):methanol (MeOH). 

Resultant mixture was dried under vacuum, reconstituted in ethyl acetate, washed three 

times with water, once with 0.1 M hydrochloric acid (HCl), once with saturated sodium 

chloride solution, and dried over sodium sulfate before evaporation. This common 

intermediate showed an appropriate mass spectrometry (MS) peak of [M + 23] 360.1 

(compound 1 in Figure 5.1). 
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Figure 5.1. Synthesis of floxuridine prodrug intermediates compound 4 and compound 5. 

Benzyl-protected glutamic acid was boc-protected at the amine group, then esterified 

with floxuridine, yielding compounds 2 and 3. From these two compounds, the boc 

groups were then removed to form compounds 4 and 5, respectively. 

 

 Next, 2.74 g (8.1 mmol) compound 1 was stirred with 1 eq. (8.1 mmol) N,N'-

dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC) and 0.1 eq. 4-dimethylaminopyridine (DMAP) in 

dimethyl formamide (DMF). 1 eq. (8.1 mmol) floxuridine was added to this mixture and 

stirred overnight. The resultant mixture was diluted with 80 mL ethyl acetate and washed 

with 20 mL water (3x) and brine. The organic layer was then dried over sodium sulfate, 

and solvent was evaporated. Product contained esters of floxuridine at the 3' position, the 

5' position, and a double ester at both the 3' and 5' positions. 
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 The two target intermediates were separated using flash column chromatography 

with an eluent mixture of 50% ethyl acetate, 50% hexane. Both the 3' and 5' esters 

(compounds 3 and 2 in Figure 5.1, respectively) showed appropriate MS peaks of [M + 

23] 588.1 and [M - 1] 564.3. Purity was confirmed by thin layer chromatography (TLC) 

and C-13 nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. TLC showed single spots 

when stained with 10% w/v phosphomolybdic acid in ethanol (compound 2: Rf = 0.25, 

compound 3: Rf = 0.07; 50% ethyl acetate, 50% hexane). Assignment of 3' and 5' esters 

was made from 2 dimensional heteronuclear single quantum coherence (HSQC) and 

heteronuclear multiple-bond correlation spectroscopy (HMBC) NMR analysis. NMR 

spectrums were acquired from a Varian INOVA 500MHz machine (Agilent 

Technologies, Santa Clara, California). Compound 2, 
13

C NMR (DMSO- d6): δ 25.66, 

28.12, 28.12, 28.12, 29.89, 36.82, 52.70, 61.23, 65.91, 74.80, 78.31, 84.40, 84.90, 124.44, 

127.79, 127.79, 128.03, 128.38, 128.38, 135.93, 140.08, 149.02, 155.53, 156.86, 157.07, 

171.79. Compound 3, 
13

C NMR (DMSO- d6): δ 25.70, 28.10, 28.10, 28.10, 29.77, 38.59, 

52.77, 63.95, 65.87, 69.94, 78.31, 83.76, 84.46, 124.63, 127.70, 127.70, 127.98, 128.34, 

128.34, 135.92, 140.05, 148.95, 155.53, 156.86, 157.07, 172.00. 

 Separately for each compound 2 and 3,  the intermediate was mixed for 15 min in 

a 10 mL mixture of 1:1 trifluoroacetic acid (TFA): dichloromethane (DCM) to remove 

the N-boc protecting group. Excess solvent was evaporated, yielding products 4 and 5 in 

Figure 5.1 from compounds 2 and 3, respectively. 

 The carboxylic acid of chenodeoxycholic acid was activated by forming a 

benzotriazole ester as previously described (20). Briefly, 2 g (5.1 mmol) 

chenodeoxycholic acid was stirred with 1 eq. (5.1 mmol) O-benztriazol-1-yloxytris-
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1,1,3,3 tetra methyl uranium hexaflourophosphate (HBTU) and 1 eq. (5.1 mmol) 

triethylamine (TEA) in DMF for 15 min, then 1 eq. (5.1 mmol) hydroxybenzotriazole 

(HOBt) was added and the mixture was allowed to react overnight. DMF was diluted 

with 80 mL ethyl acetate, washed with 20 mL water (3x), 20 mL brine, dried over sodium 

sulfate, and evaporated under vacuum. CDCA-OBt was used without further purification, 

and showed an MS peak of [M + 1] 510.4. 

 Each compound 4 and 5 was reacted overnight in parallel with 1 eq. of CDCA-

OBt in DMF, shown in Figure 5.2. After each reaction, DMF was diluted with 80 mL 

ethyl acetate, washed with 20 mL water (3x), 20 mL brine, dried over sodium sulfate, and 

solvent was evaporated under vacuum. Compounds 6 and 7 were each purified using 

flash column chromatography with a solvent of ethyl acetate. They each showed an 

appropriate MS peak of [M + 23] 862.3 and [M - 1] 838.5, and TLC confirmed purity, as 

single spots were seen for each compound when stained with 10% w/v phosphomolybdic 

acid in ethanol (compound 6: Rf = 0.22, compound 7: Rf = 0.12; ethyl acetate). 
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Figure 5.2. Synthesis of two floxuridine prodrugs of chenodeoxycholic acid. Compounds 

4 and 5 were reacted with activated CDCA-obt to form compounds 6 and 7, respectively. 

Prodrug synthesis was completed by catalytic hydrogenation of compounds 6 and 7 to 

floxuridine-5'-glutamic acid-CDCA (compound 8) and floxuridine-3'-glutamic acid-

CDCA (compound 9), respectively. 

 

 After purification, compounds 6 and 7 were hydrogenated independently at 

atmospheric pressure for 4 h, stirred in methanol with 10 weight % palladium/carbon 

catalyst. Both final compounds 8 (floxuridine 5’-glutamic acid-CDCA) and 9 (floxuridine 

3’-glutamic acid-CDCA) showed an appropriate MS peak of [M + 23] 772.3 and [M - 1] 

748.4. MS confirmed that no CDCA was present in the final products.  
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Cell Culture. 

 NTCP- human embryonic kidney (HEK) cells were cultured as previously 

described (21), at 37 ºC, 90% humidity, and 5% CO2. Cells were fed every two days with 

media consisting of DMEM with 10% FBS, 50 units/mL penicillin, 50 μg/mL 

streptomycin, 1 mg/mL geneticin to maintain selection pressure, and 1% nonessential 

amino acids. Cells were passaged approximately every 4 days, when 90% confluent. 

Cells were seeded at a density of 0.6 million cells/well (24-well plates, 2 cm
2 

wells) and 

studies were performed on day two after seeding. 

 

Inhibition of Taurocholate Uptake into NTCP-HEK cells. 

 NTCP-HEK cells were washed three times with Hank's balanced salt solution 

(HBSS) at pH 6.8, then exposed to donor solution and incubated at 37 ºC for 5 min. 

Donor solutions consisted of 0-200 µM prodrug or floxuridine, 2.5 µM taurocholate, and 

2.5% DMSO as a co-solvent (22) in HBSS. Donor solutions were spiked with 0.5 

μCi/mL [
3
H] taurocholate. After incubation, cells were washed three times with cold 

sodium-free buffer (SFB), wherein sodium chloride is replaced with 137 mM 

tetraethylammonium chloride. Cells were lysed with 150 µL acetonitrile and allowed to 

dry. Lysates were reconstituted in either 1:1 acetonitrile (prodrugs) or 4:1 water: 70% 

acetonitrile, 30% methanol (floxuridine). Lysates were counted for radioactivity with an 

LS6500 liquid scintillation counter (Beckmann Instruments, Inc., Fullerton, California).   
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 Inhibition data was fitted using a modified Michaelis-Menten competitive 

inhibition equation that accounts for aqueous boundary layer permeability, as previously 

described (23) (eqn. 5.1). 
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 In eqn. 5.1, V is taurocholate flux, PABL is aqueous boundary layer permeability 

(previously measured to be 1.5×10
−4

 cm/s (24)), Pp is passive permeability, and S is 

taurocholate concentration (i.e. 2.5 µM). Km was set as 5.03 µM, determined from 

historic data (25), and Pp was determined by taurocholate uptake in SFB (measured using 

saturating concentration of 200 µM taurocholate on each study occasion). 

 

Uptake into NTCP-HEK cells. 

 Donor solutions consisted of 0-200 µM prodrug or floxuridine in either HBSS (to 

measure total uptake) or SFB (to measure sodium-independent, passive uptake), as NTCP 

is a sodium-dependent active transporter. Cells were washed three times with either 

HBSS or SFB (consistent with donor) and incubated for 5 min at 37 ºC. Cells were lysed, 

dried, and reconstituted as in inhibition studies. Lysates were centrifuged at 12,000 g for 

10 min in silanized centrifuge tubes and stored at -20 ºC until analysis by liquid 

chromatography/tandem mass spectrometry (LC/MS/MS). 
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 Total uptake data were regressed to eqn. 5.2, where V is substrate flux, PABL is 

1.5×10
−4

 cm/s, defined above, and Pp is passive substrate permeability fitted by sodium-

independent uptake to eqn. 5.3. Data were regressed to define substrate Michaelis-

Menten constants Km and Vmax. Vmax is expressed as normVmax, where substrate Vmax is 

normalized to taurocholate Vmax measured on the same occasion, estimated by a 

saturating taurocholate concentration of 200 µM. Normalizing Vmax accounts for 

variation in transporter expression levels across study days. 
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In Vitro Stability. 

 Stability of floxuridine 3’-glutamic acid-CDCA, floxuridine 5’-glutamic acid-

CDCA, and floxuridine was determined in rat liver s9 fraction and rat plasma. To 

evaluate liver stability, 5 µM of each compound was incubated with 2 mL of 1 mM 

nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH) and 2 mg/mL rat liver s9 fraction 

in Dulbecco's phosphate-buffered saline (DPBS). Samples were incubated at 37 ºC (n = 

3), and 200 µL aliquots were taken out at time 0 min, 15 min, 30 min, 45 min, 1 h, 2 h, 

and 3 h. To evaluate plasma stability, 5 µM of each compound was incubated with rat 

plasma at 37 ºC, and 200 µL aliquots were removed at 0 h, 1 h, 2 h, and 3 h. All aliquots 
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were immediately diluted with four parts cold acetonitrile and stored at -20 ºC until after 

the final incubation time, then centrifuged at 12,000 g for 10 min. 500 µL aliquots of the 

prodrug and floxuridine samples at each time point were removed, dried, and 

reconstituted in 4:1 water: 70% acetonitrile, 30% methanol for floxuridine quantification 

by LC/MS/MS. Samples were analyzed for prodrug concentration without reconstitution. 

 

LC/MS/MS Quantification. 

 Prodrug and floxuridine concentrations were quantified by LC/MS/MS. A Waters 

Acquity UPLC system with triple quadrupole detector (Waters Corporation, Milford, 

Massachusetts) and a Waters Acquity UPLC Ethylene Bridged Hybrid C8 1.7 µm 2.1x50 

mm column were used.  The flow rate was 0.4 mL/min and the injection volume was 10 

µL.   Prodrugs were quantified with positive ion electrospray mode and a multiple 

reaction monitoring (MRM) method. For floxuridine 3’-glutamic acid-CDCA, the 

transition 750.61 Da to 81.00 Da was monitored (dwell time 0.1 s, cone voltage 30 V, 

collision energy 68 V). For floxuridine 5’-glutamic acid-CDCA, the transition 750.61 Da 

to 504.44 Da was monitored (dwell time 0.1 s, cone voltage 35 V, collision energy 22 V). 

For both prodrug methods, the gradient was as follows (expressed as % ACN in water, 

including 0.1% formic acid): 50% from 0 to 0.5 min, increased to 95% until 1.5 min, 

decreased to 50% at 1.7 min, and finally held at 50% until 2.0 min. For floxuridine 

quantification, a negative electrospray ionization MRM method was used that monitored 

the transition 245.10 Da to 154.99 Da (dwell time 0.1 s, cone voltage 35 V, collision 

energy 15 V). Solvents used for floxuridine detection were water (A) and 70% 

acetonitrile:30% methanol (B), with the following gradient: 80% A until 0.5 min, then 
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increased to 80% B at 1.5 min, and back down to 80% A at 1.7 min and held until 2.0 

min. The methods were linear over the range of 10 to 2000 nM (floxuridine 3’-glutamic 

acid-CDCA, R
2
 = 0.9998; floxuridine 5’-glutamic acid-CDCA, R

2
 = 0.9989; floxuridine, 

R
2
 = 0.9968). 

 

Statistical Analysis. 

 Stability data was evaluated using the Student’s paired t-test, with a p-value of 

0.05 or greater considered significant. Throughout the text and figures, error is presented 

as standard error of the mean. 

 

RESULTS 

Inhibition of Taurocholate Uptake into NTCP-HEK cells. 

 Both floxuridine 3’-glutamic acid-CDCA and floxuridine 5’-glutamic acid-CDCA 

were potent inhibitors of taurocholate uptake by NTCP. Results are shown in Figure 5.3. 

Floxuridine 3’-glutamic acid-CDCA had a fitted Ki value of 6.86 ± 1.37 µM, while 

floxuridine 5'-glutamic acid-CDCA had a Ki value of 0.397 ± 0.038 µM. Conversely, 

floxuridine itself showed no inhibition of taurocholate uptake by NTCP. 
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Figure 5.3. Prodrug inhibition of taurocholic acid uptake by NTCP. In Panel A, floxuridine 

3'-glutamic acid-CDCA inhibited taurocholic uptake into NTCP-HEK cells with Ki = 6.86 

± 1.37 µM. In Panel B, floxuridine 5'-glutamic acid-CDCA inhibited with Ki = 0.397 ± 

0.038 µM affinity. 
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Uptake into NTCP-HEK cells. 

 Floxuridine 3’-glutamic acid-CDCA and floxuridine 5’-glutamic acid-CDCA 

were potent substrates of NTCP, as shown in Figure 5.4. Floxuridine 3’-glutamic acid-

CDCA had a Km value of 10.7 ± 2.1 µM, Pp of 0.663 (± 0.121) x 10
-7

 cm/s, and normVmax 

of 0.0187. Floxuridine 5’-glutamic acid-CDCA had a Km value of 40.4 ± 15.2 µM, Pp of 

1.72 (± 0.18) x 10
-7

 cm/s, and normVmax of 0.0185. For comparison, taurocholate has a 

Km value of 5.31 µM (26) in this same stably transfected cell line. Results indicate that 

the Km values of each prodrug is near the potency of the native bile acid taurocholate. 

 Floxuridine showed no sodium-dependent uptake into NTCP-HEK cells. Passive 

permeability was calculated as 7.54 (± 0.45) x 10
-7

 cm/s, which is higher than the passive 

permeability of both floxuridine 3’-glutamic acid-CDCA and floxuridine 5’-glutamic 

acid-CDCA. Results suggest that each prodrug has the potential for lower non-specific 

toxicity than floxuridine, since each has lower passive permeability compared to 

floxuridine. 
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Figure 5.4. Uptake of floxuridine prodrugs into NTCP-HEK cells. In Panel A, 

floxuridine 3’-glutamic acid-CDCA was a potent substrate with Km = 10.7 ± 2.1 µM, 

while in Panel B, floxuridine 5’-glutamic acid-CDCA had a Km value of 40.41 ± 15.20 

µM. 
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In Vitro Stability. 

 Stability of floxuridine and its novel chenodeoxycholic acid prodrugs were 

evaluated in rat liver s9 fraction and rat plasma. Overall, the synthesized 

chenodeoxycholic acid prodrugs of floxuridine released floxuridine when exposed to rat 

liver s9 fraction and showed favorable stability in rat plasma.  

 Figure 5.5 shows the disappearance of floxuridine 3’-glutamic acid-CDCA, 

floxuridine 5’-glutamic acid-CDCA, and floxuridine in the presence of rat liver s9 

fraction, as well as the appearance of floxuridine in response to the degradation of both 

prodrugs. Each prodrug (initial 5 µM concentration) exhibited complete degradation from 

2 mg/mL rat liver s9 fraction with 1 mM NADPH. Floxuridine 3'-glutamic acid-CDCA 

degraded more rapidly than floxuridine 5'-glutamic acid- CDCA, with 6.8% and 24.7% 

remaining after 1 h, respectively. For each prodrug, the amount of formed floxuridine 

peaked after 45 min, and then diminishes at subsequent time points, consistent with the 

rapid degradation of floxuridine itself in Figure 5.5, Panel C. 

 Floxuridine prodrugs showed no significant degradation in rat plasma. 

Floxuridine 3'-glutamic acid-CDCA provided 96.7 ± 3.7% remaining after 3 h (Student's 

paired t-test, one-tailed P = 0.19), while floxuridine 5'-glutamic acid-CDCA resulted in 

95.1 ± 4.2% remaining (Student's paired t-test, one-tailed P = 0.21). No time points 

showed any appearance of floxuridine, futher evidence that the prodrugs did not degrade 

in rat plasma. 
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Figure 5.5. Prodrug and drug stability in rat liver s9 fraction. In Panel A, the 

disappearance of 5 µM floxuridine 3'-glutamic acid-CDCA is shown, as well as the 

appearance of released floxuridine. In Panel B, the disappearance of 5 µM floxuridine 5'-

glutamic acid-CDCA and subsequent release of floxuridine is shown. Finally, Panel C 

shows the degradation of 5 µM floxuridine in rat liver s9 conditions. In each panel, each 

time point represents n = 3 samples. 
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DISCUSSION 

 Bile acid transporters have previously been identified as potential prodrug targets 

because of the highly efficient and specific nature of enterohepatic circulation (27). An 

example prodrug is valylchenodeoxycholate, previously developed in our group as a 

conjugate of valacyclovir and chenodeoxycholic acid (28). Acyclocir is an antiviral drug, 

and valacyclovir is a prodrug of acyclovir conjugated to valine that is a substrate for 

PEPT1. Valacyclovir increases the oral bioavailability of acyclovir from 20% (29)  to 

54% (30). When orally administered to rats, valylchenodeoxycholate increased the 

bioavailability of acyclovir from 25% to 48% (28), showing the potential for increased 

oral drug bioavailability by exploitation of the enterohepatic circulation of bile acids. 

Additionally, a 5-FU conjugate of cholic acid was shown to have increased mouse liver 

concentrations of 5-FU, compared with when 5-FU itself was dosed (31). 

 NTCP, located on the basolateral membrane of hepatocytes, is a potential target 

for increasing drug exposure to the liver. Although down-regulated in cases of cholestatic 

liver disease (32), NTCP is expressed on the membrane of hepatocellular carcinoma cells, 

and has been shown to mediate the uptake of a taurocholic acid prodrug of the 

chemotherapeutic chlorambucil into NTCP-expressing Xenopus laevis oocytes (33). 

These findings suggest that NTCP may be used to transport chemotherapeutics into liver 

tumors, to reduce non-specific chemotherapy toxicity. 

 Previous floxuridine prodrug studies have shown that esterification of the 3' or 5' 

free hydroxyl group of floxuridine leads to resistance to TP conversion of floxuridine to 

5-FU (34). Thus, with the aim of delivering intact floxuridine to the liver, an ester bond 

was used to conjugate floxuridine to the primary native bile acid chenodoxycholic acid, 
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through the application of a glutamic acid linker. Two prodrugs were synthesized: 

floxuridine 3'-glutamic acid-CDCA and floxuridine 5'-glutamic acid-CDCA.  They are 

identical except in the position of glutamic acid conjugation to the free hydroxyl of 

floxuridine (i.e. either the 3' or 5' hydroxyl was esterified). Both prodrugs were inhibitors 

and substrates of NTCP. Floxuridine 3'-glutamic acid-CDCA was a more potent NTCP 

substrate (Km = 10.7 µM vs. Km = 40.4 µM), while floxuridine 5'-glutamic acid-CDCA 

was a more potent NTCP inhibitor (Ki = 0.397 µM vs. Ki = 6.86 µM). 

 The stability and activation of the prodrugs appeared favorable. Floxuridine 3'-

glutamic acid-CDCA and floxuridine 5'-glutamic acid-CDCA were stable in rat plasma, 

but showed rapid release of floxuridine in rat liver s9 fraction. This stability profile 

suggests that glutamic acid is a promising linker to conjugate bile acids with liver-

targeted drugs, as the ester bond remains stable in plasma and degrades in liver s9 

fraction. Overall, in vitro results show that floxuridine 3'-glutamic acid-CDCA and 

floxuridine 5'-glutamic acid-CDCA properties are favorable for subsequent in vivo testing 

of their liver targeting capabilities. 
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CHAPTER 6: MECHANISTIC INTERPRETATION OF 

CONVENTIONAL MICHAELIS-MENTEN PARAMETERS IN A 

TRANSPORTER SYSTEM 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 The Michaelis-Menten model was developed to describe enzymatic conversion of 

substrate to product. The two steps are substrate binding to enzyme (and its reverse, 

disassociation) and irreversible product formation. These steps are parameterized as k1, k-

1, and k2, such that the Michaelis-Menten parameters in terms of the microrate constants 

are Km = (k-1 + k2)/k1 and Vmax = k2·[ET] where [ET] is the total enzyme concentration (1, 

2). The competitive inhibition model is an extension, where inhibitor can bind reversibly 

to enzyme (i.e. k3 forward and k-3 reverse), where Ki = k-3/k3 (1). A strength of the 

Michaelis-Menten model is its simplicity, including Km being the substrate concentration 

for catalysis to be one-half Vmax. 

 A large number of methodical investigations have been applied to elucidating 

mechanisms of enzymatic catalysis, which have yielded many elegant descriptions of 

enzymes. For example, these include the ternary complex mechanism for glutathione S-

transferases (3), the ping-pong mechanism for thioredoxin peroxidase (4), the random-

sequential mechanism for IκB kinases α and β (5), and the ordered-sequential mechanism 

for thymidylate synthase (6). These models have benefited from a large number of 

experimental methods to study enzyme structure and function, resulting in models that 

are more elaborate than the Michaelis-Menten model. 
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 Drug transporters are generally more complex than many enzyme systems. Hence, 

when drug flux data is modeled, drug interaction with carrier systems is often 

characterized by Km (affinity for transporter), Ki (inhibition potency), and Vmax 

(maximum velocity of substrate transport) values, from the simple Michaelis-Menten 

model. These parameters are experimentally determined through a series of in vitro 

uptake and inhibition studies. Application of the simple Michaelis-Menten model 

efficiently reduces data to these few parameters, allowing for greater data interpretability. 

For example, Ki values are frequently determined to allow for rapid assessment of 

potential drug inhibitors of transporters (7). While convenient for data reduction, the 

Michaelis-Menten model is presumably overly simplified to represent a detailed 

description of transporter-mediated drug inhibition and drug flux. Interestingly, while 

there have been recent large developments in transporter identification and drug studies 

with transporters, kinetic model development for transporter functioning has perhaps 

lagged. This work aims to contribute to closing this gap. 

 The overall aim was to understand how steps in drug translocation by a solute 

carrier transporter impact Michaelis-Menten parameters Km and Vmax. As discussed 

below, a six-state model (Fig. 6.1) was selected as a model for transporter translocation 

of drug, and allows for inhibition. The six-state model possesses 14 microrate constants 

and allows for each forward step to be reversed. Hence, the six-state model can be 

thought in terms of a facilitative transporter problem. The six- state model was further 

simplified (Fig. 6.2) to reflect a carrier system where substrate (including translocation of 

an inhibitor that is a substrate) is translocated by the protein in a unidirectional fashion, 

and where subsequent free protein re-configuration is unidirectional. This simplified six-
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state model possesses 11 microrate constants. Motivation for this work is that Michaelis-

Menten parameters from transporter studies are generally not interpreted, with regard to 

any underpinning mechanistic transporter model. This aim was pursued through two 

objectives. 

 The first objective was to derive a model for carrier-mediated substrate 

translocation (incorporating competitive inhibition where the inhibitor is also a substrate); 

and perform sensitivity analysis with regard to the contributions of the impact of 

individual microrate constants on Km, Ki, and Vmax. For both models, equations for Km, 

Ki, and Vmax were derived in terms of underlying microrate constants. Sensitivity analysis 

identified which microrate constants impacted Km, Ki, and Vmax. The second objective 

was to compare underpinning microrate constants between compounds translocated by 

the same transporter using nonlinear regression. Results yielded some expected findings, 

as well as some unanticipated effects of microrate constants on Km, Ki, and Vmax. 

 

THEORETICAL 

Derivation of Model Equations.  

 The six-state model shown in Fig. 6.1 was used as a model for substrate and 

competitive inhibitor to cross a membrane via a facilitative transporter system, along with 

re-orientation of the transporter. In this model, both substrate and inhibitor cross the 

membrane by an identical mechanism (i.e., the competitive inhibitor is also a substrate). 

 The model starts with free transporter (Yo), substrate (So), and inhibitor (Io) 

outside of the membrane, with the membrane shown as a red line. The transporter can 
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bind then to substrate (forming SYo complex) or inhibitor (forming IYo complex). If the 

transporter binds to substrate, the transporter can move on to the next step in the cycle, 

where the transporter changes configuration from exo-facially oriented to endo-facially 

oriented (i.e. forming SYin). At this point, the substrate can be released inside the 

membrane (Sin), and then the transporter can reassume its original exo-facially oriented 

position (Yo). Similarly, if the transporter forms IYo, it can change configuration to form 

IYin and subsequently release inhibitor as Iin. All steps in this model are reversible, and all 

components are in steady state. k1, k-3, k5, and k-7 are second order microrate constants 

with units of µM
-1

s
-1

, while all other microrate constants are first order and have units of 

s
-1

. Concentrations of free inhibitor, substrate, and transporter are in µM. 
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Figure 6.1. Six-state model for facilitative transporter-mediated substrate translocation in 

the presence of inhibitor. This model is more briefly denoted the six-state model. The 

model entails that free drug outside of the cell (So) binds with free transporter at exo-face 

(Yo) in order to be translocated to be free drug inside of cell (Sin). Three steps are needed 

for substrate flux: free drug binding to transporter, re-configuration of drug-transport 

complex from exo-facial oriention to endo-facial oriention, and release of drug 

intracellularly from transporter. In a fourth forward step, free transporter is re-configured 

from endo-facially oriented to its initial free, exo-facially oriented configuration. 

Similarly, the reverse of this fourth step simply involves flipping of free transporter (i.e. 

k-4 does not involve translocation of substrate). The model also allows free inhibitor 

outside of the cell (Io) to compete for Yo by an identical process, forming Iin inside the 

cell. Eqn 6.10 is the general solution for net transporter-mediated drug flux from outside 

of cell to the inside of cell when Sin = 0. Subscript o denotes outside of cell or on exo-

face (i.e. left side). Subscript in denotes inside of cell or on endo-face (i.e. right side).  

Each microrate constant except k-3 and k-7 impacted Km, Ki, and/or Vmax. 

 

 The system of equations to define transporter movement is defined and solved in 

a similar manner as in Falk et. al (8). Rate equations for the six transporter states are as 

follows: 
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d[Yo]/dt = - (k1[Io] + k5[So] + k-4)[Yo] + k4[Yin] + k-5[SYo] +  k-1[IYo]  (6.1) 

d[Yin]/dt = k-4[Yo] - (k-3[Iin] + k4 + k-7[Sin])[Yin]  + k7[SYin] + k3[IYin]  (6.2) 

d[SYin]/dt = k-7[Sin][Yin] - (k-6+k7)[SYin] + k6[SYo]     (6.3) 

d[SYo]/dt = k5[So][Yo] + k-6[SYin] - (k6+k-5)[SYo]     (6.4) 

d[IYin]/dt = k-3[Iin][Yin] - (k3+k-2)[IYin] + k2[IYo]     (6.5) 

d[IYo]/dt = k1[Io][Yo] + k-2[IYin] - (k-1+ k2)[IYo]     (6.6) 

Additionally, the sum of all transporters states (YT) is described by: 

[Yo] + [Yin] + [SYin] + [SYo] + [IYin] + [IYo] = [YT]     (6.7) 

To solve for this system, the rate equations were organized into matrix form, where 

equation 6.7 was substituted for equation 1 and steady state was assumed to set all 

transporter concentration rate equations to 0. 
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 The system of equations in matrix form above was solved in Matlab (The 

Mathworks, Inc., Natick, Massachusetts) to yield equations for each transporter state. The 

velocity of each compound was defined by the following equations: 

VS = k7[SYin]          (6.8) 

VI = k3[IYin]          (6.9) 
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 Putting the matrix solution into equation 6.8, and assuming sink conditions so that 

Sin and Iin = 0, the equation for VS becomes: 

VS = [YT] (k7*(So*k2*k3*k4*k5*k6 + So*k3*k4*k5*k6*k-1 + So*k4*k5*k6*k-1*k-

2))/(k2*k3*k4*k6*k7 + k2*k3*k4*k7*k-5 + k2*k3*k6*k7*k-4 + k3*k4*k6*k7*k-1 + k2*k3*k4*k-

5*k-6 + k2*k3*k7*k-4*k-5 + k3*k4*k7*k-1*k-5 + k3*k6*k7*k-1*k-4 + k4*k6*k7*k-1*k-2 + 

k2*k3*k-4*k-5*k-6 + k3*k4*k-1*k-5*k-6 + k3*k7*k-1*k-4*k-5 + k4*k7*k-1*k-2*k-5 + k6*k7*k-

1*k-2*k-4 + k3*k-1*k-4*k-5*k-6 + k4*k-1*k-2*k-5*k-6 + k7*k-1*k-2*k-4*k-5 + k-1*k-2*k-4*k-5*k-

6 + Io*k1*k2*k3*k6*k7 + Io*k1*k2*k4*k6*k7 + Io*k1*k3*k4*k6*k7 + Io*k1*k2*k3*k7*k-5 + 

Io*k1*k2*k4*k7*k-5 + Io*k1*k3*k4*k7*k-5 + Io*k1*k4*k6*k7*k-2 + Io*k1*k2*k3*k-5*k-6 + 

Io*k1*k2*k4*k-5*k-6 + Io*k1*k3*k4*k-5*k-6 + Io*k1*k4*k7*k-2*k-5 + Io*k1*k4*k-2*k-5*k-6 + 

So*k2*k3*k4*k5*k6 + So*k2*k3*k4*k5*k7 + So*k2*k3*k5*k6*k7 + So*k2*k3*k4*k5*k-6 + 

So*k3*k4*k5*k6*k-1 + So*k3*k4*k5*k7*k-1 + So*k3*k5*k6*k7*k-1 + So*k3*k4*k5*k-1*k-6 + 

So*k4*k5*k6*k-1*k-2 + So*k4*k5*k7*k-1*k-2 + So*k5*k6*k7*k-1*k-2 + So*k4*k5*k-1*k-2*k-6) 

           (6.10) 

In eqn 6.10, the units of velocity are µM/s.  Eqn 6.10 can be formulated in terms of the 

Michaelis Menten competitive inhibition model, which is (1, 2): 
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 In the form of eqn 6.11, with [S] = [So] and [I] = [Io], the six-state model has 

apparent Michaelis-Menten parameters: 
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 Solving equation 6.9 in the same manner and assuming SO = 0 (i.e. the “inhibitor” 

I is the only substrate available to bind to the transporter), Km and Vmax for I are obtained:  
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 Hence, eqn 6.12-6.16 show the dependence of Michaelis-Menten parameters on 

the six-state model microrate constants. Km and Ki have units of µM, while Vmax has units 

of µM/s
-1

. Interestingly, when the inhibitor is also substrate as in the case described 

above, Ki = Km (i.e. equation 6.13 equals equation 6.15 for “inhibitor” I). The 

determinants of Km and Vmax for the two compounds are identical, although each 

possesses their own corresponding microrate constants, such that they do not have the 

same Km values and Vmax values. 

 The six-state model was modified (Fig. 6.2) to more closely represent 

unidirectional transporter-mediated substrate translocation in the presence of inhibitor. 

An example is translocation by the human apical sodium dependent bile acid transporter 

(ASBT, SLC10A2). ASBT requires sodium for substrate transport; thus, because of the 

sodium gradient present and the electrochemical potential of the cell, it is assumed that k-

6, k-2, and k-4 are equal to zero (i.e. transporter can only move "forward"). For this 

simplified six-state model, the equations for Km and Vmax are thus: 
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Figure 6.2. Six-state model for unidirectional transporter-mediated substrate 

translocation in the presence of inhibitor. This model is more briefly denoted the 

simplified six-state model. The model is a simplification of Fig. 6.1, where only 

unidirectional protein flipping that involves substrate (or inhibitor) translocation or free 

protein re-configuration are allowed. Each microrate constant except k-3 and k-7 impacted 

Km, Ki, and/or Vmax. 

 

 

METHODS 

 The six-state model (Fig. 6.1) was subjected to microrate constant sensitivity 

analysis. Two types of analyses were performed on the simplified six-state model (Fig. 
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6.2): sensitivity analysis and compound comparison. Based on the results of the model 

equation derivation, Km and Ki were treated as equal for all subsequent analysis. 

Sensitivity analysis assessed the impact of individual microrate constants on each Km and 

Vmax. Compound comparison employed regression to estimate microrate constant values 

for four scenarios, each representing compound pairs with observed Km and Vmax values 

(four combinations of high and low values).   

 

Sensitivity Analysis.  

 Eqn 6.15 and 6.16 (i.e. Km and Vmax ) were subjected to sensitivity analysis for the 

six-state model. Eqn 6.17 and 6.18 (i.e. Km and Vmax ) were subjected to sensitivity 

analysis for the simplified six-state model. For each equation, each microrate constant 

was individually varied to assess its impact on the Michaelis-Menten parameters. 

Microrate constants were varied from a value of 1 to a value of 1,000,000 (in their 

respective units), while all remaining microrate constants were fixed at 1. Additionally, 

each microrate constant was varied from a value of 1,000,000 to a value of 1, while all 

remaining microrate constants were fixed at 1,000,000. For example, k1 was assigned 1 

or 1,000,000, while all other constants were 1, then 1,000,000. The resulting fold changes 

in Km and Vmax were recorded. Those microrate constants which caused a 1000-fold or 

more change in Michaelis-Menten constants were deemed significant. 
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Compound Comparison.   

 Nonlinear regression was performed using eqn 6.17 and 6.18 (i.e. Km and Vmax, 

simplified six-state model) in order to elucidate microrate constant values that underpin 

four observed cases, representing four previously observed combinations of high and low 

Km and Vmax values. The four comparisons considered experimental data from four 

compounds (9,10), illustrated in Table 6.1. Briefly, the four compounds are bile acid 

derivatives (see Fig. S1, Appendix B) whose Michaelis-Menten parameters were 

characterized against ASBT. Case 1 compared two compounds with similarly high Km 

values, but differing Vmax values (compound 2 vs compound 1). Case 2 compared two 

compounds with similarly low Km values, but differing Vmax values (compound 4 vs. 

compound 3). Case 3 compared a compound with low Km and Vmax values with a 

compound with high Vmax and Km (compound 4 vs. compound 1). Case 4 compared a 

compound with low Km and high Vmax against a compound with high Km and low Vmax 

(compound 3 vs. compound 2). This design was intended to assess the relative values of 

microrate constants when Km and Vmax have various values across compounds. 
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Table 6.1. Compounds 1-4 and their Ki, Km, and normalized Vmax values when measured 

against the bile acid transporter ASBT. Compounds 1-4 were applied to compare 

underlying microrate constants in compound pair analysis. Compounds are conjugates of 

chenodeoxycholate. Normalized Vmax is compound Vmax divided by Vmax of taurocholate, 

where taurocholate is a prototypical native bile acid.   

 

 

 Since eqn 6.17 and 6.18 are only two equations, yet collectively contain five 

unknown parameters (i.e. k1 through k-1), any set of Km and Vmax values does not offer an 

exact solution, in terms of microrate constants. Hence, in order to elucidate the 

distribution of microrate constant values for each case, 1000 regressions were performed, 

with the expectation that certain microrate constants have a larger influence on whether 

Michaelis-Menten parameters are relatively large or small. 

 In each regression, each k1, k2, k3, k4, and k-1 were assigned a random number 

between zero and one (either µM
-1

s
-1

 or s
-1

, depending on the constant). Using these 

randomly generated numbers as initial estimates, Matlab’s lsqnonlin function (i.e. least 

squares regression) was employed to estimate microrate constant values until the 

specified Km and Vmax values were attained. Regression employed the Levenberg-

Marquardt method. All regressions required that each microrate value was greater than 0. 

For each of the four cases, this method was applied to obtain 1000 solutions. From every 
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regression, each fitted microrate constant was normalized against the corresponding 

microrate constant of the compared compound. Median values for these ratios were 

recorded, as well as the percent of ratios greater than one, in order to characterize 

microrate constant values that underpin Km and Vmax and the distribution of those values.   

 In the defined model, there were three equations with nine unknown variables 

when comparing two compounds. Two of these equations are Km (i.e. eqn 6.17) for each 

compound; the ratio of their Vmax values was a fifth equation (using eqn 6.18). The ratio 

of Vmax values was used to account for the unknown exact number of transporter proteins. 

Rather than 10 unknown variables (i.e. two times the number of microrate constants), 

there are only 9 unknown variables, since k4 is assumed to be the same value for each 

compound, as they were measured against the same transporter in the same expression 

system and k4 is purely transporter-specific. k4 does not involve transporter interaction 

with substrate. Compound pair analysis is of practical value, as Michaelis-Menten 

parameters are typically interpreted in the context of other compounds. 

 

Previously Observed Km and Ki Data and Error Simulations.  

 To determine if the model-supported conclusion Km = Ki is also supported by 

observed data, parameters of 50 previously tested non-native bile acids were analyzed (9, 

10, 11, 12). In addition to examining previous data, Matlab error simulations were 

performed to evaluate the extent that error explains observed differences between Km and 

Ki. Km and Ki values were assigned to be either 1, 10, or 100 µM (n = 50, Km and Ki for 

each designated value), representing typically observed values. Vmax was set as 0.0005 
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nmol/cm
2
/s, along with taurocholate concentration of 2.5 µM and Km of 5.03 µM, from 

historical data (7). Taurocholate was used in Ki simulations as the prototypical native 

ASBT substrate that was inhibited. Eight inhibitor/substrate concentrations were used, 

which reflect typical experimental concentrations: 0, 1, 5, 10, 25, 50, 100, and 200 µM. 

Flux values were calculated by multiplying true flux values by a random number with 

mean 1 and standard deviation 0.1 or 0.3, representing coefficient of variation (CV) 

values of 10 or 30% (13). Calculated flux values were regressed against the Michaelis-

Menten competitive inhibition model to identify Km and Ki. Although truely equal in 

these Matlab error simulations, Km and Ki were compared against one another for each of 

50 simulated compound cases, and their fold-differences were calculated. 

 

RESULTS 

Sensitivity Analysis. 

 Table 6.2 indicates the fold-impact of a 1,000,000-fold change in each individual 

microrate constant on Km and Vmax in the six-state (Panel A) and simplified six-state 

(Panel B) models. Table 6.2 involves two types of sensitivity analysis for each microrate 

constant. In one type, the microrate constant under study (i.e. kn) was increased from a 

value of 1 to a value of 1,000,000, while all other microrate constants remained a value of 

1. The second type is when kn was decreased from a value of 1,000,000 to a value of 1, 

while all other microrate constants remained a value of 1,000,000. For example, in Table 

6.2A, Km was reduced many-fold when k1 was increased from one to 1,000,000 when all 

other microrate constants were one. Meanwhile, Km was increased 666,667-fold when k-1 

was increased from 1 to 1,000,000. Km only increased 2-fold when k4 was decreased from 
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1,000,000 to 1. In Table 6.2, a large impact of a microrate constant is defined as changing 

Km or Vmax by at least 1000-fold, and is highlighted in red (and underlined).   
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Table 6.2. Sensitivity analysis for impact of microrate constants on Km and Vmax for the 

six-state model (Panel A) and the simplified six-state model (Panel B).  Values in red 

(and underlined) denote changes that where over 1000-fold higher or lower.  kn is either 

k1-k-4 and denotes the microrate constant that was varied.  For example, in Panel A, 

compared to when all microrate constants were 1 µM
-1

s
-1

 or 1 s
-1

,  increasing k1 to 

1,000,000 µM
-1

s
-1 

decreased Km by 1,000,000-fold (i.e. 0.000001-fold change, noted in 

table).  Meanwhile, compared to when all microrate constants were 1,000,000 µM
-1

s
-1 

or 

1,000,000 s
-1

, decreasing k1 to 1 µM
-1

s
-1 

increased Km by 1,000,000-fold. 

 

 

a
 Sensitivity analysis involved increasing kn from a value of 1 to a value of 1,000,000, 

while all other microrate constants retained a value of 1. 
b
 Sensitivity analysis involved decreasing kn from a value of 1,000,000 to a value of 1, 

while all other microrate constants retained a value of 1,000,000. 
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 Using the six-state model (Table 6.2A), each microrate constant except k-3 

significantly impacted Km or Vmax. Km was sensitive to k1, k-1, and k-4. k1 had a 

significantly favorable impact on Km (i.e. decrease Km), while k-1 and k-4 had detrimental 

impact (i.e. increase Km). In the context of Fig. 6.1, faster substrate binding increased Km 

potency. Meanwhile, faster substrate disassociation decreased potency.  Each of these 

effects was expected. An unexpected result was that a more rapid transporter re-

configuration from exo-facially oriention to endo-facially orientation (i.e. k-4) decreased 

potency. No other microrate constants impacted Km. Vmax was favorably impacted by k2, 

k3, and k4 (i.e. all three forward microrate constant after substrate binding). Interestingly, 

Vmax was disfavorably impacted by k-2, and not by other reverse microrate constants. 

 Some results from sensitivity analysis of the six-state model were unexpected. 

Expected influences were k1 and k-1 on Km and k2 and k-2 on Vmax. However, additional 

microrate constants impacted Michaelis-Menten parameters. k4 impacted Vmax. k-4 

impacted Km. This sensitivity analysis indicates that a compound’s Km and Vmax can also 

be affected by the free transporter protein’s rate of re-configuration, a step that does not 

involve compound binding or compound translocation. For example, an especially large 

k-4 disfavors Km. An especially slow k4 disfavors Vmax. These dependencies anticipate 

that Michaelis-Menten parameters for any compound-transporter pair cannot be 

exclusively attributed to compound structure or compound properties, but can reflect the 

structural biology of the transport itself. 

 Using the simplified six-state model (Table 6.2B), microrate constant effects on 

Km and Vmax were similar to those of the six-state model. Km was affected to the same 

extent by k1 and k-1. However, by setting k-4 and k-2 to zero, k3 and k4 now had an impact 
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on Km as well. Similar to results from the six-state model, Vmax was largely impacted by 

k2, k3, and k4. Again, the simplified six-state model (Table 6.2B) shows free transporter 

kinetics (k4) to have an impact on both Michaelis-Menten constants. 

 Both models imply that free transporter kinetics (i.e. k4 and k-4) may explain 

variation in typical Km and Ki values for different transporter proteins. For instance, Km 

and Ki values of many compounds for ASBT are on the order of µM, including bile acids, 

which are native ASBT substrates. Meanwhile, native peptide substrates of peptide 

transporter 1 (PEPT1, SLC15A1) have Km on the order of mM (14). It is possible that 

peptides are poor substrates for PEPT1, compared to bile acids as substrates for ASBT, 

due to potentially higher binding affinity of bile acids for ASBT (i.e. better k1 and k-1 

values). Alternatively, this sensitivity analysis suggests the difference between ASBT and 

PEPT1 could possibly be due to free transporter protein kinetics. 

 

Compound comparison.  

 Compound comparison was conducted on the simplified six-state model to build 

upon sensitivity analysis findings. While sensitivity analysis involved assessing the 

impact of each individual microrate constant on resulting Michaelis-Menten parameters 

by varying microrate constant values, compound pair analysis employed regression to 

determine sets of microrate constants that explain observed Michaelis-Menten parameters 

across compounds. For each of four cases, 1000 simulations were performed. Simulations 

only differed in initial values. The strength of compound pair analysis is its focus on 

identifying which transporter steps explain variation in Michaelis-Menten parameters 
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across compounds, which is of practical value in studying a homologous series of 

compounds.   

 Table 6.3 summarizes compound pair analysis results. Results shown in red (and 

underlined) signify a 3-fold or more difference in microrate constant values between the 

compounds compared. The median ratio of 1000 runs for each comparison is shown, as 

well as the percent of all solutions which were greater than 1 (i.e. the percent of instances 

where the microrate constant is larger than the microrate constant of the reference 

compound). By looking at the distribution of microrate constants from 1000 runs, the 

microrate constants that can cause these scenarios are identified. Additionally, those that 

have no clear trend of higher or lower values (i.e. median close to 1) can thus be any 

value without affecting the resulting Km and Vmax. These microrate constants are found to 

have limited impact. In this way, compound comparison is a multivariate sensitivity 

analysis using actually observed endpoints. 
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Table 6.3. Summary of results from compound pair analysis using the simplified six-state 

model. Comparisons were performed for compounds 2 versus 1 (high Km low Vmax vs. 

high Km high Vmax), 4 versus 3 (low Km low Vmax vs. low Km high Vmax), 1 versus 5 (low 

Km low Vmax vs. high Km high Vmax), and 2 versus 4 (low Km high Vmax vs. high Km low 

Vmax) in Table 1. The median ratio of 1000 simulations for each comparison is shown, as 

well as the percent of the all solutions which were greater than 1. Median values that 

differ by at least a factor of 3 are shown in red (and underlined).  For example, in Case 1, 

the k2 solution values of compound 2 have a median value 0.06 times the k2 solution 

values of compound 1. Also, 11.7% of the 1000 solutions for compound 2’s k2 value 

were greater than compound 1’s k2 value. These results suggest that generally, between 

two compounds, k2 is slower when Vmax is lower. 

 

 

 Case 1. In this comparison (i.e. compound 2 vs. compound 1), compound 2 had a 

much lower Vmax than compound 1 (0.250 vs. 2.15 in Table 6.1), while Km for the two 

compounds were similarly high (17.5 µM vs. 16.3 µM). Results show that when Vmax is 

higher (i.e. slower), k2 is slower (i.e. median 0.06, respectively). This finding supports the 

broadly held notion that the k2 microrate constant (e.g. substrate bound transporter 

changing configuration from exo-facially oriented to endo-facially oriented) is the most 

important step in determining Vmax. From this data, it is evident that a larger Vmax but 

similar and potent Km can be caused by a faster rate of transport across the cell 

membrane. Of note, although the k3 ratio median did not meet the 3-fold lower cut-off, 
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the ratios of k2 and k3 in a given run were never both greater than 1 (i.e. 0 of 1000 runs), 

indicating that at least one of these microrate constants must be low for Vmax to be low. 

This implies that k3 (i.e. release of substrate from transporter inside the cell) also has an 

influence on Vmax. 

 

 Case 2. In this comparison (i.e. compound 4 vs. compound 3), compound 4 had a 

much lower Vmax than compound 3 (0.242 vs. 1.72 in Table 6.1), while Km for the two 

compounds were similarly potent (1.20 µM vs. 1.69 µM). This case confirms that k2 is 

responsible for changes in Vmax, consistent with sensitivity analysis and case 1, and that 

whether Km values are low or high does not influence this. Additionally, in this case 

where compound Km values were highly potent, k3 (i.e. release of substrate from 

transporter inside the cell) has a larger impact on Vmax. As in case 1, in 0% of all 

iterations were both k2 and k3 ratios greater than 1, indicating that at least one of these 

must be slower for Vmax to be low. 

 

 Case 3.  In this comparison, compound 4 (Km = 1.20 µM, Vmax = 0.242) was 

compared against compound 1 (Km = 16.3 µM, Vmax = 2.15). Results in Table 6.3 show 

that low Vmax and low (potent) Km can be caused by high k1 (i.e. fast substrate binding to 

transporter outside the membrane) and low k2 and k3. Interestingly, when both Vmax and 

Km are taken into account, k-1 value has little impact, contrary to sensitivity results from 

only the Km equation. The k1 ratio has a value greater than one 94.1% of the time, while 

k-1 has a value greater than one 46.0% of the time. 
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 Case 4.  In this comparison, compound 3 (Km = 1.69 µM, Vmax = 1.72) was 

compared against compound 2 (Km = 17.5 µM, Vmax = 0.250). Results in Table 6.3 

confirm that, like in case 3, low Km is caused by fast binding (k1). Additionally, as seen in 

case 1, fast k2 has more of an impact on high Vmax than k3 (i.e. bound substrate 

translocation across the membrane vs. release of substrate inside the cell). 

 Overall, the results of these four cases suggest that when two compounds are 

taken up by the same transporter (i.e. no difference in k4), the k1 microrate constant is the 

most influential determinant of Km, while k2 is the most influential determinant of Vmax. 

 

Previously Observed Km and Ki Data and Error Simulations.  

 In Figure 6.3, previously observed Km and Ki values of 50 compounds for ASBT 

are plotted against one another, along with the line of Km = Ki, to examine differences 

between Km and Ki. A general positive relationship is observed between Km and Ki. 

Using the Student’s t-test between Km and Ki data of the 50 compounds tested, no Km-Ki 

pair had a p-value less than 0.01, concluding the Km was indistinguishable from Ki at this 

significance level. Only five of the 50 had a p-value less than 0.05. Thus, experimental 

evidence generally does not refute our model’s claim that Km is equal to Ki when an 

inhibitor is also a substrate. Of the 50 compounds, while measured Km and Ki are of 

course not identical in Fig. 6.3 for any of the 50 compounds, approximately half the 

compounds yielded Km values that are numerically greater than Ki, versus the other half 

where  Ki values were greater than Km. Across all ranges of compound Km and Ki fold-

differences, Km was greater than Ki 52% of the time. 
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Figure 6.3. ASBT Ki vs Km values of 50 compounds from previous studies (9, 10, 11, 

12). Each compound is an ASBT substrate and inhibitor. The trend line shown represents 

Ki=Km. In Panel A, all 50 compounds are shown, while Panel B is an enlarged view of 

Km and Ki < 30 µM. 
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 Another comparison of these Km and Ki values is presented in Table 6.4. Table 

6.4 illustrates that 40.0% of the 50 compounds showed Km and Ki values to be within a 

factor of two. An additional 38.0%  of compounds exhibited Km and Ki values were 

beyond 2-fold different from one another but less than 5-fold different. Only 22.0% of 

compounds showed over a 5-fold difference in Km and Ki. Interestingly, for each of these 

three categories (i.e. less than 2-fold, 2-to-5-fold, and more than 5-fold), there was about 

an equal number of compounds where Km was greater than Ki (45.0%, 52.6%, and 63.6% 

of cases showed Km > Ki in each group, respectively). This observation implies that Km 

or Ki is not predominantly larger than the other. 

Table 6.4. Comparison of Km versus Ki distribution frequencies from simulations to 

observed distribution frequency.  The simulation on the far right (i.e. Km=Ki=100 mM 

with 30% CV) was the simulation that was most similar to the observed Km versus Ki 

distribution frequency from 50 non-native bile acids.  The observed distribution 

frequency was 40%, 38%, and 22% for Km and Ki to be 1-2 fold different, 2-5 fold 

different, and beyond 5 fold different, respectively.  Distribution frequencies were 

obtained from six simulated senarios: Km = Ki = 1 µM and 10% CV, Km = Ki = 1 µM and 

30% CV, Km = Ki = 10 µM and 10% CV, Km = Ki = 10 µM and 30% CV, Km = Ki = 100 

µM and 10% CV, and Km = Ki = 100 µM and 30% CV.  Simulation results support that a 

majority of a compound's Km and Ki values are about equal, with only a minor number of 

compounds exhibiting a 5-fold difference in Km and Ki values. 
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 Additionally, Table 6.4 presents the results of experimental error simulations. 

Distribution frequencies were obtained from six simulated scenarios: Km = Ki = 1 µM 

and 10% CV, Km = Ki = 1 µM and 30% CV, Km = Ki = 10 µM and 10% CV, Km = Ki = 

10 µM and 30% CV, Km = Ki = 100 µM and 10% CV, and Km = Ki = 100 µM and 30% 

CV.  Simulated Km and Ki pairs had the largest fold-differences when Km and Ki were 

large valued (e.g. 100 µM) and the assigned percent CV was higher. For example, in the 

right-most column of Table 6.4 (Km, Ki = 100 µM, 30% CV), 40% of simulated Km and 

Ki pairs were between 2 and 5-fold different, while 8% were greater than 5-fold different. 

Hence, results from 50 non-native bile acids show that a majority any one compound's 

Km and Ki values are within a factor of 5 apart, and that some of the differences in 

observed Km and Ki values may be attributed to experimental error. 

 

DISCUSSION 

 Transporter study results are frequently summarized as Michaelis-Menten 

parameters. For example, an initial inhibition study yields a Ki value. If the compound is 

an inhibitor (e.g. “binds with the transporter”), subsequent flux studies may be 

performed, yielding Km and Vmax values.  Infrequently, Km and Ki values are compared. 

Even less frequently, these Michaelis-Menten parameters are interpreted within a kinetic 

context (e.g. What is the rate limiting step in substrate translocation?).  

 Since transporters and their catalytic cycles are biophysically complex, even 

compared to water soluble enzymes, the interpretation of Michaelis-Menten parameters 

with regard to underlying transporter dynamics is difficult. For example, Michaelis-
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Menten parameter interpretations with respect to substrate-transporter interactions and 

with respect to translocation mechanism are not easily performed. However, several 

studies have linked flux result to transporter catalytic cycles (15, 16, 17). Loo et. al 

analyzed a model for substrate transport by the Na
+
/glucose cotransporter (SGLT1, 

SLC5A1), incorporating both Na
+
 and substrate binding (18). In Loo et. al, transporter 

protein conformations in the presence of different substrates were compared by observing 

resulting current and fluorescence in response to induced voltage changes. Simulations 

were used to vary microrate constants until a fit was obtained. Hoare et. al examined L-

leucine transport into red blood cells using a four step model for simple carrier transport 

similar to the model in our analysis (19). The study concludes that in the case of L-

leucine transport, the carrier re-orientation process (i.e. k4 in our model) is rate-limiting, 

confirming that free transporter kinetics can greatly affect flux data. Fontana et. al also 

independently confirms that the carrier re-orientation step can be rate-limiting, as they 

identified for glutamate transport by the excitatory amino-acid transporters (EAATs) 

(20). This reinforces what we have seen in our analysis. Experiments such as these 

represent significant progress toward a mechanistic understanding of transport processes. 

However, they do not attempt to understand how underpinning microrate constants 

influence Michaelis-Menten parameters Km, Ki, and Vmax. 

 

Model derivation.  

 The overall aim of this work was to elucidate the contribution of individual steps 

in drug translocation (and inhibition) to apparent transporter Michaelis-Menten 

parameters. To achieve this, first a model was derived for facilitative transporter-
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mediated substrate translocation (with competitive inhibition); model flux is presented 

via Michaelis-Menten parameters in eqn 6.12-6.16 (Fig. 6.1). A simplified model is 

presented in eqn 6.17 and 6.18 (Fig. 6.2). 

 An interesting observation from this work is that Km was derived to be equal to Ki 

for cases when the inhibitor is also a substrate, as is the case in many inhibition/substrate 

screenings. In multiple studies, we have previously speculated that bile acid translocation 

by ASBT is rate-limited by substrate binding, as Ki and Km are often the same value (10, 

21). In Balakrishnan et. al, a plot for native bile acids showed that compounds fell close 

to a Km = Ki line (21). In this work and in contrast to our prior explanations, rate-limiting 

substrate binding is not the cause of Km being equal to Ki. Our analysis here of past 

Km/Ki data from non-native bile acids confirms that in the majority of the compounds 

examined, Km was not significantly different from Ki. Additionally, simulations showed 

that some of these observed differences may be attributed to experimental error. 

 

Sensitivity analysis. 

 Sensitivity analysis aimed to assess the impact of individual microrate constants 

on the Km and Vmax equations (eqn 6.15-6.18). Results of sensitivity analysis showed 

some expected and some unexpected findings. Interestingly, the kinetics associated with 

free transporter orientation change (i.e. either k4 and k-4) had a large effect on all of the 

Michaelis-Menten parameters. This analysis clearly shows that this re-orientation step is 

significant and could explain why potent substrates for different transporters differ in Km 

by orders of magnitude. That is, the identification of values that are deemed to reflect 
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“high potency” will need to be transporter-specific, since free transporter orientation 

kinetics are dependent on the transporter (and expression system). This step is substrate 

independent. 

 

Compound pair analysis. 

 The second objective was to perform compound pair analysis. Compound pair 

analysis built upon sensitivity analysis findings and allowed for the elucidation of 

microrate constant distributions under specific cases of Km and Vmax values across 

differing compounds measured against the same transporter. According to this analysis, 

high Km (i.e. low-affinity Km) was attributed to slow binding to exo-facially-oriented 

transporter (i.e. k1). Compounds that differed in Vmax most significantly differed in k2 (i.e. 

translocation of bound substrate across the membrane) and to a lesser extent k3 

(disassociation of transporter/substrate complex inside the membrane). Of course, these 

findings reflect the defined simplified six-state model (Fig. 6.2) as the underlying model, 

but the approach can be applied to alternate model configurations as well.   

 

Future directions.  

 Pharmaceutical transporter science has progressed in terms of availability of 

transporter targets and related molecular biology technology (22, 23, 24); relevance of 

transporters in drug disposition (25) and drug-drug interactions (26); and well as 

computational and QSAR approaches to better leverage drug screening data sets (27, 28). 

However, a molecular understanding of the influence of transporter biophysics and 
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compound structure on transporter-mediate drug flux is broadly undeveloped. 

Interestingly, little transporter kinetic interpretation is currently extracted from Michaelis-

Menten parameters. For a specific transporter, what is the interpretation of a lower Km of 

one compound relative to another? A future direction in pharmaceutical transporter 

science is to better understand the key kinetic steps in transporter functioning and how 

those steps impact the translocation of various drugs. Such a molecular understanding has 

the promise to aid in the design of drugs, or screening of drugs, with favorable attributes 

(e.g. weak Ki, weak Km, but high Vmax; or potent Ki but non-substrate).  

 

CONCLUSION 

 The overall aim was to elucidate the contribution of individual steps in drug 

translocation by (and inhibition of) a carrier to apparent transporter Michaelis-Menten 

parameters (e.g. Km, Ki, and Vmax). Such Michaelis-Menten parameterization is 

commonly employed to interpret drug uptake data. Results show that Km and Ki are equal 

for inhibitors that are also substrates, and through numerical means, the most influential 

underlying microrate constants for sets of Km and Vmax values can be determined. 
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE STUDIES 

 

 Bile acids are enterohepatically circulated in a high capacity and highly efficient 

manner. The overall objective of this work was to understand how modified bile acids 

can be utilized to assess bile acid enterohepatic circulation and exploited for prodrug 

development. 

 Bile acid malabsorption (BAM), a condition characterized by chronic, watery 

diarrhea, is caused by excess fecal bile acids and is often misdiagnosed as irritable bowel 

syndrome. Chapters 2-4 of this dissertation sought to address the need for a definitive, 

non-invasive, and non-radioactive diagnosis of BAM by the development of 

trifluorinated bile acids for use in fluorine magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of probe 

disposition in vivo. 

 In Chapter 2, CA-lys-TFA, a conjugate of cholic acid and trifluoroacetyl-lysine, 

was synthesized and tested. The affinity of CA-lys-TFA toward the sodium-dependent 

bile acid uptake transporters, ASBT and NTCP, was characterized, and in vitro stability 

testing was performed. CA-lys-TFA was found to be a potent substrate of both 

transporters. Stability testing showed no degradation of CA-lys-TFA, except toward the 

bacterial bile acid deconjugating enzyme choloylglycine hydrolase (CGH). Although CA-

lys-TFA was deconjugated in the presence of CGH, it showed higher stability than the 

native conjugated bile acid taurocholate. 
19

F MRI phantom imaging showed linear signal-

concentration dependence. After a pilot oral disposition study, a 24 h time course (24 

mice across eight time points) using 50 mg/kg CA-lys-TFA showed that rapid 

accumulation of CA-lys-TFA in the gallbladder was maximal within 4 to 7 h. This 
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chapter concluded that CA-lys-TFA, a fluorinated non-radioactive bile acid analogue, has 

potential for use in MRI to measure in vivo bile acid transport and diagnose bile acid 

malabsorption and other conditions associated with impaired bile acid transport. 

 Chapter 3 explored the feasibility of imaging CA-lys-TFA in vivo. In vivo mouse 

imaging after dosing oral dosing showed reproducible, clear 
19

F signal from the 

gallbladder, with optimal images resulting from a dose of 150 mg/kg and an imaging time 

of 7-8.5 h after dosing. Gallbladder concentrations were quantified by comparing signal 

intensity within the gallbladder to that of a CA-lys-TFA standard imaged adjacent to the 

mouse body, and were compared with values obtained by LC/MS/MS analysis. This work 

represented the first report of in vivo imaging of an orally absorbed drug using 
19

F MRI. 

Furthermore, CA-lys-TFA was orally dosed to Asbt-deficient (Slc10A2-/-) mice and their 

wild type (WT) littermates, since Asbt-deficient mice are known to have impaired bile 

acid transport and increased fecal bile acids. CA-lys-TFA accumulated in lower 

concentrations in the gallbladders of Asbt-deficient mice than WT mice (30.8-fold lower, 

P = 0.004), suggesting that CA-lys-TFA has the potential to identify impaired bile acid 

transport in vivo. 

 In Chapter 4, a second trifluorinated bile acid, CA-sar-TFMA, was synthesized 

and tested, to improve upon the original CA-lys-TFA. CA-sar-TFMA built upon the 

known stability of cholylsarcosine, and used a tertiary amide bond linkage to cholic acid 

which was stable against CGH in vivo. CA-sar-TFMA was successfully imaged in the 

mouse gallbladder, and, like CA-lys-TFA, accumulated in lower concentrations in the 

gallbladders of Asbt-deficient mice than in WT mice (16.1-fold lower, P = 0.0008). 

Although in vitro stability was improved, further in vivo pharmacokinetic analysis needs 
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to be conducted to evaluate whether CA-sar-TFMA has a longer half-life than CA-lys-

TFA, or if absorption does not change with pre-treatment of a course of antibiotics. Both 

trifluorinated bile acid probes show potential as imaging agent candidates to diagnose 

BAM. 

 Because of the high efficiency and capacity of bile acid enterohepatic circulation, 

bile acid transporters are an attractive prodrug target for drug bioavailability 

enhancement and liver targeting. In Chapter 5, two bile acid prodrugs of floxuridine were 

synthesized, with the goal of improving liver targeting for use when colorectal cancer 

metastasizes to the liver. The prodrugs were designed with chenodeoxycholic acid as a 

scaffold. Glutamic acid was used as a linker, with an amide bond conjugating the linker 

to chenodeoxycholic acid and an ester bond from linker to floxuridine. The two prodrugs 

were NTCP inhibitors and substrates. Passive permeability of both prodrugs was lower 

than the passive permeability of floxuridine, showing that they have the favorable 

potential to reduce non-specific floxuridine anti-proliferative effects. The floxuridine bile 

acid prodrugs were stable in rat plasma and rapidly released drug in rat liver s9 fraction. 

In vitro studies showed generally favorable prodrug characteristics, and future in vivo 

studies should be performed to determine the extent that these floxuridine prodrugs can 

enhance liver targeting in the body. 

 Finally, Chapter 6 derived Michaelis-Menten rate equations in terms of 

underlying microrate constants for a defined model of substrate translocation by a 

transporter (with inhibition by a second substrate). Analysis showed that using this 

model, Km is equal to Ki. Additionally, sensitivity analysis showed which microrate 

constants have the greatest impact on Km and Vmax, and through numerical means, the 
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most influential microrate constants for observed pairs of Km and Vmax values can be 

determined. In the future, a more mechanistic understanding of drug transporter uptake 

could aid in the rational design of new drug molecules. 
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APPENDIX A: SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER 3 

 

 

Figure S1. 
19

F MRI of ex-vivo phantoms of 10 mM CA-lys-TFA dissolved in different 

solvents. Average ROI signal intensities relative to human bile were 94.2, 83.5, and 109.4 

in methanol, DMSO, and 1:1 PEG:DPBS, respectively. 

 

 

 

Figure S2. Comparison of gallbladder CA-lys-TFA concentrations calculated from 
19

F 

MRI signal intensity to those measured by LC/MS/MS. This figure similar to Figure 4, 

but where data at the origin (0,0) has been excluded and where an intercept is not fitted.  

(A) Calculation of 
19

F MRI signal intensity in the gallbladders of live, anesthetized mice 

was accomplished by comparison to the 
19

F MRI signal intensity of a 30-mM CA-lys-

TFA phantom. 
19

F image acquisition was 1.5 h. CA-lys-TFA content in gallbladder bile 

by LC/MS/MS was measured after MRI. Each data point represents results from one 

mouse; MRI-based and LC/MS/MS-based measurements are paired (n = 10 mice). Linear 

regression analysis (solid line) yielded R
2
 = 0.896, P = 0.00003, indicating association 

between MRI-based and LC/MS/MS-determined values. The line of unity is dashed. (B) 

Comparison of CA-lys-TFA measurements obtained from MRI and LC/MS/MS after 

applying a 2.7-correction factor to LC/MS/MS values to account for a post-MRI effect.  

The line of unity is dashed, while the line from regression is solid (R
2
=0.896). The slope 

from linear regression is 1.12, i.e. 2.7-fold lower than the regressed slope in Fig. S2A. 
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Table S1. T1 relaxation times and Relative signal intensity compared to human bile of 10 

mM CA-lys-TFA dissolved in methanol, DMSO, 1:1 PEG:DPBS, and human bile. 

Solvent 

Signal Intensity 

(% Compared to 

Bile)  

T1 (s)  

Methanol 94.2 1.046 ± 0.100  

DMSO 83.5 0.667 ± 0.102  

1:1 PEG: 

DPBS  
109.4 0.629 ± 0.059 

Bile 100 0.380 ± 0.013  

 

 

Table S2. Liver and plasma CA-lys-TFA concentrations in mice 1-14, measured by 

LC/MS/MS after euthanasia. 

Mouse Dose 

Time of 

Euthanasia 

(h) 

Liver  

[CA-lys-TFA]  

(µM) 

Plasma  

[CA-lys-TFA] 

 (µM) 

1 150 mg/kg 5.0   3.83 0.10 

2 150 mg/kg 51.4   0.76 0.02 

3 150 mg/kg 2.8   7.40 15.90 

4 150 mg/kg 8.6   8.99 16.56 

5 150 mg/kg 8.5   1.97 0.07 

6 150 mg/kg 53.0   0.71 0.04 

7 150 mg/kg 8.4   3.73 1.28 

8 50 mg/kg 7x 4 10.66 0.05 

9 50 mg/kg 7x 3.5 14.02 0.02 

10 50 mg/kg 7x 8.9   1.63 0.02 

11 150 mg/kg 8.5 22.97 0.20 

12 150 mg/kg 8.5  7.92 0.18 

13 150 mg/kg 8.5  6.96 0.09 

14 150 mg/kg 8.5  6.55 0.42 
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Table S3. Gallbladder, liver and plasma concentrations of CA-lys-TFA in WT and 

Slc10a2
-/- 

mice. Mice 15-18 and 20-23 were euthanized without imaging 7 h after gavage, 

whereas mice 19 and 24 were imaged and euthanized 8.5 h after oral gavage with 150 

mg/kg CA-lys-TFA. In general, CA-lys-TFA concentrations in WT mice were 

substantially greater than those in Asbt-deficient mice.  

  Mouse 

Gallbladder 

[CA-lys-TFA]  

(mM) 

Liver  

[CA-lys-TFA]  

(µM) 

Plasma  

[CA-lys-TFA]   

(µM) 

WT 

15 4.36 7.95 0.78 

16 12.32 10.28 0.23 

17 13.95 18.83 0.25 

18 8.61 17.21 0.42 

 
19 4.81 4.49 0.69 

Slc10a2-/- 

20 0.30 0.61 0.00 

21 0.42 0.61 0.17 

22 0.27 0.63 0.05 

23 0.28 0.46 0.22 

 
24 0.27 1.26 0.52 
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APPENDIX B: SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER 6 

 

 

 

Figure S1. General structure of bile acid derivatives used in compound pair analysis 

study design to compare compound microrate constants.  
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